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Introduction 

The first known contact the Ebola virus disease (EVD), a highly communicable contagion, 

made with human population was in 1976 when 90% of all infected patients died. In 1976 the 

outbreak was an endemic and broke out in two regions simultaneously in today’s South Sudan 

and the Democratic Republic of Congo. In the latter the endemic appeared close to the Ebola 

river where the name of the disease stems from. The largest recorded and most complex 

outbreaks of EVD was in west Africa in 2014. In 2014 the local authorities in the affected 

countries organized and initiated as a response a quarantine measure. Military forces were 

stationed at the border to a triangular area between Sierra Leone, Guinea and Liberia with the 

intention to isolate the source of the spread. 70 % of the outbreak’s known cases of EVD were 

found in the triangular area adjoining the countries.1 This type of terrestrial quarantine was a 

sealed off area where no one was neither allowed to exit nor access by the reason of contagion. 

The terrestrial quarantine in 2014 was an attempt to reduce the risk of further spread to the 

inland of the African continent or for an infected individual to board a plane and spread the 

disease internationally.2   

The method of quarantining the potential spread of the EVD subsequently appeared in other 

countries which had been in indirect contact with Ebola. The aid workers from North America 

were required upon arrival to stay quarantined until cleared that no contagion was brought with 

them from Africa. The quarantine measure was met with criticism from the public where 

newspapers claimed the quarantine to be a method of archaic and inhumane standards and 

unjust treatment of innocent people who were constrained to participate in the mandatory 

quarantine measures.3  

                                                
1 McNeil Jr, Donald G., “Using a Tactic Unseen in a Century Cordon off Ebola Racked Areas.”, in New 
York Times, 12-08-2014. https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/13/science/using-a-tactic-unseen-in-a-
century-countries-cordon-off-ebola-racked-areas.html viewed 05-01-2018; Emrick P, Gentry C, 
Morowit L., “Ebola Virus Disease: international perspective on enhanced health surveillance, 
disposition of the dead, and their effect on isolation and quarantine practices”, in Disaster and Military 
Medicine, 2016;2: 13. doi:10.1186/s40696-016-0023-6; World Health Organization (WHO), “Ebola 
Virus Disease Fact Sheet”. http://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/ebola-virus-disease 
viewed: 12-09-2018. 
2 World Health Organization (WHO). Ebola Virus Disease Fact Sheet. 
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs103/en/ viewed: 05-01-2018; 
Weissman, G., “Ebola, Dynamin, and the Cordon Sanitaire of Dr. Adrien Proust.” The Faseb Journal. 
Vol 29 no 1 1–4, January 2015, p, 2. viewed 05-01-2018 
3 Gonsalves G, Staley P., “Panic, paranoia, and public health— the AIDS epidemic’s lessons for 
Ebola.” N Engl J Med. 2014. doi:10.1056/NEJMp1413425. viewed 05-01-2018 

http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs103/en/
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The conflict, where the public condemned the measure of quarantines, is not exclusively a 

contemporary phenomenon. Since the plague pandemic of the 14th century, European, colonial 

and Asian authorities imposed preventive strategies such as quarantines during epidemic 

outbreaks.4 In a Nordic context the quarantines appeared in the 16th century and continued to 

appear during the continuous plague epidemics until the 18th century. During the 19th century 

cholera arrived at Europe with intense and continuous outbreaks. In Sweden cholera appeared 

in waves from 1834 to 1894. The conflict which arose in the midst of the Ebola crisis in 2014 

has similarities to the conflict which can be found during the cholera outbreaks of the 19th 

century Europe. Both Karin Johannisson, who have conducted numerous studies in history of 

ideas specialized in Swedish medical history and Signild Vallgårda, a Danish interdisciplinary 

scholar in public health history, emphasise the inevitability of the conflict between personal 

integrity and the priority of the collective’s welfare in matters of public health.5  

However, the concept of a quarantine is complex since the practice of quarantining varied 

depending on where, when, why and how the quarantine materialized. A quarantine could 

practically be enforced anywhere as long as there was a spatially contained area. A quarantine 

during the 19th century could be in any spatial location such as a room, a ship, a school or on 

an island. A quarantine could also be a segregation of entire households and setting up barriers 

around villages.6 Quarantine regulations also enabled cities to close their borders and hinder 

mobility between national regions. When contagion was present in other countries which had 

any sort of contact with Sweden all traffic from foreign land was regulated through specific 

points of entry upon which every individual had to be cleared by a physician before passing. 

                                                
Drazen JM, Kanapathipillai R, Campion EW, et al., Ebola and quarantine, 27-10-2014. doi:10.1056/ 
NEJ-Me1413139. viewed 05-01-2018 
4 Blažina, Vesna & Blažina-Tomić, Zlata, Expelling the Plague: The Health Office and the 
Implementation of Quarantine in Dubrovnik, 1377–1533, MQUP, Montreal., pp. 3–4.; Bashford, Alison, 
Quarantine: Local and Global Histories, Palgrave, London, 2016, pp. 1–2, 5–9; And other examples: 
Burns, Susan L., “History, Testimony and the Afterlife of Quarantine”, in Quarantine: Local and Global 
Histories, 210–230, Bashford, Alison (ed.), Palgrave, London , 2016; Mishra, Saurabh, “Incarceration 
and Resistance in a Red Sea Lazaretto” in Quarantine: Local and Global Histories, 54–66, Bashford, 
Alison (ed.), Palgrave, London , 2016. 
5 Vallgårda, Signild, 'Utopi och nytta: historisk forskning om att förebygga sjukdom', Humanistisk 
hälsoforskning / Roger Qvarsell & Ulrika Torell (red.)., pp. 127–148, 2000, p. 132. 
6 A terrestrial quarantine can also be referred to as a Cordon Sanitaire from the French for a sanitary 
area. The term “cordon sanitaire” is not used in this essay. This essay only referenced to this kind of 
quarantine as a terrestrial quarantine; Cordon Sanitaire. Dictionary by Merriam-Webster. 
https://www.merriam-webster.com  viewed 20-12-2018. 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/
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These entry points could either be temporary quarantine stations, lasting from hours to weeks 

or months or permanent institutions located on islands with the sole intent to quarantine.7  

What combined the quarantines to one system, over both time and space, were the similar 

procedures of isolating the contagion, disinfecting and keeping under observation during the 

incubation period. This procedure was backed by official quarantine legislations and regulatory 

documents. The procedures of the quarantine were formalized by the Swedish state and carried 

out by the Swedish medical agency. The laws and the regulations created a master narrative 

which unified the varied acts of isolation, disinfection and observation since they were ratified 

and followed the same regulatory documents. The quarantine was also an inherently spatialized 

process, delineated by external spatial factors such as geographical location and spatial 

preconditions. It means that a quarantine was always located in a designated – room or area 

with certain preconditions which were stated in the regulatory documents. The performative 

task of isolating, disinfecting and observing created the concept of the quarantine and it can 

thus be interpreted as a constructed social space.8 

Theory and Material 

This essay placed the quarantine on trial to assess and examine how a spatial theoretical 

framework could be used to answer empirical questions and to interpret the result. The purpose 

of this essay is to combine a spatial theoretical framework with an empirical question to 

evaluate the theory’s usefulness in relation to the empiric material specific to this essay. The 

empirical question central in this essay asked how the conflict between the personal integrity 

and the collective’s welfare externalized and varied between different spatial dimensions. To 

apply spatial theory to the empirical questions was the methodology of this essay and the 

method is interconnected to the theoretical framework. The following chapter elaborates on the 

                                                
7 The main quarantine island in Sweden was Känsö which Lars Öberg depict in his book from 1968. 
International examples of different kinds of quarantines are exemplified in the anthology Quarantine: 
Local and Global Histories (2016) edited by Alison Bashford. Alison Bashford also summarize the 
quarantine as a practice in the introduction of the anthology. Further details to the Swedish quarantine 
praxis are elaborated in the analysis chapter; Öberg, Lars, Känsö karantänsinrättning 1804–1933, 
Rundqvist, Göteborg, 1968, pp. 18, 92–94.; Bashford, Alison, 2016, 1–9. 
8 Alison Bashford discuss the quarantines as spatial sites and the potential of using quarantines 
central in historic analysis in the introduction to the anthology Quarantines: Local and Global Histories 
(2016). Details of the Swedish quarantine will be clarified later during the essay; Bashford, Alison, 
2016, pp. 1–9;  
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spatial theoretical framework combined with a thorough clarification of what this essay means 

by space.  

Spatial theory 

Spatial theory stems from geography and became gradually integrated into social theory and 

the humanities after the turning point in the 1970s.9 In the 1990s there was a further increase 

of spatial integration to social theory which is referenced to as the spatial turn. The spatial turn 

meant an influx of spatiality as a part of historical analyses where the correlation between 

historical and spatial processes were emphasized to greater extent than during earlier decades.10 

Before the elaboration on how this essay used spatial theory in the analysis the concept of space 

requires a thorough introduction.  

What is space? 

Space is a term with a diverse spectrum of meaning and interpretation which requires 

clarification. In a non-academic context spaces are often equivalent to areas, regions and 

physical localities. A space can be the living room of a house, the street outside or the field in 

the outskirts of the village. Spaces are, in this view, measurable and absolute; their existence is 

a fact. In academic discourse, spaces are commonly viewed as having an active role in the 

shaping of social relationships and activities. The field, for example, is an absolute space since 

it is a measurable territory, however, add human action of ploughing, adding crops and working 

the land and it produces the social space of farming. The field requires the addition of human 

activity to transform into a space of farming. Instead of adding the farming, add the human act 

of passing a ball in teams with the intention to score a goal at either end of the field and the 

socially produced space is a recreation, a sport or a game.11 The physical spatiality of the field 

is the same but when adding the human practice to the field the context and the interpretation 

of what the space is changes. Henri Lefebvre, one of the central names in the context of socially 

produced spaces describe it as: 

Everyone knows what is meant when we speak of a ‘room’ in an apartment, the 

‘corner’ on the street, a ‘marketplace’, a shopping or cultural ‘centre’, a public 

                                                
9 Rönnlund, Maria & Tollefsen, Aina, Rum: samhällsvetenskapliga perspektiv, 1. uppl., Liber, 
Stockholm, 2016, pp. 20, 22, 30. 
10 Rönnlund & Tollefsen, 2016, p. 23. 
11 Hubbard, Phil, Kitchin, Rob & Valentine, Gill (red.), Key thinkers on space and place, SAGE, 
London, 2003, pp, 3-5. 
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‘place’ and so on. The terms serve to distinguish, but not to isolate, particular 

spaces, and in general to describe a social space. They correspond to a specific 

use of that space, and hence to a spatial practice that they express and 

constitute.12  

Lefebvre calls these terms, the room, the centre, the marketplace, spatial codes and further 

writes that “if these codifications have been produced along with the space corresponding to 

them, then the job of theory is to elucidate their rise, their role, and their demise”.13 By 

elucidating the codifications Lefebvre mean to apply them into their interactive character and 

explore their relationships, to each other or to the context in which they exist.14 For example, 

the field from earlier “becomes” the field of a sport once the two nets and a ball enter the space. 

Even if the net is imaginative, the grass is artificial turf, or even if the field consists of lines 

painted on an asphalt court the social space is similar or even practically the same. The space 

is being produced and consumed in a likewise manner and the consumption is dependent of the 

production and vice versa. The relationship is bilateral and does not exist in isolation. However, 

to emphasis the main point in Lefebvre’s citation, the conceptualized space is relative to the 

spatial practice and its context. David Harvey, who theorize the concept of space in geography, 

also correspond his definition of space to the spatial practice. Harvey emphasises the 

importance to conceptualize spaces through observing their practice. Harvey also argue that 

space is contingent to the context in which it is placed. Whether it is “personal”, “metaphorical” 

or “social” space or spaces of fear, of geopolitical tension or of capital, the conceptualized 

space is determined through the perspective of the observer.15  

The social space, the interactive relation between producing and consuming space as the 

subchapter has discussed, was first convincingly argued by Lefebvre in his work Productions 

of Space (1991) which was translated to English in 1991 from the original which was first 

published in 1974. In his book Lefebvre rejected the idea of an absolute space without an 

inhabitation of social activities and relations.16 Lefebvre´s theory functioned as the basis of this 

essay´s theoretical framework. The spatial theoretical framework was used in correspondence 

to how Harvey explains the answer of the question “what is space”. Harvey writes that the 

                                                
12 Lefebvre, Henri, The production of space, Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1991, p. 16. 
13 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p. 17.  
14 Ibid. 
15 Harvey, David. Space as a Keyword. In David Harvey: a critical reader / edited by Noel Castree and 
Derek Gregory, 2006, p. 5.  
16 Hubbard, Kitchin & Valentine, 2003, p. 5; Rönnlund & Tollefsen, p. 40.  
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question should be replaced by: “how is it that different human practices create and make use 

of different conceptualizations of space”.17 

The theoretical framework 

In Lefebvre’s book, he elaborated on the three dimensions of social space which he argued 

works in a trialectic (triad of dialectic) relationship. Lefebvre’s three dimensions of space 

equally contribute to the understanding of spaces, interrelated to each other.18 According to 

Lefebvre, a space cannot be understood by solely analysing one dimension. For example, the 

earlier example of the field consists of a physical space which differentiated in interpretation 

when a human activity was added to the context. The addition of a game with rules and 

conventions creates one interpretation while adding the human activity of ploughing and 

adding crops to the soil is interpreted as another social space. Add a third element of experience 

to the dialectic relationship between the physical space and the activity and the field can be 

understood from the point of the consumers of the space. The consumer, depending on who 

they are, their age, gender, where they are from or what intention they have by entering the 

space, their understanding of the space can diverge.  

However, Lefebvre was not describing a pragmatic theory to use as a tool to analyse space in 

academic studies. Lefebvre was rather conceptualizing how to understand space in larger 

discussions of societal spaces such as socialism and capitalism, but the theory has since 1991 

been used with a variety.19 This was why this essay selectively chose the most essential of 

Lefebvre’s unitary theory and tried to simplify the concepts to create comprehensibility. In 

Maria Rönnlund and Aina Tollefsen’s book from 2016 on the concept of space in social 

sciences, they have simplified Lefebvre’s concepts since they have progressed and been re-

theorized from the original publication in 1974 to the English translation in 1991. This has 

resulted in that the spatial terms Lefebvre introduce are presented in different forms. The 

original form of the three dimensions are according to Lefebvre´s; representations of space, 

spatial practice and representational space. Lefebvre also introduce the three concepts as: 

physical, mental and social space and another version as perceived, conceived and lived space. 

Rönnlund and Tollefsen alter the names of the concepts and address them as: the ideological 

                                                
17 Harvey, David, 2006, p. 5.  
18 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, pp. 7, 12; Rönnlund & Tollefsen, 2016, pp. 40–41. 
19 Hubbard, Kitchin & Valentine, 2003, p. 210; Rönnlund & Tollefsen, 2016, pp. 41, 43.  
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institutionalized, the material and imaginary affective space.20 This essay used Rönnlund and 

Tollefsen’s simplification of Lefebvre’s concepts since they are easier to comprehend and more 

precise in what the concepts imply.  

The ideological institutionalized space 

The first dimension in Lefebvre’s unitary theory is the ideological institutionalized space which 

is signified by the conceptualized space created by scientists, planners and engineers. The 

architects of spaces begin with ideas and concepts before the spaces are materialized.21 In this 

essay the analysis used the concept of the ideological institutionalized space to examine the 

ideal quarantine procedure which was discussed in medical journals and among the medical 

agencies who carried out the quarantine procedure in praxis. The analysis examined what the 

responsible agencies thought of the quarantine and what the procedure in praxis was thought 

of. Therefore, the analysis also examined, what indirectly influenced why the quarantine was 

used and how it was supposed to function.  

It is also important to note that the quarantine as an institution was formalized and defined in 

regulatory documents such as the royal decrees and legislations. This means that the quarantine 

was fixed in a normative practice with a set of rules and regulations to follow, regardless of 

how the quarantine was thought of. The idea of the quarantine, or the ideological quarantine, 

therefore, must be nuanced by the institutional side of the practice. The ideological 

institutionalized space does not answer whether the ideal procedure, both in opinion and 

legislation, was carried out in practice. Lefebvre classified the ideological institutionalized 

space as an abstract concept which links people, both politically and socially, to objects and 

spaces in the material form.22  

The material space 

The material space is classified by Lefebvre as the daily procedures, connected to the 

geographical location and the physical space in question. The material space is thus the 

procedures which produces the space, like the earlier examples of farming and sports. Lefebvre 

                                                
20 Author’s translation from original: materiella-, ideologisk-institutionella and imaginär-affektiva 
rummet. Rönnlund & Tollefsen, p. 40; According to Rönnlund & Tollefsen the Swedish word “rummet” 
translates to space while place translate to the Swedish word “plats”. “Rummet” is thus the abstract 
space relevant to the space analysed in this essay. Ibid. pp. 23–25. 
21 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p. 38. 
22 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, pp. 40–41, 45. 
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wrote that the material space interconnects daily routines with routes and network which 

interlink the spatial practices the material space consists of.23 In this analysis the quarantine 

procedure was a focal point to examine the material space. The network linkage in this essay’s 

analysis was the spatial location and the spatial flows which were intercepted in the quarantine. 

Lefebvre writes that the material space must have cohesiveness, to some extent, but not 

necessarily be comprehensible. Comprehensible in the meaning that it cannot be exhaustive 

and complete since the material space is a perspective of great width.24 By this Lefebvre means 

that the material space can be an individual, local, or regional perspective. To include a 

complete and exhaustive account of the material space is empirically impossible. However, the 

material space must to some extent be interconnected and cohesive. 

The material space in the analysis furthermore prolonged the conceptualization of the 

ideological institutionalized space and observed how the spatial dimensions interacted and 

differentiated. In this essay the source material in the analysis was testimonies and reports from 

the responsible institutions which carried out the quarantine procedures. The analysis focalized 

on the determining factors of the quarantine, how the quarantine’s material space was 

materialized and who maintained and controlled the space.  

The imaginary affective space 

The imaginary affective space is the experienced and directly lived space. The imaginary 

affective space brings forth the perspective of the consumers of the material space. In this essay 

it is the perspective of those who passively took part of the quarantine. The imaginary affective 

space was the tool to answer the question of how the consumers perceived and lived the 

quarantine. According to Lefebvre these experiences are communicated by direct verbal 

opinions or non-verbal symbols and signs.25 Lefebvre writes that the imaginary affective space 

 need obey no rule of consistency or cohesiveness. Redolent with imaginary and 

symbolic elements, they have their source in history – in the history of people 

as well as in the history of each individual belonging to that people. 

Ethnologists, anthropologists and psychoanalysts are students of such 

[imaginary affective space], whether they are aware of it or not, but they nearly 

always forget to set them alongside those [ideological institutionalized spaces] 

                                                
23 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, pp. 33, 38. 
24 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p. 38. 
25 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p. 39. 
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which coexist, concord or interfere with them; they even more frequently ignore 

[the material space].26  

By this example Lefebvre means that the three perspectives of social space are visible in 

academic studies but not commonly emphasized. Whether Lefebvre’s account rings of truth 

are left to be unsaid. However, the described interconnectedness between the social spaces is 

the emphasis of the citation which was relevant to this essay. Lefebvre furthermore wrote, with 

a highlight on the imaginary affective space, that   

[Imaginary affective space] is alive: it speaks. It has an affective kernel or centre 

[…] It embraces the loci of passion, of action and of lived situations, and thus 

immediately implies time. Consequently, it may be qualified in various ways: it 

may be directional, situational or relational, because it is essentially qualitative, 

fluid and dynamic.27 

This means that the imaginary affective space is conveyed by the subjective experiences of the 

consumers of the space and is thus, as Lefebvre emphasizes, qualitative, fluid and dynamic. In 

this essay the imaginary affective perspective is portrayed by those who were subjected to the 

quarantine. For example, in newspapers, articles convey stories and testimonies from people 

who underwent the quarantine procedures. There are also testimonies in the physicians’ reports 

to the Medical Council where they correspond how “people” or the “public” experienced the 

quarantine. This essay refers to the lived and perceived space as “public opinion” since the 

quarantine was an intervention which affected members of the public.  The interpretation of 

the public was thus wide and generalized since a narrower definition was not empirically 

possible. The purpose of this essay is not to be comprehensive in every perspective included in 

the spatial theoretical framework. Instead the perspectives of the spatial theoretical framework 

contribute with a tool to organise and elucidate interactive dimensions of different 

conceptualizations of similar spaces.  

Research questions  

The purpose of this essay is to assess and examine how a spatial theoretical framework could 

be used to answer an empirical question and interpret the result. The main research question 

and purpose of the essay is: 

                                                
26 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p. 41. 
27 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p. 42.  
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-   Can a spatial theoretical framework be used to answer the essay’s empirical question 

and to interpret the result of the analysis? 

This research question was the main framework for the analysis. The spatial dimensions, the 

ideological institutionalized, material and imaginary affective space, were the analytical tools. 

The analytical tools contributed with the perspectives which enabled a coherent structure to the 

empirical material. This, in turn, permitted the examination of the empirical question which 

connected the theoretical framework to the context of the Swedish quarantine. The empirical 

question is: 

- How did the conflict of interest between individual integrity and the welfare of the 

collective externalize in the context of the quarantine? 

This research question linked the empirics to the theoretical framework and subsequently 

connected this essay’s main points to the research field. 

Source materials 

The research questions of this essay stems from an initial examination of the empirical material. 

The spatial theoretical framework was chosen since Lefebvre’s unitary theory provided clarity 

and structure to analyse the empirical material. The theory is furthermore descriptive since it 

provides a frame of the spatial dimensions and a tool to examine the interconnectedness of 

spaces. After the initial assessment of the source material the conflict of integrity was evident 

and hence provided the empirical question. This means that the research questions stem from 

the source material and not the other way around. The assortment of sources was subsequently 

delineated in relation to the theoretical framework and the purpose of the essay. The delineation 

of sources was also made in regard to accessibility. The source material from the various 

Quarantine Commissions, the sub-organization under the Swedish medical authority, are 

distributed between the archives in the region where the commissions were active: Malmö, 

Stockholm and Gothenburg. To be able to access the material continuously the sources were 

chosen either available printed, such as the royal decrees, official documents and the medical 

journal Hygiea, or digitalized materials from online databases.  

Annelie Drakman states in her dissertation from 2018 that digital humanities is a growing field 

which relies on source material available online. Drakman used the provincial physician’s 

reports from the Medical History Database (Medicinhistoriska databasen) which coincide with 
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materials used in this essay. The database consists of a plethora of materials which have been 

transcribed, digitalized and made available in a search engine. Drakman proclaims one of the 

benefits of digital humanities being able to process larger amounts of data by the help of 

searching for specific words and assessing the sources accordingly. On the other hand, 

Drakman denote that searching in a database provides a false sense of continuity. When 

searching for a specific word, reports from widely geographically scattered places and from 

different years gives the impression that they might be interrelated when the only connecting 

variable might be the database itself. To avoid the risk of a false continuity Drakman 

recommends to initially assess the source material, before making word specific searches. 

Before deciding on source material, a thorough rendition of the entirety of the material must 

be made.28 

When the source material of the provincial physicians’ reports was selected to this essay’s 

analysis a thorough rendition of over a thousand digitalized reports was made. The reports were 

from the years during the epidemical outbreaks and a few years before, to observe an increase 

in topics relevant to the epidemic, and a few years after to observe the decrease. After which a 

word search was made on several possible angles which could give insight to the quarantine, 

either opinion of or its practice. The words were tried with different spellings, for example 

“quarantine”29 and “quarantaine”30 and possible synonyms such as “isolation”31 and 

“barriers”32. The synonyms were considered usable if they referenced to the quarantine itself 

or any contextual information of the quarantine (such as the regulatory documents or 

aetiological interpretation) The central search words used in the search engines were cholera33, 

quarantine34, epidemic35 and the names of various quarantine stations.  

Drakman also addresses the issue of regional differences. A physician in a rural area had 

different preconditions than the physicians active in urban cities.36 This essay did not pay 

geographical differences attention in the analysis since differences are relevant to the essay’s 

                                                
28 Drakman, Annelie, När kroppen slöt sig och blev fast: varför åderlåtning, miasmateori och 
klimatmedicin övergavs vid 1800-talets mitt, Uppsala universitet, Diss. Uppsala : Uppsala universitet, 
2018,Uppsala, 2018, pp. 29–31. 
29 Swedish word search:” Karantän”. 
30 An older spelling of quarantine. The word was used as a Swedish term before the Swedish spelling 
“Karantän”.  
31 Swedish word search:” isolering”. 
32 Swedish word search:” spärrning”. 
33 Swedish word search:” cholera” and” kolera”.  
34 Swedish word search:” karantän” and” quarantaine”. 
35 Swedish word search:” epidemi”. 
36 Drakman, Annelie, 2018, pp. 32-33. 
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purpose and research questions. The variations and regional differences give a more 

representative depiction of how the quarantine could differentiate. In correlation to Lefebvre’s 

rendition of the spatial dimensions, they do not have to be exhaustive. The material space, 

which is the dimension where geographical differences are relevant, does not need to be 

comprehensive, only cohesive and interconnected. The fact that it did differentiate between 

regions were included in the analysis, but not why.  

To complement the individual physicians’ reports the yearly report from the central medical 

organ was used as reference. The yearly publication was a collection of all the reports with 

additional information of communicable diseases, atmospheric conditions and other 

contemporary health related topics. The yearly reports were first published in 1851 and for the 

analysis all the years of recorded outbreaks were read through which consisted of a couple 

hundred pages each. The reports were digitalized and gathered from the Statistical Central 

Bureau’s (Statistiska centralbyrån) online database.37 Navigation and cross-checking facts 

using a search engine alleviated the use of the source material.  

Articles from newspapers were included in this essay as further digitalized materials. The 

articles were gathered from a database organized by a project led by the Royal Library 

(Kungliga Biblioteket) in Stockholm. In the database Swedish newspapers from 1645 to today 

have been digitalized and made accessible online.38 When examining the material, the 

assessment was as earlier described; there was an initial review for the years before, during and 

after epidemic outbreaks; after which a word search was made with the same key words as 

when researching the physicians’ reports. The source material derived from the newspapers 

has a significant source critical aspect which were their unwritten political tendencies. This 

essay included both conservative and liberal newspapers and took the aspect of political 

tendency into regard during the discussion.39 The newspapers also provided secondary 

                                                
37 Digitalised publications from the Sanitary Collegium in the series “Sundhets-Collegii underdåniga 
berättelser om medicinalverket i riket” 1851–1860 available from Statistiska centralbyrån, 
https://www.scb.se/sv_/Hitta-statistik/Historisk-statistik/Digitaliserat---Statistik-efter-serie/Officiell-
statistik-1811-1860/Halso--och-sjukvarden-1851-1860/ , viewed 04-01-2019; Digitalised publications 
from the Medical Council in the series” Bidrag till Sveriges officiella statistik. K, Hälso‑ och 
sjukvården” 1861–1910, available from Statistiska centralbyrån, https://www.scb.se/sv_/Hitta-
statistik/Historisk-statistik/Digitaliserat---Statistik-efter-serie/Bidrag-till-Sveriges-officiella-statistik-
BiSOS-1851-1917/Halso--och-sjukvarden-1861-1910-BiSOS-K/, viewed 04-01-2019. 
38 Kungliga Biblioteket, Tidningar, https://tidningar.kb.se/ viewed 23-10-2018. 
39 For example: Göteborgs Handels- och Sjöfartstidning (GHT) was a liberal newspaper founded in 
Gothenburg 1832 and Nya Dagligt Allehanda (NDA was a conservative newspaper founded in 
Stockholm in 1859. Both were used during the analysis; Nya Dagligt allehanda, Nationalencyklopedin, 
https://www.ne.se viewed 20-12-2018; Göteborgs Handel- och Sjöfartstidning, Nationalencyklopedin, 
https://www.ne.se Viewed: 19.12.2018. 

https://tidningar.kb.se/
https://www.ne.se/
https://www.ne.se/
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information of opinions which constitutes an issue of representativeness. This essay’s analysis 

used the material on the premise that the secondary information was valid enough to indicate 

what the experiences were like. It was also assumed that the voiced disdain in the articles was 

recognizable by those with similar experiences. According to Lefebvre, the imaginary affective 

space could differentiate greatly, which is inevitable since the imaginary affective space is 

based on the concept of subjective interpretation. The purpose of including that spatial 

dimension in the essay was to provide another reference point to the other two perspectives. 

Consequently, it does not matter if it was a subjective opinion of the quarantine since it 

functioned as another view of the quarantine, different from the ideological institutionalized 

and material space.  

This essay also included printed materials such as the medical journal Hygiea and the collection 

of Swedish laws. The assortment of sources had several similar points as to Per Axelsson’s 

study of the polio disease. For one, to examine the construction of the ideological-

institutionalized quarantine this essay used Hygiea and physicians’ reports. In Axelsson’s study 

the ideological institutionalized construction of polio was studied with a different theoretical 

framework than this essay, however, the choice of source material was similar. In the study 

Axelsson examined the construction of polio within the Swedish medical administration, both 

in journals such as Hygiea where physicians published articles and in the physician’s reports 

to the central Medical Council. Drakman mean that Hygiea was one of the most influential 

medical publication during the 19th century.40 Axelsson also studied a temporal spectrum later 

than this essay and assorted the source material after the epidemic outbreaks of polio, which 

also relates to this study’s assortment of sources.41  

The assortment process of empirics from Hygiea in this essay began with a review of the 

published numbers of Hygiea from 1830 to 1934. This was done by navigating in the table of 

contents, searching for key words in correspondence to earlier word searches in the printed 

indexes and the publications surrounding the years of outbreaks were read. After narrowing the 

temporal spectrum to 1850–1894, based on the accessibility of source material and delineation 

of this essay, the assortment of sources was narrowed accordingly. Additional to this source 

material, regulatory documents in the form of royal decrees and official legislations were used 

to examine the ideal quarantine procedure in the documents which delineated the quarantine in 

                                                
40 Drakman, Annelie, 2018, p. 44.  
41 Axelsson, Per, Höstens spöke: de svenska polioepidemiernas historia, Carlsson, Diss. Umeå : 
Univ., 2004,Stockholm, 2004, pp. 13, 22, 28–29.  
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praxis. This was made by examining the collection of Swedish laws which are gathered in 

yearly publications, the Swedish Statute-book (Svensk författningssamling).42 The years which 

were examined were derived from earlier research concerning new decrees and legislations. 

The temporal spectrum was also delineated to follow the years during outbreaks since it was 

by then the quarantine was a central and often urgent topic to discuss.43 The printed collections 

were researched by searching for key word in the printed indexes and reviewing the table of 

contents.   

The Research Field 

The international research field, where more extensive research has been made on quarantines, 

consist of a plethora of subjects concerning the quarantine. The Swedish field of quarantine 

history is fragmented to a greater extent. There are no synergetic research field since the 

academic studies which exist do not collaborate with each other. Johannisson claimed that the 

research field of medical history generally is fragmentized. In order to create coherence 

Johannisson categorized the research field into three main branches of medical history. The 

categories are traditional, social and critical medical history.44 To this essay the spatial 

theoretical research field and the research field of global history were further included since 

the research fields were relevant to the discussion of this essay. 

The spatial theoretical research field 

In the anthology History and the Uses of Space (2015) Paul Stock introduces the discussion 

concerning how historians use and analyse space. Stock raises several questions which were 

similar to the questions which kindled this essay’s analysis. Stock asks who controls different 

                                                
42 The English translation “Statute-book” may not conform the Swedish meaning of 
“Författningssamling”.  
43 For example: Baldwin, Peter, 1999, pp. 178–179. Rogers, John, pp. 77–78, 82–83. Nelson, Marie 
C., pp. 105–110; Axelsson delineated his study of polio to the years during epidemics since it was 
during that time the provincial physicians discussed the disease; Axelsson, Per, 2004, p. 28.  
44 Johannisson presented the three main branches in her book Medicinens öga from 1990 and 
present them in the newer article from 2007. Roger Qvarsell agrees with this overview of the research 
field in his article in the same publication. The three main branches were also referenced to and 
discussed by Axelsson; Johannisson, Karin, Medicinens öga: sjukdom, medicin och samhälle - 
historiska erfarenheter, Norstedt, Stockholm, 1990, pp. 13–20; Axelsson, Per, 2004, pp. 20–21; 
Johannisson, Karin, ”Medicinhistoria idag – kritiska dialoger”, in Medicinhistoria idag: perspektiv på 
det samtida svenska forskningsfältet, 9–19, Åhrén, Eva (red.), Nobel Museum, Stockholm, 2007, p. 
12; Qvarsell, Roger, ”Historia och medicin – En studie av svenska medicinhistoriska avhandlingar 
1970–2004”, in Medicinhistoria idag: perspektiv på det samtida svenska forskningsfältet, 19–41, 
Åhrén, Eva (red.), Nobel Museum, Stockholm, 2007, pp. 21–24. 
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spaces and how they are maintained. The anthology emphasizes that spatial approaches can be 

used as a tool to clarify interrelations between mind and matter. A spatial approach in an 

analysis could help to identify how spaces are ideologically and physically constructed. The 

anthology presents a wide array of themes where the focal point lies on how historians can use 

spatial theory to answer empirical questions.45 One of the studies discuss how to implement 

Lefebvre’s spatial theory on historical spaces. The study implies that even though Lefebvre’s 

conceptualization of produced space is complex and difficult implement in historic analysis, 

an awareness of space as a complex and socially produced concept can provide new 

perspectives.46  

Another study in the anthology analysed the dynamic borders of the Ottoman Empire and how 

the liminal spaces, the ambiguous, fluid space between empires, were transitional. Claire 

Norton, the author of the chapter, described the liminal space “not as a decisive line, or “locus 

of separation” but as a “transitional zone of interaction” “.47 Norton interpreted the space as a 

dynamic zone of transition, a liminal space and not a space of exclusion. Peta Longhurst also 

reference to the concept of liminal space in another example of spatial analysis. The study was 

a part of the quarantine project Australian scholars initiated the same year where the quarantine 

station North Head, Sydney, was the focal point.48 Longhurst’s and Norton’s concept of liminal 

space coincide and was used when interpreting the results of this essay.  

As a part of the same project initiated in Australia, the anthology Quarantine: Local and Global 

Histories (2016) was published. The anthology consists of several depictions where the 

quarantine’s spatialized geographies were a central feature rather than aetiological or 

                                                
45 Stock, Paul (red.), The Uses of Space in Early Modern History, First edition., New York, NY, 2015, 
pp. 10–11; The variety of spatial analyses in the anthology vary from themes of gendered spaces, 
transitional spaces between empires and so forth; Flather, Amanda, “Gender and the Organization of 
Sacred Space in Early Modern England c. 1580–1640” in The Uses of Space in Early Modern History, 
First edition., Stock, Paul (ed.), New York, NY, 2015, 43–75, p. 46.; Benton, Lauren & Mulich, Jeppe, 
“The Spaces Between Empires: Coastal and Insular Microregions in the Early Nineteenth-Century 
World”, in The Uses of Space in Early Modern History, First edition., Stock, Paul (ed.), New York, NY, 
2015, 151–173, p. 154; Kümin, Beat, “The Uses of Space in History – an afterword” in in The Uses of 
Space in Early Modern History, First edition., Stock, Paul (ed.), New York, NY, 2015, 227–235, p. 232. 
46 Hefferman, Michael, “The Spaces of Science and Sciences of Space: Geography and Astronomy in 
the Paris Academy of Sciences” in The Uses of Space in Early Modern History, First edition., Stock, 
Paul (ed.), New York, NY, 2015,125–151, pp. 125–126.   
47 Norton, Claire, in The Uses of Space in Early Modern History, First edition., Stock, Paul (ed.), New 
York, NY, 2015, 75–97, p. 78. 
48 Longhurst, P 2016, 'Quarantine Matters: Colonial Quarantine at North Head, Sydney and Its 
Material and Ideological Ruins', International Journal Of Historical Archaeology, 20, 3, pp. 589–600, 
Academic Search Elite, EBSCOhost, viewed 22 February 2018, pp. 589–591, 592. 
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ideological interpretation which is more prominent in the Swedish research field.49 The 

anthology emphasizes the fact that quarantine sites were inherently spatial and gives insights 

to administrative history and how different practices formed the sites. Alison Bashford, the 

editor of the anthology, writes that the quarantine was a mean to control the increasing flow of 

people and goods. Both cargo as travellers, pilgrims, citizens and immigrants were 

compulsorily inspected, treated, fumigated and segregated. The quarantines were spatial sites 

which functioned to curb spatial flows.50  

Traditional medical history 

According to Johannisson traditional medical history is the oldest paradigm in the research 

field. In the traditional paradigm physicians studied the history of medicine and published with 

an intradisciplinary audience.51 In this essay Lars Öbergs depiction of the active years of Känsö 

has been used along with Sven-Ove Arvidssons epidemiological account for the patterns of 

transmissions during the cholera outbreaks during the 19th century.52 Both Arvidsson and 

Öberg are physicians who conducted intradisciplinary studies without further connection to 

social, political or other wider contexts. Their studies were, however, used as contextual 

information to the analysis of this essay.  

In the context of the quarantine, Erwin H. Ackerknecht is a central name which has influenced 

the historical writing of preventive diseases of the 19th century creating almost a paradigmatic 

tradition of using his theories. In 1948 Erwin H. Ackerknecht published an article on anti-

contagionism and hence initiated the tradition of using his theories in analysis of preventive 

strategies of the 19th century.53 Ackerknecht’s theory of anti-contagionism is often referenced 

to in studies of preventive strategies and especially in the context of the quarantine.54 One 

fundamental notion in Ackerknecht’s article is that anti-contagionism’s main focal point was 

                                                
49 Bashford, Alison, 2014, pp. 1–3; Swedish examples are exemplified in the next subchapter: 
“traditional medical history”. 
50 Ibid., pp. 2, 10–11.  
51 Johannisson, Karin, 1990, pp. 13–14. 
52 Öberg, Lars, 1968; Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, De svenska koleraepidemierna: en epidemiografisk 
studie, Karolinska institutet, Diss. Stockholm: Karol.inst., Stockholm, 1972. 
53 See: Nielsen, May-Brith Ohman, Mennesker, makt og mikrober: epidemibekjempelse og hygiene på 
Sørlandet 1830–1880, Fagbokforlaget, Bergen, 2008; Baldwin, Peter, Contagion and the state in 
Europe, 1830–1930, Cambridge Univ. Press, Cambridge, 1999; Björkman, Jenny, Vård för samhällets 
bästa: debatten om tvångsvård i svensk lagstiftning 1850–1970, Carlsson, Diss. Uppsala: Univ., 2001, 
Stockholm, 2001. 
54 Ackerknecht, Erwin H., Social Medicine, and the History of Medicine', Bulletin of The History of 
Medicine, 81, 3, pp. 511–532. 
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to abolish the practice of quarantines. Ackerknecht used citations from British and French 

scholars in the 19th century who stated that the quarantine is “an absolute and uncompensated 

evil” and that the “quarantine is the engines of despotism”.55 Ackerknecht implied that the anti-

quarantinism goes hand in hand with liberalism and implies that a liberal political agenda 

worked against the usage of quarantines since they had a negative influence on trade and 

postponed cargo to flow in and out of harbours.56  

Peter Baldwin has criticized the Ackerknechtian theory and conducted a wide-angle analysis 

to challenge the Ackerknechtian theory in the political arena of Britain, France, Germany and 

Sweden. Baldwin’s analysis incorporated a wider range of prophylactic medicine of the 19th 

century: the quarantining against cholera, the smallpox vaccination and how states acted 

against venereal diseases. Baldwin interpreted the Ackerknechtian view, as Baldwin calls it, as 

medical prophylaxis being a continuation of politics and preventive policies thus being an 

expression of politicians’ hidden agendas.57  

Baldwin concluded that there were other factors which played a part in whether a country 

adopted a sanitation or quarantine plan, more than a political agenda or liberal/authoritarian 

forces as Ackerknecht meant. Therefore, Baldwin’s conclusions showed a more nuanced 

characterization of what methods were being used to prevent spread of diseases and why the 

various actions were chosen. The explanation to why a nation decided on a prophylactic method 

was influenced by geo-epidemiology (geographical factors in relation to contagion), 

administrative prerequisites and political, military and medical traditions. The international 

trade had impacts on the national economy and played a part since quarantine and thorough 

inspections of the cargo could antagonize the traders. However, trading interest was not the 

exclusive impetus of the quarantine’s increase and decrease in influence.58 

Moreover, Baldwin denoted the issue of geography and the proximity the countries had to the 

origin of the disease. The area around the Mediterranean was interlinked to the many trading 

routes, both maritime and over land, which made the area vulnerable to outbreaks. Other 

peripheral countries, such as the Nordic where the pandemic diseases never originated, always 

received the disease after the neighbouring countries. Countries in southern Europe had the 

                                                
55 Ackerknecht, Erwin H., 1948, pp. 590, 592.  
56 Ibid., pp. 587, 589. 
57 Baldwin, Peter, 1999, pp. 3, 30–31, 34–37.  
58 Ibid., pp. 202–203, 205, 211, 219–226, 236. 
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possible entry point of disease from all directions which made it difficult and expensive to 

establish terrestrial quarantines.59  

The other geographical aspect Baldwin interconnected to the preventive strategies of each 

nation was the question of topography. Sweden, Baldwin argued, has a contradictory element 

to the organization of quarantine. The long coastal line with the numerous harbours made 

Sweden difficult to quarantine since an effective defence should hinder every case of contagion 

to not risk an epidemic. Nevertheless, Sweden did enforce quarantine and placed the quarantine 

stations in the archipelagos and used it as bottle necks for the passing ships. On the other hand, 

the only terrestrial border of magnitude (during the time of cholera) were along the highlands 

to Norway which formed a natural hinder. Sweden also had a comparatively little trading 

business in comparison to the rest of Europe along with a small population with minor mobility 

within the country.60  

The administrative capacity also played a part in the politics behind the quarantine which are 

interrelated to the wealth and resources behind the authorities. Maritime quarantines required 

personnel, soldiers and inspectors and were economically strenuous to administrate. The 

economic aspect of quarantines was according to Baldwin imperative but not the predetermined 

correlation between nations and to what extent the nation could afford. Consequently, Baldwin 

stated that each nation basically formed its own strategy under a common threat in 

correspondence to the variables which determined the pre-conditions. The quarantine, no 

matter where it was established or when it was active, had the same fundamental function: to 

hinder contagion.61  

Baldwin finally concluded that even though the Acknerknechtian theory was important it was 

insufficient explanation alone. Baldwin’s study along with the Ackerknechtian view is evident 

in the existing Nordic research field as a reference point. For example, Birgitte Bjørkås Straume 

based her master thesis in 2011 on the Norwegian quarantine and preventive measures during 

1805–1910. The focal point of the thesis was on politics and whether there were liberal 

influences on the regulatory documents. The reference points of the thesis were Ackerknecht’s 

theories and Baldwin’s study. The Norwegian research field of quarantine history had 

previously May-Brith Ohman Nielsen’s contribution with the book Mennesker, Makt og 

                                                
59 Ibid., pp, 211–212, 219–226. 
60 Ibid., pp. 222–225. 
61 Ibid., pp. 236–237, 241, 524. 
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Mikrober (2008) where she studied the southern quarantine of Norway. Ohman Nielsen’s 

contribution to the research field was to try the liberal influence on the politics and established 

that the influence was diminutive.62 Ole-Georg Moseng also described the Norwegian 

quarantine in his depiction of the Norwegian medical history. Moseng denote the 

interconnectedness of the Norwegian-Danish and the Swedish (and Finnish) public health 

progression and describe them as similar.63  

In the Swedish research context one example is Drakmans study from 2018. The study 

consisted of over 8000 provincial physician’s reports and depicts how and why cleanliness64 

was connected to health. Drakman hence provide an aetiological connection to history of ideas 

instead of an aetiological connection to political history. The study was furthermore connected 

to miasma and contagion with the specific connection to the human body and how diseases 

were communicated. Drakman drew the conclusion that the aetiological belief of disease 

transmission initially, during 1820–1860, centralized on the disruption of flows in and out of 

the body. Diseases meant an imbalance between the flows and medicine had the focal point at 

correcting that flow. Drakman mean that the interpretation of flow-based medicine was the 

dominant interpretation during 1820–1860 and after 1860 a new focal point arose: the 

protective boundaries. The idea of protective boundaries meant that the human body was 

believed autonomous (rather than an object of the flows) and where infectious particles could 

transmit from one body to the next. Drakman also explained the aetiological influence was 

interconnected to the Swedish central medical institution, but not in consequence of. This 

means that Drakman support the notion that agencies influenced the contemporary 

interpretation and not by institutional impetus. During the late 19th century the focal point of 

the preventive medicine was to separate the ill from the healthy. Drakman furthermore mean 

that this was not only apparent in Sweden, but similar in the rest of Europe and in the US as 

well. 65 Drakman also concluded that bacteriology cannot explain the medical progression since 

diseases and contagion were described as agencies (and not passive in accordance to miasma) 

                                                
62 Nielsen, May-Brith Ohman, 2008, p. 355.  
63 Baldwin, Peter, 1999, p. 242; Bjørkås Straume, Birgitte, 2011, Norsk Karantene- og 
Smittevernspolitikk: 1805–1910, University of Agder, pp. 6–8; Nielsen, May-Brith Ohman (2008). 
Mennesker, makt og mikrober: epidemibekjempelse og hygiene på Sørlandet 1830–1880. Bergen: 
Fagbokforlaget; Moseng, Ole Georg, 2003, Det offentlige helsevesen i Norge 1603–2003. 1, Ansvaret 
for undersåttenes helse 1603–1850. Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, pp. 16, 56,124-126, 189, 306. 
64 In Swedish” renlighet” translates to” cleanliness”, which in this context was connected to the topic of 
sanitation. Drakman, Annelie, 2018, p. 125.  
65 The original terms Drakman presents are in Swedish: “flödeshanterande” and “gränsskyddande”. 
Drakman, Annelie, 2018, pp. 133–135. 138–139, 141.  
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long before Koch discovered pathogens. There was also the long tradition of epidemiological 

health care, with physicians who had the specific instruction to prevent diseases. Drakman 

writes that bacteriology did not directly change the interpretations of transmissions but 

reinforced the contagionistic interpretation.66  

Social medical history  

The social response to diseases and the authorities’ prevention policies have been argued to 

have a stronger correlation with social and cultural aspects and less to do with diseases 

aetiology. Epidemics prompted authorities to react and the social responses during outbreaks 

contribute with insights to administrative capacity and resilience against approaching 

catastrophes.67 Howard Markel mean that preventive measures concerning the quarantine had 

a four-step progression. The first step was to avoid the ill or the contagious and the second step 

consisted of negotiations, both among experts and the community, of how diseases was to be 

understood. The third step was when complex political, economic and social campaigns and 

struggles either supported or worked against the quarantine measures. The fourth and final step 

was when the parameter of ethnicity entered the debate and social scapegoats in correlation to 

disease began to form.68  

Markel examined one quarantine moment in history, Ellis Island in 1892, when Russian Jews 

arrived in America. Markel wrote that the quarantine functioned as an immigration suspense, 

not officially since the quarantine was under medical jurisdiction. American medicine was 

influenced by social prejudices creating connections between receptibility of disease to social 

groups. The prejudices influenced the construction of the scapegoats which Markel meant was 

the step four of the progression during epidemics. The aetiological belief in miasma was a part 

of the American physicians’ conception of contagion. However, Markel argue that the 

connection between the quarantine in praxis and the aetiological beliefs was not conclusive and 

probably diminutive.69 Axelsson also reached this conclusion and stated that the polio 

prevention in praxis did not always comply with the ideological concept of the disease’s 

                                                
66 Drakman, Annelie, 2018, pp. 135–136 
67 Markel, Howard, Quarantine! East European Jewish immigrants and the New York City epidemics 
of 1892, Johns Hopkins paperbacks ed., Baltimore, Md., 1997, pp 1–2. 
68 Ibid., p. 2.  
69 Ibid., pp. 12, 15, 153–156. 
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transmission. Hence, Axelsson indicated a cleft between the diseases’ ideological context to 

how the disease prevention was implemented.70 

There are studies implying that cargo and material communication was the focal point of the 

quarantine system at large. David S. Barnes argue that the common conceptualization of the 

quarantine is distorted and that the quarantine is mainly a matter of interrupting the flow of 

cargo. Barnes focalised on the quarantine as the institution and not as a spatially contained 

procedure which this essay does. Barnes’ interpretation of the quarantine thus applies mainly 

to the maritime quarantine, the quarantine more involved with interrupting spatial flows of 

trade and travel than the terrestrial- and civic quarantine. However, the main point of Barnes 

study provided a contrast to the traditional focal points of the research field. Barnes argued that  

the historical significance of quarantine has been distorted by its 

association with the etiological debate over contagion and with 

xenophobic responses to immigration. In fact, the practice of 

quarantine rested neither on contagionist medical doctrine nor on 

nativism. Rather, it was based on the danger of infection, an elusive 

but fundamental concept in the nineteenth-century public health. 

The concern about cargo rather than people – and the logic of 

infection it reflects – bespeak a widely shared set of perceptions of 

illness and public health in the first three-quarters of the nineteenth 

century that is not captured by discussion of contagion or of anti-

immigrant bias.71 

Barnes centralized the material side of the quarantine and side-line the traditional focal point 

of humans as central in the context of quarantine experiences. Barnes emphasized that the 

quarantine has traditionally been connected to either etiological beliefs or xenophobic 

approaches. Instead Barnes argue that the quarantine had a stronger correlation to the fact that 

diseases were perceived as infectious and that diseases followed the cargo.  

Another contribution to the Swedish social medical history of quarantines was Brita Zacke’s 

dissertation from 1971. Zacke studied the immediate responses to the first wave of cholera in 

1834. The study gives an insight to how the quarantine legislation from 1806 and 1831 was 

                                                
70 Axelsson stem his analysis on George Rosen’s conclusion which was that medical knowledge of 
diseases and how they are communicated are the basis for the prevention measures used to hamper 
the spread of diseases; Axelsson, Per, 2004, pp. 115, 128–129, 137, 138, 219–220. 
71 Barnes, Ds. 2014, 'Cargo, "Infection," and the Logic of Quarantine in the Nineteenth 
Century', Bulletin Of The History Of Medicine, 88, 1, 75–101, viewed 7 May 2018., p. 75. 
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used in praxis when cholera first arrived in August 1834.72 Zacke’s study provided a framework 

for the early outbreak of cholera during 1834 and a comparison with the social responses during 

the outbreak of 1834 gave a reference point to the outbreaks during the later decades. 

Critical medical history 

One of the central academics within the field of critical medical history is the French 

philosopher Michel Foucault. Foucault’s focal point continuously centred on the institutional 

aspect in regard of control, power and how ideologies influenced the practice of medicine, 

which is the central theme of the critical medical history. Psychiatry has especially been 

interpreted as a tool of social control and coerced treatments. 73 In Swedish context Jenny 

Björkman studied coerced treatments in psychiatry and connected it to the Swedish quarantine. 

The study was furthermore connected to Foucault, Ackerknecht and Baldwin. The focal point 

of Björkman’s study was on the power which was exercised by the state. The purpose was to 

examine the relationship between the state intervention and the individual integrity, which was 

a purpose similar to this essay’s research question. Björkman examined where the state- and 

the private sphere diverged and how that divergence changed over time. The groups who were 

included in the study were the mentally ill, addicts and subjects of epidemic- and venereal 

disease.74 

To interpret the results of Björkman’s study she used Rolf Torstendahl’s model for the society’s 

steps of progression. The steps according to the model were; the classic industrial capitalism 

evolved from early 1800s to the classic liberal around the mid-19th century; it progressed to the 

social liberal stage during the early 1900s and was followed by a welfare stage after 1930. 

Björkman’s theoretical framework was based on Foucault’s theory of discipline and social 

control. This means that Björkman’s outset was from the Ackerknechtian paradigm, where 

health policies were extended mechanisms of politics. Torstendahl’s model was used in the 

conclusion of Björkman’s study where she argued that progressions in the quarantine’s 

regulatory documents had direct connections to changes in the society’s economic 

circumstances. For example, the new industry-capitalism created a private sphere whereas the 

quarantine system consisted of individually oriented isolation politics. Björkman involve 

                                                
72 Zacke, Brita, Koleraepidemien i Stockholm 1834: en socialhistorisk studie, [Stadsarkivet], Diss. 
Stockholm: Univ.,Stockholm, 1971 , pp. 10, 62,  
73 Johannisson, Karin, 2005, p. 12; Qvarsell, Roger, 2005, p. 22. 
74 Björkman, Jenny, 2001, pp. 12, 16.  
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Ackerknecht’s theories and Baldwin’s study as well as the aetiological explanation of 

miasma.75 Björkman’s conclusions coincide with the general conception of the Swedish field 

of quarantine history and was used as a reference point when this analysis’ results were 

discussed. 

In an international context the quarantine has been the focal point of numerous studies with a 

critical perspective on how the authorities used the quarantine systems to control and 

undermine individual freedom. In countries which used to be European colonies, such as 

Australia and South Africa, quarantines have been studied in the context of race and as a tool 

of segregation. Similar topics appear when quarantines were used to process larger streams of 

immigration. New York is known for Ellis Island where the immigration office inspected and 

transferred immigrants before arriving to America. Another example is 1948 when European 

Jews mass-emigrated to Israel after the Second World War.76 In an article from 2009 Norma 

Montesino and Malin Thor conducted a study where they study the stream of immigration 

coming to Sweden as refugees during and after the Second World War. The topic of the study 

was the use of quarantine, observation and sanitation institutions. The institutions were a part 

of the epidemic law of 1919 and quarantine decree of 1934 implemented in praxis. These laws 

built on the regulatory documents studied in this essay. Montesino and Thor referenced to 

Alison Bashford and mean that Bashford has published influential studies concluding that the 

medical science has legitimized border, both territorial borders of the state, as well as 

institutional borders which have separated the ill individual from the healthy. A process which 

was enabled by the quarantine. In the context of migration Montesino and Thor stated that the 

quarantine was an institutionalized praxis to handle the immigrant and thus prevent 

epidemics.77 

                                                
75 Ibid., pp. 20, 22–23, 100–101, 132–133. 
76 Examples of the quarantine system in a context of control: Seidelman, RD 2012, 'Conflicts of 
Quarantine: The Case of Jewish Immigrants to the Jewish State', American Journal Of Public Health, 
102, 2, pp. 243–252, viewed 22-02-2018;White, AR 2018, 'Global Risks, Divergent Pandemics: 
Contrasting Responses to Bubonic Plague and Smallpox in 1901 Cape Town', Social Science History, 
42, 1, pp. 135. viewed 22-02-2018. 
Examples of the quarantine system in a context of race and segregation: Bashford, A, Hobbins, P, 
Clarke, A, & Frederick, U 2016, 'Geographies of commemoration: Angel Island, San Francisco and 
North Head, Sydney', Journal Of Historical Geography, 52, pp. 16–25, viewed 22-02-2018; Foxhall, K 
2017, 'White Men in Quarantine: Disease, Race, Commerce and Mobility in the Pacific, 
1872', Australian Historical Studies, 48, 2, pp. 244–263, viewed 22-02-2018. 
77 Montesino, Norma & Thor Tureby, Malin, 'Migration och folkhälsa: hälsovårdspolitiska bedömningar 
i den svenska flyktingmottagningen under 1940-talets första hälft', Historisk tidskrift (Stockholm)., 
2009(129):1, s. [27] -46, 2009, pp. 27, 29, 30–31. 
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Global history 

According to Bashford the quarantine has a relevance to global history since the quarantine 

appear as a procedure spread over the world by colonial influence. Bashford described the 

quarantine as a counterforce to globalization since the quarantine’s procedure was used to 

hinder the flows and mobility of goods and people. In relation to – and because of – the 

globalization mobility increased, and hence the global world was perceived as being a part of 

the same interwoven network of resources and exchanges. Bashford mean that the quarantine 

remains recognizable over centuries and a medical officer from Venice 15th century would 

recognize Nukulau Island, a quarantine in the pacific in the early 20th century. Bashford writes 

that the quarantine “thus serve as intriguing constants for global and longue dureé comparison. 

Spatially contained, they are therefore also methodologically self-contained”.78 By this 

Bashford argued for the quarantine’s conducive characteristics which serves as beneficial focal 

points to global and studies which take place over large temporal spectrums.  

Global history as a paradigm has been emphasized during the latest decades, more in the 

international scholarly arena than in Sweden. Global history is a rapidly growing research field 

and consists of several controversies regarding the fundamental concepts of the paradigm.79 

There is no consensus on the definition of the various concept which global history entails, 

such as transfergesichte, historie croisée, transnational or entangled history.80 The theoretical 

and methodological differences within the global historic field are difficult to discern and this 

essay was therefore tentative when referring to global history. There are empirical and logistical 

obstacles to overcome when studying global occurrences. For one, in the context of the 

quarantine, there is no ostensible consensus on why the quarantine was increased and 

furthermore, decreased in praxis. The explanations are varied, and studies indicate that the 

context of a quarantine is dependent on local factors.81 To not lose the connection to the empiric 

                                                
78 Bashford, Alison, 2016, p. 10 
79 Rydén, Göran, ”Det globala mötet mellan materialitet och mentalitet, Stockholm 26-26 november 
2009”, Historisk tidskrift, 2010(130):1, [180] -181. p. 180. 
80 An example of  the conflicting consensus is the debate between Swedish scholars in the journal 
Historisk Tidskrift from 2009: Eklöf Amirell, Stefan, 'Den världshistoriska vändningen och strävan att 
övervinna det nationella paradigmet: ett svar till Rolf Torstendahl', Historisk tidskrift (Stockholm)., 
2009(129):2, [241]-246, 2009; Torstendahl, Rolf, 'Transnationell eller global: slutreplik till Stefan Eklöf 
Amirell', Historisk tidskrift (Stockholm)., 2009(129):3, [534]-535, 2009; Müller, Leos & Rydén, Göran, 
'Nationell, transnationell eller global historia?: replik till Stefan Eklöf Amirell och Rolf 
Torstendahl', Historisk tidskrift (Stockholm)., 2009(129):4, s. [659]-667, 2009. 
81 For example, Peter Baldwin’s study.  
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material and the connection to what actually happened, local histories need to be prioritized. 

The local histories can, subsequently, connect to a global context.82  

Historical Background 

The three quarantine diseases, which are considered dangerous to the public, are cholera, 

plague and yellow fever. Other diseases, such as dysentery, smallpox, tuberculosis, whooping 

cough and the measles, have for many centuries made a demographical impact with high 

mortality rates and continuous endemic outbreaks. However, cholera, plague and yellow fever 

are highly communicable and incredibly deadly and therefore historically caused greater social 

responses.83 Yellow fever is dependent on a warmer climate and has thus not had the same 

impact in Sweden as it has at warmer latitudes. Yet, when the outbreak of yellow fever pestered 

Spain in the early 19th century, Sweden enforced the quarantine legislation in 1806–1807 as a 

response.84 Yellow fever had an impact on Swedish legislative context, but not in the late 19th 

century which was the temporal spectrum of this essay.  

The plague  

Plague is a disease caused by the bacteria Yersinia, named after the scientist Alexandre Yersin 

who discovered the pathogen in 1894. The microorganism is a parasite commonly found in 

fleas on rodents such as rats. The flea bite cause necrosis, which means that the skin tissue dies 

and blackens. The bites on the inguinal, axillary or cervical lymph nodes causes inflammation 

and large swellings appear. These swellings are called buboes and thereof the name bubonic 

plague. There are two other types of plague which are septic plague, when the microorganism 

enters the bloodstream, and pneumonic plague which is communicated by inhalation of 

infectious droplets into the respiratory organs.85  

                                                
82 Yun Casalilla, Bartolomé, '"Localism", global history and transnational history: a reflection from the 
historian of early modern Europe', Historisk tidskrift (Stockholm)., 2007(127):4, s. [659]-678, 2007; 
Harrison, Mark, “Afterword” in Quarantine: Local and Global Histories, 251–257, Alison Bashford 
(ed.), Palgrave, London, 2016, pp. 252–253.  
83 Ackerknecht, Erwin. H, 1948, p. 569; Hedenborg, Susanna & Kvarnström, Lars (red.), Det svenska 
samhället 1720–2014: böndernas och arbetarnas tid, 5., [rev. och uppdaterade] uppl., 
Studentlitteratur, Lund, 2015, p. 61. 
84 Baldwin, Peter, 1999, pp. 211–212.; SOU 1999:51. Socialdepartementet Smittskydd, samhälle och 
individ: Bilaga 8 Beskrivning och analys av smittsamma sjukdomar. Ett underlag för 1996 års 
Smittskyddskommitté, pp. 238–239 
85 Slack, Paul, The impact of plague in Tudor and Stuart England, Clarendon, Oxford, 1990[1985], pp. 
7–8.; Tomic, ZB, & Blazina, V, 2015, pp. 43–44.  
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During the cataclysmic plague epidemics of the 14th century, commonly referred to as the Black 

Death, the disease ravaged through Europe with disastrous consequences. Approximately 25–

30 million people fell victim to the disease, a number which equalled around 30% of the 

European population at the time. The Black Death of the 14th century was one of three known 

deplorable plague pandemics in Europe. The first pandemic was the Justinian plague, named 

after the Roman Emperor Justinian I who ruled during the 6th century in Constantinople. 

Subsequently, plague came and went for a century and afterwards remained dormant for around 

600 years until the second pandemic, the Black Death. Plague outbreaks continued to appear 

scattered over Europe for the coming centuries and is believed to have disappeared during the 

18th century. Plague last left the Ottoman Empire which was haunted by plague unto the 19th 

century. Plague also continued to be a threat in the Levant, North Africa and in Russia during 

the most part of the 19th century which indirectly posed a threat to Sweden. The third pandemic 

is believed to have originated in inland China, reaching Hong Kong and Kanton in 1894 and 

therefrom transported by the railway systems and steamships which communicated the plague 

world-wide. In Sweden plague was diagnosed on-board a Norwegian ship arriving from 

Senegal in the quarantine station at Fejan outside of Stockholm in the archipelago in 1927, 

however, the disease never left the station.86 

The plague bacillus used the human body as an envoy to follow trading routes, pilgrim voyages 

and refugees fleeing from one country to the next. The response from authorities was to limit 

human mobility. Historical records show how maritime quarantines were established along 

trading routes and outside of ports for ships to pass through systems of control, inspection and 

sanitation before continuing their journey. Beside from the maritime quarantines, most often 

located on an island outside of harbours, there were terrestrial quarantines where borders were 

closed, and people were banned to leave their parishes without sanitary passes. There were also 

civic quarantines where specialized hospitals, plague houses, were established to isolate 

infected patients and whoever had been in contact with the infected. The plague houses were 

also referred to as lazarettos and were specialized in communicable diseases. The preventive 

                                                
86 Persson, Bodil E. B., Pestens gåta: farsoter i det tidiga 1700-talets Skåne, Nordic Academic Press 
[distributör], Diss. Lund : Univ., 2001,Lund, 2001, pp. 46–48; Ottosson, Per-Gunnar, 'Fighting the 
plague in 17th- and 18th-century Sweden: a survey', Society, health and population during the 
demographic transition : [proceedings of the international conference "Society, health, and population 
during the demographic transition", Umeå University, Sweden, August 18-21, 1986]., 309–322, 1988, 
p. 309.  
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measures to hinder plague echoes in the preventive strategies seen during the cholera outbreaks 

of the 19th century.87  

Cholera 

Cholera is an acute diarrheal disease indigenous to the Indian subcontinent and the area of the 

Ganges delta. The cholera bacillus, vibrio cholera, excretes a toxin in the digestive system 

causing acute and spasmodic vomiting and water-like diarrhoea. The loss of salt and water to 

the volume of tens of litres per day causes abdominal pains, fever and severe dehydration where 

the loss of bodily fluids is cause of death.88 The aetiology of cholera was unknown for the 

larger part of the 19th century. In the 1850s John Snow, a British physician, discovered a pattern 

of the cholera outbreaks in London and noticed a correlation between the outbreaks and the 

water supplies. Snow deduced that the cholera disease spread by contaminated water. By 

contemporary scientists, Snow’s discovery had little influence and the cholera bacillus 

remained unknown until 1883 when the German scientist Robert Koch made the discovery of 

pathogens in Egypt.89  

When cholera emerged in Europe during the 19th century it killed hundreds of thousands of 

people and has indirectly been an impetus to sanitary improvements and public health 

measures. Cholera is believed to have entered Europe via the caravan routes from India to 

Afghanistan, Persia, and once reaching the market of Nijhni-Novgorod the disease spread to 

the rest of the Russian Empire by the help of the merchants. From Russia, cholera reached the 

entire Baltic region, northern Germany and Western Europe. The Ottoman Empire was another 

gateway to the entry of cholera to the Mediterranean and south Europe. The first wave of 

cholera outbreaks hit Europe in the 1820s, however, it was not until the second wave (first in a 

Swedish perspective) in the 1830s when it entered Sweden through the harbour of 

Gothenburg.90  

The first pandemic of cholera is believed to have followed the British troops from the Ganges 

area in 1817, reaching Japan in the east and the Caspian Sea in the west. The second pandemic, 

                                                
87 Ottosson, Per-Gunnar, 1988, pp. 317–319; Kock, Wolfram & Hjelt, Otto E. A. (red.), 
Medicinalväsendet i Sverige 1813–1962: utgiven med anledning av Kungl. Medicinalstyrelsens 300-
årsjubileum, Nordiska bokh., Stockholm, 1963, pp. 368–369; Persson, Bodil E.B., 2001, pp. 276–284.  
88 SOU 1999:51. p. 249.; Ross, Richard S., Contagion in Prussia, 1831: the cholera epidemic and the 
threat of the Polish uprising, Jefferson, North Carolina, 2015[2015], p. 9. 
89 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, p. 101; Baldwin, Peter, pp. 37–38. 
90 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, pp. 24–26; Ranger, T. O. & Slack, Paul (red.), Epidemics and ideas: 
essays on the historical perception of pestilence, Cambridge Univ. Press, New York, 1992, pp. 157–
161. 
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which left the Ganges in 1826, spread further than the first pandemic. Cholera reached the 

Baltic in 1831 and entered Swedish in 1834.91 During the third pandemic, which reached 

Europe in 1847, cholera reached Finland in 1848 and spread around the Baltic harbours. In 

1850 cholera entered the south of Sweden through the harbour of Ystad, simultaneous as the 

disease reached other harbours in the larger cities more north. For the rest of the decade Russia 

and the northern German harbours were not free of cholera one single year. In Sweden the 

cholera outbreaks returned on a regular basis with largest outbreak in 1853. The last outbreak 

during the 1850s was in 1859 with minor intensity. Cholera later returned in 1866, however, 

not to the same degree as before. Again in 1874 cholera returned for another wave of pandemic 

cholera, this time only affecting the south of Sweden. In 1892–1894 cholera was again 

pandemic but only reaching Sweden in the maritime quarantine stations which functioned as 

the Swedish final frontier.92  

Cholera stimulated international discussions and the sanitary conferences which were an 

outcome of the transnational pandemics and the threat they caused. The international 

conferences were mainly European and a few Middle Eastern authorities who gathered to 

discuss internationally standardised disease prevention tactics. The first sanitary conference 

was gathered during the second wave of cholera in 1851 and the last sanitary conference was 

held in 1938. During the conferences the representatives from the various countries tried to 

reach agreements and to create a convergent preventive procedure during epidemics.93  The 

years the congress was held between 1850 and 1894 was: 1851, 1859, 1866, 1874, 1881, 1885, 

1892, 1893 and 1894. The years align with the epidemic outbreak of cholera during the 1850s, 

1866, 1874 and the 1890s.94  

Each participating country had two present delegates: one physician and one diplomat. The 

main interest was to reach an international agreement to standardize the quarantine regulation 

and to prevent importation of plague, cholera and yellow fever. On several occasions the 

congress, which varied in number of participating nations, tried to reach the agreements but the 

treaties were not ratified until 1903. In 1866, when the conference was held in Constantinople, 

                                                
91 Åbom, Per-Erik, Farsoter och epidemier: en historisk odyssé från pest till ebola, Atlantis, Stockholm, 
2015, pp. 110–111,  
92 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, pp. 38, 50–51, 86–87, 93, 95, 96–97. 
93 Nelson, Marie C., ”Frågor kring pest och kolera” from Att se det osedda: vänbok till Ann-Sofie 
Ohlander, 1. uppl., Hjalmarson & Högberg, Stockholm, Beskow, Jan & Berglund, Louise (red.), 2006, 
pp. 99–100. 
94 Howard-Jones, Norman, The scientific background of the International sanitary conferences 1851–
1938, World health organization, Geneva, 1975, pp. 5, 12. 
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Sweden participated as a member of the conference. During the earlier conferences Sweden 

had sent delegates as spectators. Maritime quarantines were continuously a subject of 

discussion. However, the focal point was on the scientific and aetiological background of 

disease. The scientific consensus in the participating countries varied and probably detained 

the conference from coming to an agreement.95 

Aetiology: miasma and contagion 

The interpretation of aetiology, the cause and origin of the disease, was a central topic of 

discussion during the 19th century. The two most common interpretation was miasma and 

contagion. The theory of miasma was derived from the Hippocratic notion that illnesses were 

caused by miasmatic particles in the atmosphere. These particles came from filth, swamps and 

bad air. Therefore, physicians sought it to be evident in cholera’s nature to affect the poorest 

and break out in the areas where it was cramped living conditions.96 Contagion, on the other 

hand, was an old notion from the Jewish Old Testament which said that diseases are 

communicable between humans and therefore quarantining the suspicion of contagion 

hampered further spread. Contagionism has a very unilineal history where the roots were, as 

mentioned, from the Old Testament and has since increased and decreased in relevance to the 

contemporary scientific and political context. There was, for example, an idea from Girolamo 

Fracastora from Verona 1546, who claimed that diseases were transmitted from person to 

person due to contagious seeds or microscopic worms. The idea of contagious matter had lost 

and re-gained influence and credibility back and forth, not winning enough empirical evidence 

to be accepted.97 It means that the miasma and contagionistic interpretations of aetiology 

existed simultaneously and were hegemonic intermittently.  

The miasmatic and contagious theories were also intertwined with each other and were not 

dichotomous. There were theories of miasmatic gases reaching overwhelming levels and thus 

becoming contagious. The two interpretations of how diseases transmitted were 

complementary to one another. The tension between the two appeared when diseases 

transmitted with a pattern which was not explainable from either theory. When diseases seemed 

to both transmit from person to person but also appeared spontaneously discussions followed. 

Before discovering pathogens, the theory of contagion where infectious microorganisms were 

                                                
95 Howard-Jones, Norman, 1975, pp. 12, 15–16, 23, 39–40; Nelson, Marie C., 2006, pp. 99–101. 
96 Baldwin, Peter, 1999, pp. 16–17.; Drakman, Annelie, 2018, p. 73. 
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communicated between people was difficult to prove. Empirically, the theory of miasma was 

easier to explain.98  

The quarantine as plague prevention 

The origin of the European quarantine history began in Ragusa where the first legislated 

quarantine was established in 1377 to prevent the Black Death from entering the city. Ragusa 

was at the time an aristocratic republic with great power and wealth derived from caravan and 

maritime trade. Ragusa’s geographical location on the Dalmatian coast favoured thriving 

trading routes and the port also functioned as a stop-by on the way to other locations in the 

Mediterranean. The caravan route connected Ragusa to trade luxurious merchandize from the 

Orient. The practice of the quarantine spread to the city states of Italy who established 

quarantine islands and civic quarantines in forms of inland lazarettos which functioned as pest 

houses. The word quarantine is derived from the word quarantino and furthermore the Italian 

word for forty: quarenta. Forty days was the original time people would be confined, however, 

that number has changed over the centuries. From Italy the practice of quarantines spread 

within the areas of the Mediterranean, to France, Spain and eventually onward to the rest of 

Europe. The Mediterranean model imprinted on the European quarantine system in aspects of 

administration, organization and physical spatiality.99 Eventually, the practice of quarantines 

reached the Nordic countries. 

The plague prevention in the Nordic countries  

The plague reached the Nordic countries during the first pandemic during the 14th century, 

however, by then there were no organized public health organisation. The first known 

preventive action was during the late 16th century when a ship arrived in Stockholm with 

merchandise from a plague-infected area. As a result, the fair in Uppsala was cancelled to avoid 

the public gathering and thus transmission of disease. The first royal decree was issued 1577 

                                                
98 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, p. 99; Drakman, Annelie, 2018, pp. 76, 83, 169. 
99 40 days was the incubation period of plague; Mackowiak, Philip A. & Sehdev, Paul S.; The Origin of 
Quarantine, Clinical Infectious Diseases, Volume 35, Issue 9, 1 November 2002, 1071–1072, 
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history of public health, MD Publications, New York, 1958, pp. 69; Crawshaw, Jane Stevens, “The 
Places and Spaces of Early Modern Quarantine”, in Quarantine: Local and Global Histories, 2016, 
Alison Bashford (ed.), 15–34, Palgrave, London, 2016, pp. 16–17; Cipolla, Carlo M., Fighting the 
plague in seventeenth-century Italy, Univ. of Wisconsin P., Madison, Wis., 1981., pp. 3, 4–5, 19; 
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by Johan III who imposed quarantine on ships arriving from ports in infected areas. The earliest 

prevention measure known in Sweden was implemented to protect the King and the members 

of court. It was when Johan III was staying in Kalmar when plague was recognized in 

Stockholm and all transportation from the capital to Kalmar was prohibited.100  

Moseng identified a similar pattern in Denmark-Norway and claimed that the Nordic countries 

during this time had a similar progression of the early plague preventions. Both Moseng and 

Per-Gunnar Ottosson, who have conducted Swedish plague studies, means that this is a sign of 

the Nordic small-scale administrative capacity before becoming a centralized state. The early 

modern state capacity was a fragile institution with diminutive capacity.101 The Nordic states 

at this time, during the early plague prevention was divided in political territories different from 

today. Finland was from 1323 a fully integrated part of the Swedish political entity and from 

1397 to 1523 Sweden was in a union with Denmark and Norway. The political territories were 

a part of a conglomerate, where the customs of each province were taken in regard when 

enforcing legislations.102  

When the plague was present in Sweden during 1620–1624 the regulatory documents 

concerning plague prevention were updated. The new legislation from 1625 was more 

extensive than before and gave the right to enforce civic and terrestrial quarantines. The civic 

quarantine meant the right to isolate the plague-victims in lazarettos while maritime 

quarantines were established to intercept seaborne traders. The legislation also gave the 

jurisdiction to ban all ships which posed a risk of contagion. The effectiveness of the legislation 

has been questioned since it is probable that neither the maritime nor the civic quarantines were 

successfully implemented.103 

The first medical establishment in Sweden was the founding of Collegium Medicum in 1663. 

The first medical institution consisted of Stockholm-based physicians seeking to create order 

and control to the medical profession. Before, and around this time, the medical profession in 
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Sweden was small-scaled. Most physicians were privately hired by the nobility, the royal court 

or the military. The physicians were also often foreign or had gained their education abroad. 

Beside from the medical physicians, Collegium Medicum became the central organ to oversee 

the apothecaries, midwives, chemists and surgeons. Collegium Medicum was also the 

organisation who oversaw medical education, prices on medicine and had the specific 

responsibility to prevent epidemics. By 1688, with the new medical legislation, Collegium 

Medicum oversaw the national medical profession for the entire country.104 The practical 

medical organisation was divided between the urban and the rural. The provincial physicians 

were a part of the Collegium Medicum and oversaw the health in the rural areas of Sweden. In 

1773 the provincial physician became a state funded organ of Collegium Medicum while the 

urban medical practice was paid for by the city. The physicians in Sweden received formal 

instructions which stated that they had the responsibility to treat and prevent venereal and 

communicable diseases.105  

During the early 18th century, when plague still appeared in continuous outbreaks, Europe was 

struck by a cold wave. During 1709–1710 the worst famine during the early modern period 

struck Europe. This meant that grains had to be imported from foreign countries. Rats lived 

among the grain and followed the import, carrying fleas and the plague bacteria. In 1709 the 

plague reached the Baltic Sea and entered Sweden in 1710–1712. In 1766 the instructions of 

plague prevention were reversed but were brought back into practice in 1770 when the threat 

of plague re-emerged.106 This time plague came to the Baltic via Russia, from Ottoman Empire 

and spread onward to Ukraine, Poland and onwards along the Baltic coast. On the border 

between Finland and Russia, Swedish military established quarantine points on all routes from 

small paths to larger roads. Anyone who crossed the border was to be inspected and the official 

jurisdiction was to shoot anyone who tried to cross without passing through the quarantine.107  

Due to the threat of plague from the east the regulatory documents were updated. The official 

quarantine legislation from 1770 meant that the National Board of Trade (Kommerskollegium) 

                                                
104 Kock & Hjelt, 1963, pp. 8–10.; Rogers, John, ” ”…i stället för trög och vidskeplig fatalism”: Sveriges 
satsning på en förebyggande hälsovård under sent 1800-tal”, in Att se det osedda: vänbok till Ann-
Sofie Ohlander, 1. uppl., Hjalmarson & Högberg, Stockholm, Beskow, Jan & Berglund, Louise (red.), 
2006, p. 75.  
105 Rogers, John, 2006, p. 75; Kock & Hjelt, 1963, pp. 13-14, 19, 26.  
106 Hedenborg, Susanna & Kvarnström, Lars, 2015, pp. 60–61.; Persson, Bodil, 2001, pp. 163, 169; 
Kock & Hjelt, 1963, pp. 13–14, 
107 Nikula, Oscar, Augustin Ehrensvärd: [1710–1772], Svenska litteratursällskapet i Finland, 
Helsingfors, 1960, pp. 492–493. 
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had the jurisdiction to declare areas as infected. If a vessel arrived from an infected area the 

vessel had to undergo quarantine where the ship and crew had to be medically examined, kept 

under observation and disinfected. The stations which intercepted traffic were established in 

the archipelago of Stockholm, Karlskrona, Åbo and Gothenburg.108 The legislation from 1770 

was altered with a new quarantine law from 1806–1807. One of the changes in the new 

legislation were that all intercepted traffic was to pass by Känsö, the official quarantine station 

located in the archipelago of Gothenburg. Känsö was an active quarantine station from 1806 to 

1934. The Quarantine Commission in Gothenburg was established and acted as the responsible 

organisation together with a quarantine physician stationed on the island. When yellow fever 

appeared in Spain, from where Sweden imported salt, Känsö was established. Meanwhile, 

another threat was the Levantine plague which still manifested in the Ottoman Empire.109  

Before Känsö became the official quarantine island on the west coast a quarantine station had 

been placed on Käringön on Orust, outside of Gothenburg. The quarantine on Käringön had 

been active during the plague prevention, however, the island was too far off from Gothenburg. 

Känsö was in the outer rim of the archipelago, but closer located to Gothenburg than Käringön. 

In 1771 the first buildings on Känsö stood ready but were never used since the quarantine 

legislation was reversed in 1772 when the threat of plague decreased. The island was sold in 

1775 and re-rented in 1804 when the threat of yellow fever appeared. The buildings were a 

store house for disinfecting and fumigation of cargo, a pest lazaretto, an observational hospital 

and a convalescent house. The different buildings were built on artificial islands to maximise 

isolation. When a sick arrived at the island, the ill would enter the pest lazaretto by being lifted 

through a hatch in the floor of the hospital. Hair and clothes were to be removed already in the 

rowing boat, from which the sick would be lifted from. Since it had been empirically 

established that plague spread by direct contact it was to be avoided by all cost. When the 

patient recovered and no longer transmitted diseases he or she would be moved to the 

observational hospital and later sent to the convalescent house for the recovery.110 

Additional establishments on Känsö, beside from the official plague prevention buildings, there 

were a bath house where warm baths were available for the personnel and the quarantined, a 

garden which was both for aesthetics and produce, a park where 25 000 trees were planted and 

                                                
108 Kock & Hjelt, 1963, p. 368. 
109 Kock, & Hjelt, 1963, p. 368. 
110 Öberg, Lars, 1968, pp. 30, 32, 45, 58–59, 60–61; Kindgren, Marianne, Ett skepp kommer lastat: 
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a skittle alley for leisure (built 1831). The dead seamen were buried at sea and others in the 

church yard on the island, which eventually got crowded. During the 1830s around 25 adults 

and as many children lived on the island and all in relation to the quarantine station.111 The 

other permanent quarantine station, which was established in 1892, was Fejan. Fejan was 

located in the northern part of the archipelago outside of Stockholm. Three weeks after the 

decision to establish a quarantine station at Fejan, buildings were shipped to the island. The 

physician’s house was an expropriated villa which was supposed to be shipped to the Congo. 

On both Känsö and Fejan there was a quarantine commander (karantänsmästare) in charge and 

several additional workers: cookers, cleaners and maids. The daily routines of the islands’ 

personnel were documented and sent to the respective quarantine commission in charge.112 

The number of vessels which were inspected varied over the years. Between 1860 and 1883 

there are no documentation from Känsö. Öberg calls the years as the calm period when the 

quarantine in praxis decreased. However, Öberg presents numbers for the rest of the years 

between 1804 and 1922 and how many vessels were intercepted. During the first year in 1804 

10 ship were inspected and 2 of them were quarantined. The subsequent year, during 1805, 289 

vessels were inspected and 204 quarantined which was a noticeable increase from the precedent 

year. The yellow fever had appeared in Spain which resulted in an increase in precautionary 

inspections. During the first longer period between 1808 and 1830 2116 vessels were inspected 

and 1789 were quarantined at Känsö. During 1831 and 1859 2198 vessels were inspected and 

424 of them could leave after only a few hours while 1774 vessels were kept under observation. 

During the period 1831–1859 the most active year was 1832. During 1884–1922, 929 vessels 

passed through the quarantine systems observation points (the details of the system will be 

elaborated in the analysis) and 15 of them were sent to be quarantined. During the latter period 

the most active year was 1892 when 324 vessels were inspected and 3 quarantined.113  

The Swedish society during the 19th century 

The 19th century was a dynamic time where the Swedish society underwent radical changes. 

In the beginning of the 19th century, Sweden was poor and agrarian, with high infant 

mortality rates and small-scaled economic resources. During the span of the 19th century the 

                                                
111 Öberg, Lars, 1968, pp. 64–66, 86. 
112 Öberg, Lars, 1968, pp. 69, 86. 
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Swedish population grew which meant a larger population to feed and an expansion of the 

agricultural lands. During the latter half of the century the industrialization and urbanization 

began to take place and new cities appeared on the map. The smallpox vaccine which was 

introduced in the beginning of the century led to a decreasing rate of infant mortality. 

Meanwhile as the Swedish population grew larger with the decreasing mortality rate and the 

general agricultural expansion, the harsh living conditions in the cities, motivated a large part 

of the population to emigrate. Many of the migrants were single mothers from the cities, or 

families seeking a better life. The changing demographic circumstances also meant a change 

in the national infrastructures. The increasing national mobility required an increase in 

steamships which had been important since the 1820s, and a railway system which was first 

established in 1856.114  

Sweden also underwent social and political changes. Already during the 18th century a new 

type of public presence was visible in new social and political tendencies such as liberalism, 

socialism, nationalism and religious revivalism. These tendencies continued during the 19th 

century and motivated social reforms, such as the modernization of the Swedish parliament in 

1866. Meanwhile as liberalism grew more influential, a conservative movement also grew as 

a response. The conservative movement was against the progressive liberal ideas and aimed 

to retain society as it was. Both liberal and conservative trends were visible in the growing 

media field. As the population grew larger and more educated after political reforms which 

had led to an expansion of the school system, new media houses and newspapers were 

founded. The media also grew more influential during the century and newspapers were 

important opinion-former.115 

Analysis 

The following part of the essay consists of a thematically structured analysis. The thematic 

divisions are according to the theoretical framework: the ideological institutionalized, material 

and imaginary affective space. Each division furthermore contains thematic subchapters 

derived from the empiric material. The temporal spectrum of the analysis is 1850–1894 and the 

analysis focalised on the epidemic outbreaks of 1850, 1853, 1866 and 1892–1894.  

                                                
114 Hedenborg, Susanna & Kvarnström, Lars, 2015, pp. 51, 58, 61, 79, 83–84; Gustafsson, Harald, 
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The ideological institutionalized space 

According to Lefebvre’s unitary theory, the ideological institutionalized space is the 

conceptualized social dimension that provide a link between the social and political context to 

the material space and spatial practice. In relevance to the Swedish quarantine, the 

conceptualized space is evident in the regulatory documents such as the decrees and legislation 

which outlined the framework of what defined a quarantine. The legislations hence provide an 

insight to the institutionalized concept of the quarantine’s spatiality and procedure. The 

regulatory documents were updated over time where major and minor alterations were made 

to the regulation.116  

The analysis’ temporal spectrum begins in the 1850s, during the second wave of cholera in 

Sweden. During the 1850s the quarantine legislation and the prophylactic disease prevention 

underwent revision. The legislations which were issued during the first cholera outbreak in the 

1830s were the nucleus of the changes during the 1850s which in turn was the early stages of 

the first public health law in 1874.117 Before addressing the legislative changes of the 1850s a 

short review of the legislation from the 1830s is required.  

A review of the 1830s 

The legislations during the 1830s were a furtherance of the law of 1806–1807. The law from 

1806–1807 was adapted to prevent the plague and the yellow fever from entering the country. 

This meant that the law was outdated and underwent a necessary reorganization in 1831. The 

new decree was implemented in praxis once the National Board of Trade declared any area in 

the neighbouring countries infected, as they had since the quarantine legislation in 1770. The 

National Board of Trade’s decision to declare an area infected enabled the right to keep people 

in specific quarantine stations, either on the border to Sweden or in the maritime quarantine 

station Känsö, outside of Gothenburg. The regulatory documents also asserted the right to 

hinder regional mobility on the country roads which connected villages with cities in different 

regions of the country.118  

                                                
116 SFS 1831:30; SFS 1834:6; Öberg, Lars, 1968, p. 16. 
117 Gustafsson, Rolf Å., Traditionernas ok: den svenska hälso- och sjukvårdens organisering i historie-
sociologiskt perspektiv, Esselte studium, Diss. Göteborg: Univ., 1988, Solna, 1987, pp. 302–304, 306. 
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The initial decree in 1831 was altered since it was not accepted by the public and when read 

from the pulpit it was met with immediate discontent visible in reactions in newspapers. As a 

result, the regulation which hindered traffic on the country roads was removed. As an addition, 

the new regulation stated that no one could be transferred from being treated in their home to 

a hospital without their consent.119 The additional remark in the regulation does not give insight 

to how the procedure was before the alteration. Either it was within the law to transfer patients 

without their consent or this could be a new account. Nevertheless, the alteration indicated that 

personal integrity was normative enough to be included in regulatory documents.  

The major change in the legislation was issued in early 1834 when the threat of cholera was 

believed to be over. Norway had been affected by cholera, however, the disease did not breach 

the borders to Sweden until late 1834. When the risk of contagion was believed to be over the 

prophylactic defences lowered and the new legislation consisted of alleviations in the 

regulation. The new legislation from 1834 was for example more lenient towards shipping and 

trade and the advised time spent in quarantine decreased. The advised time from the law of 

1806–1807 was forty days which was the incubation period for plague. The forty days spent 

under observation had been the procedure since the Black Death of the 14th century. The time 

spent in the quarantines also decreased because of the introduction of sanitary passes which 

were documents containing health information for mainly vessels’ crews and cargos. This 

meant that anyone arriving from an area which had been declared infected had to spend ten 

days in quarantine while others arriving from non-infected areas stayed for 5 days.120 The 

legislation from 1834 was still in use in the 1850s and demarcated the kern for later 

developments of the regulatory documents. 

The legislation during the 1850s 

The 1850s was a turning point for the general development of the Swedish public health and 

especially in the context of the quarantine. The new law in 1857 was the first in a row of 

epidemical laws.121 In 1857 major alterations were made to the legislation and the organization 

of the quarantine related institutions.  Earlier once there appeared an epidemical outbreak 

temporary institution was installed to organize a response. As a result of the law in 1857 these 

temporary institutions were permanent. The new regulatory permanent institution was called a 

                                                
119 SFS 1831 9th of July vs 12th of November; 1831:51 
120 SFS 1834:6 
121 In 1857 not officially called an epidemical law as the subsequent laws in 1919 and 1934; Nelson, 
Marie C., 2006, pp. 105–110; SFS 1834:142. 
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Sanitary Commission (sundhetsnämnd). The commission’s participants were members chosen 

from the Parish Council (sockenstämman) with an official foreman. Present at the assemblies, 

however not contributory in decisions, were the city police commissioner, a representative 

from the magistrate and the city or provincial physician.122 

The main responsibility of the Sanitary Commission, as it is written in the decree, was to pay 

scrupulous attention to the health of the municipal by following the advice of the area’s 

physician and experiences of the members in the Sanitary Commission. The commission was 

to “organise and supervise the health care for the communal good and the sick’s individual 

needs”.123 To achieve this there were specific spaces located in the lazarettos. The spaces could 

also be regular rooms in households temporarily acting as quarantines. This means that the 

Swedish authority saw it as beneficial to both the public and the individual to separate potential 

threat of spreading the contagion. The procedure of isolation was the kern. It was not in the 

commissions’ directives to treat the ill since it was the physicians’ obligation to provide the 

medical care.124 

In case of a contagious outbreak it was the Sanitary Commissions’ responsibility to implement 

legislations and keep their area at a suitable alertness in case of an outbreak. If such a 

contagious outbreak would occur it was the Sanitary Commissions’ obligation to report events 

and express the eventual need of reinforcements to the Sanitary Collegium (sundhets-

collegium), the umbrella organization. Another important function of the permanent 

institutions was to conduct prophylactic measures on a regular basis to hamper the spread of 

communicable diseases. The Sanitary Commissions were also required to identify the reasons 

behind the diseases to prevent them before they began to spread. This meant that the Sanitary 

Commission had within their jurisdiction to inspect the population’s engagement in ethical and 

moral lifestyles. It was the Commissions’ duty to supervise cleanliness, both in public places 

as well as in private homes, and to oversee levels of alcohol consumption. During contagious 

outbreaks the Sanitary Commission had the right to inspect private households to ascertain 

                                                
122 SFS 1857:69; The difference between city- and provincial physician was not always demarcated in 
the source material. In the category of provincial physicians’ yearly reports, the city physicians are 
also included in the same category. This essay often refers to provincial physician even though the 
physician report from the city. 
123 Authors translation from original: ”ordna och öfwerwaka sjukwården, att densamma i möjligaste 
måtto motswarar så wäl kommunens allmänna som de insjuknandes enskilda behof” from SFS 
1857:69. 
124 SFS 1857:69.  
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acceptable cleanliness and tolerable living conditions.125 The legislation specifically mentions 

that mobility on 

public roads and routes shall be free and unhindered and all barriers and 

quarantines in the inner kingdom are forbidden, also sanitary passes should not 

be needed for travellers on land or water, between domestic places, have, when 

the occurrence of diseases spreading from place to place, to keep a special watch 

on wayfarers and loose people, and also, where contagious diseases appear 

among wayfarers, provide the ill with the required care, as long as the disease 

is not currently in the parish, prohibit sociability between its inhabitants and the 

ill.126  

The extract from the legislation correspond the progression of the legislation from 1834, 

terrestrial quarantines which hindered mobility on the public roads were prohibited. Wayfarers 

and loose people were also mentioned as potential carriers of contagion. It was known through 

experience that contagion followed travellers from one place to another and the legislation 

encourage to pay attention to the potential spreading of disease. The last part of the extract 

disclose that spatial containment and hindering sociability also was encouraged in case of 

contagion.  

To manage mobility of vessels, which were departing from areas declared as infected, the 

legislation said that vessels were free to enter any harbour even if the arrival harbour was in an 

area free of contagion. The crew and cargo were to be inspected, disinfected and separated 

from any sociability with the region. The law in 1857, in accordance to the law of 1834, stated 

that all regional travel should be without hinder, both terrestrial and maritime. The procedure 

described, inspect, disinfect and keep under observation without sociability could either take 

place in a quarantine station or by the Sanitary Commission on the spot. For vessels arriving 

from abroad they had to pass by Känsö.127 

In 1859 the system of the quarantine changed once more. This time the original quarantine law 

of 1806 was revoked along with the additions from the 1830s. The preventive measures within 

                                                
125 SFS 1857:69. 
126 Author’s translation from original: “ allmän lands- och farwäg skall wara fri och obehindrad samt 
alla spärrningar och karantäner i det inre af Riket förbjudna, äfwensom att sundhetspass icke 
erfordras för resande eller trafikerande till lands eller sjös, inrikes orter emellan, hafwa, till 
förekommande af sjukdomens spridande från ort till ort, särskild uppsigt å kringwandrande och lösa 
personer, samt, der smittosam sjukdom hos någon wägfarande förekommer, bereda den sjuke 
erforderlig wård, wharwid, så länge den smittosamma sjukdomen icke är i orten gängse, all onödig 
gemenskap emellan dess innewånare och den sjuke bör undwikas”; SFS 1857:69.  
127 SFS 1857:69. 
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domestic borders were still in accordance to the legislation of 1857.128 The triggering event 

was the outbreak of plague in the Levant which meant that all ships arriving from Syria, Turkey, 

Egypt and neighbouring harbours in the area were red flagged and had to undergo inspection 

and disinfection at Känsö.129 Cholera had been absent and only reaching Sweden in minor 

outbreaks for the latter part of the 1850s. This meant that cholera was by the 1859 not the 

immediate threat, plague was. Cholera thus got side-lined as a quarantine disease together with 

yellow fever. After the update to the legislation in 1859 plague was the only disease to alert the 

quarantine regulations.130  

Regulatory documents from 1862–1882 

Already in 1858, the Swedish government began to investigate if the legislation of 1857 met 

the need of the public and it eventually led to the municipal reform of 1862, which became law 

in 1866. The municipal reform in 1862 meant a transfiguration of the governmental 

organization in Sweden. The new institution was the newly established municipal health 

organs, Landsting.131 The Sanitary Commission was replaced by a Health Care Commission in 

the cities (hälsovårdsnämnd) and a Municipal Commission (kommunalnämnd) in rural areas. 

Both institutions were organs of the Sanitary Collegium, but, the communal reform of 1862 

meant that the establishment of municipal health organs led to further local governance. The 

municipality was responsible to decide on local affairs with a local committee elected by the 

municipal.132 The new municipal reform meant an influenced local governance over public 

health questions, but the quarantine regulations were still in accordance to the legislation from 

1859.  

As a furtherance of the municipal reform the first public health law was issued in 1874.133  The 

law from 1874 was comprehensive and the part of the 1874 law connected to communicable 

diseases stated its main purpose was to hinder spreading. Since cholera and yellow fever had 

been removed from the quarantine diseases and only plague remained. However, in the public 

health law of 1874 the disease prophylaxis was addressed to a broader category of 

communicable diseases. The prophylaxis was not the traditional quarantine as it had been, 

                                                
128 SFS 1859:54; Öberg, Lars, 1968 p. 108. 
129 SFS 1859:51. 
130 SFS 1859:54. 
131 SFS 1862:16;  
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creating barriers and stations to inspect, disinfect and observe. By 1874 the focal point of the 

prophylaxis was on general sanitation in the cities and information systems where appearance 

of communicable diseases should be reported. Since 1834 the free access on regional routes 

had been emphasized, which it was once again in 1874. It was within the Municipal 

Commission’s jurisdiction to evacuate households which were not sanitary and where disease 

was present. The new Municipal Commission was similar to the Sanitary Commission, 

however, with the additionally responsibility to manage the area’s access to clean water, 

managing waste and general sanitation in the cities.134 Another focal point was to isolate 

individuals with communicable diseases of all sorts. The isolation could take place in their 

homes or in lazarettos, depending on the availability and current health status.135 This was civic 

quarantines, where the isolation, observation and disinfection was of individual patients, either 

at lazarettos or in their own home. The quarantine was in this sense spatially a quarantine, 

however, not the typical quarantine institution.  

The legislation from 1859 was in use until the new legislation in 1879.136 In early 1879 plague 

had reached southern Russia from the Middle East. During earlier epidemics, such as during 

the first cholera outbreaks, the pathway of transmission had been through the south of Russia 

and via the Baltic ocean to a harbour in Sweden. Thus, in early 1879 alterations to the 

legislation from 1859 was made. To begin with they were temporary changes, for example that 

all vessels leaving Russia or Finland had to apply for a sanitary pass from an official office, 

either Swedish or Norwegian. Furthermore, if the vessel had been at sea for twenty days 

without any symptoms of plague present the vessel could escape the quarantine procedure. 

Without a correct pass entry to the country could be denied.137   

The new legislation in 1879 replaced the earlier regulatory documents. The legislation from 

1879 followed the earlier pattern of quarantine procedure, however, this one was prominently 

concerned with goods and maritime trade. The earlier pattern of quarantine procedure is visible 

in the initial inspection phase where the quarantine physician accompanied by the quarantine 

commander inquire of the health status and departure point of the ship. As for the disinfection, 

the legislation categorized goods into four classes where the first and second class were 

prioritized to disinfect, and the third class was to disinfect only if it had been in contact with 
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the plague. The first, second and third-class goods were fabrics, rags, furs and other fabrics 

from animal products. The fourth class was the remaining goods which did not need 

disinfecting which meant that they were not suspected to be able to transmit diseases.138  

A new quarantine system in 1892 

Cholera had been side-lined as a quarantine disease in 1859, however, when the threat of 

cholera reappeared in 1892 the legislation concerning the quarantine was once again updated. 

The updated version of the regulatory documents in 1892 were in practice not diverging from 

the traditional methods of quarantining which included inspection of health status, disinfection 

of goods and observation if needed. There were new aspects such as a shorter advised 

quarantine time, which by 1892 varied from 12 to 24 hours instead of 5 days as the earlier 

procedure advised. By 1892 the ships arriving from infected departure points were required to 

go through the quarantine process at either the permanent quarantine stations or the newly 

established observational quarantines located on the coasts from the north regions of Sweden 

to the south. At these observational quarantines the ships were to be inspected by a physician 

who would discern whether there was an acute threat of cholera on the ship. If a patient was ill 

a procedure of isolating the patient and disinfecting the ship would be enabled, like the earlier 

quarantine procedure. If an individual had been infected the people which the ill individual had 

been in contact with would also be disinfected and kept under observation. However, if the 

ship did not have any ill passengers or crew members and no cholera symptoms had been 

evident either during the inspection or the journey the ship could leave the observational 

quarantine and only be subdued to a final examination when three days had passed.139 This was 

a new observational quarantine system.  

In Hygiea the observational quarantine was described by the Medical Council as a milder form 

of quarantine which caused less inconvenience. However, the observational system was also 

described to cause issues. Bacteriological examinations showed that cholera had an incubation 

period up to two weeks. This could cause a false sense of security with an observation and 

quarantine system where cholera in a non-symptomatic state could enter Swedish soil. This 

further caused an inconvenience when the sanitary conference in Dresdner where international 

guidelines were attempted to be set as regulation for all participating countries. If Sweden were 

to sign the convention the authorities had to commit to the regulations of the international 
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system. The Medical Council instead promoted a Nordic agreement instead. A Nordic 

agreement was necessary since there plenty of transnational communications, mobility and 

exchanges.140  

On the same note, the physician Selander emphasized in Hygiea importance of sharing 

information regionally and internationally. Selander meant that it was the most important 

notion during the conference in Dresdner.  He wrote that it is  

vital with regular and truthful reports and publication of each occurring case of 

cholera. This also refers to when conducting international measures for the 

hindering of cholera and should be seen as one of the Dresdner congress most 

important decisions. But if one notices, that a foreign country does not treat you 

with the same honesty as one self, one can according to Koch rather keep it to 

yourself which is the wisest, otherwise the truthful get unjust treatment with 

barriers and quarantines, but the false is not interrupted in their trade141 

Selander wrote further that cholera prevention would be difficult without the help of 

bacteriology. By examining if the diarrhoea containing the cholera bacteria the diagnoses 

became more certain and could be faster executed. Although bacteriology helped with the 

diagnostics, Selander meant that it was of little interest to the prophylactic measures. An 

epidemic could not be hindered if not the first cases of cholera were isolated. Selander 

furthermore argued that the quarantine was not sufficient enough, but a fast isolation of the sick 

should be mandatory and accompanied by a post-observation final examination system. The 

reason behind the quarantine’s insufficiency was, according to Selander, due to the long 

incubation period of cholera. A seemingly healthy person could carry cholera bacteria for days 

before symptoms show, which correspond to the Medical Council’s deduction. In theory, 

Sweden could, with its beneficial geographical location, be sufficiently quarantined. Yet 

cholera could pass the quarantine system in its latent form.142 

There were also a few other new components to the quarantine procedures of the 1890s except 

for the observational quarantine system. For instance, the role of ship physicians was 

                                                
140 Hygiea 1894 I, pp. 187–189.  
141 Author’s translation of original: “Af stor vigt är ett regelbundet och sannfärdigt anmälande och 
offentliggörande af hvarje inträffadt kolerafall. Detta gäller äfven vid vidtagande af internationela 
åtgärder för kolerans hämmande samt torde få anses som ett af Dresdener-kongressens vigtigaste 
beslut. Men märker man, att man af utlandet ej blir behandlad med samma upprigtighet som den man 
sjelf visar, kan man enligt Kochs åsigt gerna behålla saken för dig sjelf och gör också klokast häri, 
eljest blir den sannfärdige orättvist ill behandlad med spärrning och karantäner, men den lögnaktige 
alls icke störd i sin handel” Hygiea 1893 I, p. 622. 
142 Hygiea 1893 I, pp. 612, 617, 622–623. 
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introduced. This meant that during cholera epidemics the shipping companies could hire 

physicians from the Medical Council to reside on the ships and do inspections and treatments 

while the ships were on route. This meant that the ship’s physician could curtail the time spent 

in observational quarantine, streamline the communication and make sure the patient sick with 

cholera could receive treatment faster.143 

The railways were another new component in the quarantine legislation. It was established that 

cholera hospitals were to be established alongside the railway lines and that the railway stations 

should have rooms prepared to isolate sick travellers. According to the new regulations, every 

train be prepared to provide a wagon in which patients with cholera could be isolated. If such 

a wagon did not exist, the sick traveller would be isolated in the coupé and the other passengers 

who were in contact with the patient should be kept under observation and given a copy of the 

Medical Council’s publication Instructions about Cholera.144 The advised procedure and 

conditions of the railway quarantines were similar as the advised details of the maritime and 

observational quarantines, however, the spatiality was entirely dissimilar.  

Summary: the institutional quarantine 

How can we interpret spaces of the quarantine in relation to the theoretical framework? This 

analysis indicated that the institutional part of the ideological institutionalized space can be 

interpreted as a liminal space, a transitional spatial site. In the regulatory documents there are 

instructions and descriptions of how to maintain the procedure which outlined the quarantine 

as a performative praxis. The quarantine was not described in relation to its specific spatiality, 

where and in what specific rooms and areas it would take place. The quarantine was described 

in relation to how goods and people were supposed to be inspected, observed and disinfected 

in the quarantine system before being allowed to pass the boundary. Therefore, the 

institutionalized conceptualization of the quarantine indicated that the spatial site was a 

threshold, a specific spatiality to pass, but unspecific in the exact details of where.  

The threshold function of the quarantine can also be interpreted as a space of utility, a pragmatic 

space. The liminal space was not only a threshold but served a specific, and pragmatic function. 

The specific function was to separate the threat from the non-threat of contagion and in the 

space implement necessary measures of medical treatment. The pragmatic space provided an 

                                                
143 Hygiea, 1894 I, pp. 174–176, 183. 
144 Author’s translation from original title: Underrättelser om Kolera; SFS 1892:66 bihang. 
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area where medical health care could be applied and where the prophylactic measures to hinder 

contagion reached targeted object, whether it was a sick individual or potentially infectious 

cargo. This meant that a physician was directly connected to the described quarantine procedure 

as a supervisor and enabler. For the physicians, commissions and the medical administration 

the quarantine system also provided a strategy with clear directives and a practical response to 

the threat of a potential disaster which communicable diseases could become. 

The quarantine system was also connected to information-sharing and reporting cases of 

communicable diseases, it was a space used for detection and surveillance. To supervise the 

health of the inhabitants were central in the commissions’ responsibilities. All committed 

participants in the system were obligated to report as quick as possible if communicable 

diseases appeared. Information was not only necessary to communicate regionally, but also 

internationally. Diseases often spread from one country to the next and during the sanitary 

conferences a streamlined system was under discussion. If the information given by a 

neighbouring country was false, the entire quarantine system failed. The quarantine system 

thus relied on good transnational communication. 

The regulatory documents provided the distinctions of what were included and excluded, on 

and off, during the progression of the quarantine related legislation from 1850 to 1892. The 

analysis portrayed a generalised progression from a more extensive quarantine system to less 

extensive. The progression of the legislative context followed the same pattern: from more 

centralised to more locally governed. During the new quarantine system in 1892–1894 the 

system was once again centralized. The institutional space was maintained by central 

authorities, however, regulated by locally maintained observational points. The missing piece 

to the production of the space is what ideas and tendencies influenced the construction of the 

ideological institutionalized space.  

The ideological quarantine  

In Hygiea from 1875 the Swedish Medical Council argued that the change in the quarantine 

legislation was due to how the aetiological interpretation had changed. Initially, cholera had 

been believed to spread by contagion, a belief which had later been exchanged with the idea of 

miasma. During the 1850s the miasmatic belief peaked, according to the article in Hygiea 1875, 
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which influenced the legislation of 1857 and 1859.145 The council furthermore emphasized that 

all preventive measures to hinder the spread of epidemics caused inconvenience. New 

communications, probably referring to railways, made quarantines within the country even 

more difficult by 1875 than before. But, when establishing preventive procedures, the council 

furthermore wrote, one cannot only rely on theory. The implementation of the prophylactic 

procedure must be realistic to actualize in praxis. However, the procedure must not, 

unnecessarily, hinder human mobility since it will cause nuisances. The council stated that the 

regional mobility was too great to have a quarantine system and the council instead proposed 

an inspection system. Similar inspection systems had already been implemented in Norway 

and Denmark.146   

The inspection system described by the council in 1875 was similar to the system which was 

implemented in 1892. According to the article from the council in Hygiea in 1875 other 

countries preventive procedures had isolation and disinfection as a core. To isolate patients 

with contagion in order to disinfect their households or the ship on which they resided was 

central. The council proclaimed that it would be easier if physicians were allowed to move 

patients to the hospitals if they needed. Norway and England had legislations which enabled 

physicians to move people if it did not harm their health.147 The council wrote that it is their 

”hope that the Health Care Commissions in the country, when exercising this authority, will 

act with moderation and humanity, which in such cases cannot be neglected, something, which 

the Collegium not shall forget to specially remind them of”.148 Did the described inspection 

system differentiate from the quarantine system? The major differentiating factor was the 

conceptualization of the space in question. The spatial practice did not differ; to isolate and 

disinfect meant to establish a spatially contained area where isolation, disinfection and 

observation were the necessary procedure, backed by official regulation. In short, there were 

not much which differentiated an inspection system from a quarantine system, but the 

conceptualization of it was different.  

The topic of legally moving patients was discussed at one of the regular assemblies of the SPA 

already in 1866. It was while the Stockholm based physicians Grähs, Malmsten, Carlsten and 

                                                
145 Hygiea, 1875, p. 169–170. 
146 Ibid., pp. 170–174.  
147 Ibid., p. 178.  
148 Author’s translation from original: ”förhoppning at helsovårdsnämnderna i riket, vid utöfvande af 
denna makt, skola gå tillväga med den måtta och humanitet, som i dylika fall icke får saknas, något, 
hvarom Kollegium icke skall underlåta att särskildt erinra dem.”; Hygiea, 1875, p. 178.  
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Thollander discussed the quarantine’s efficiency. Malmsten referenced to the regulatory 

documents from 1857 when the first epidemic legislation was issued and argued that in 

countries such as Norway and England where the inspection system had replaced the quarantine 

completely. According to Malmsten, only ill individuals were quarantined in the inspection 

system instead of collective isolation. The typical procedure he described in the Swedish 

quarantine was to isolate people on a vessel which the physician was unable to embark. 

Malmsten differentiated isolation and quarantine which this essay does not. This essay divided 

the individual isolation as a civic quarantine and the collective isolation on a vessel in the 

category of maritime quarantines. To separate isolation and quarantine is not a representative 

notion for the entire empirical material and this essay argues that the two concepts are 

interrelated. The quarantine consisted of the procedure of isolation, but isolation can occur 

without being in a quarantine. In accordance to Lefebvre’s spatial theory, our understanding of 

spaces alters when the context and use of the spaces changes. In this scenario, this essay argues 

the context between the individual isolation in the inspection system and the isolation in the 

quarantine system are the same procedure, conceptualized differently depending on the context. 

The institutionalized context might vary but the spatial site and procedure are interconnected. 

Malmsten furthermore argued that the quarantine was not only ineffective but to isolate and 

detain an individual against their will, in any quarantine institution, was a violence against their 

right. Every individual who wished should be treated in their own home.149 Thollander and 

Grähs agreed with Malmsten, however, the physician Carlsten stated that the observational 

quarantine on Rindö, in the archipelago outside of Stockholm, had a purpose. Vessels docked 

at Rindö with ill people who were successfully secluded and got health care without any spatial 

hinder for the healthy individuals. Therefore, Carlsten argued, quarantines could be appropriate 

preventive measures if the healthy are not mistreated.150 The discussions within the SPA show 

that there were bilateral discussions of the quarantine within the institutional space with 

conflicting ideological ideas. The quarantine was both contemplated as a violence against rights 

and on the other side perceived as useful when appropriately established.  

On the same note from Hygiea 1892, Linroth and Westfelt, two physicians from the SPA, 

discussed and contemplated over the right to subdue individuals to isolation. Westfelt said that 

the individual must by law be taken to hospital. Later, Westfelt wished to change the phrase 

                                                
149 Hygiea, 1866, pp. 166–167, 171.  
150 Hygiea, 1866, pp. 171–172.  
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“must” to “should”. Linroth replied that the individual does not have the right to exclude 

themselves from the epidemic law which render another attitude toward the legislation. The 

individual must be taken to a hospital to get proper care, if not the journey was considered 

dangerous to the health. Linroth also stated that the National Board of Trade, which was the 

institution in charge of declaring areas as infected, did it too freely. This caused more 

immediate and larger reactions from the public which aggravated the implementation of health 

care.151 

In an earlier publication from 1884 Linroth argued that cholera is not a contagious which 

transmit directly between individuals.152 It indicates that Linroth believed the communication 

of diseases were caused by miasma. It is furthermore evident in the discussion during a SPA 

assembly where Linroth raised the subject of the practical meaning of including Kochs 

bacteriological ideas in praxis. Kochs theories meant to reinstate the quarantine as it used to 

be, which Linroth sought was a part of the old world. Another physician, Wallis, argued against 

Linroth. Wallis agreed that the quarantine’s prime was past, however, Koch’s theories did not 

mean to reinstate the quarantine as a system. The professional consensus was by 1884, after 

Koch’s discovery of the bacteria, that diseases were communicable and contagious. According 

to Wallis, bacteriology did not automatically endorse the quarantine system.153 Again, the 

examples show that there was a two-sided influence within the SPA on the conceptualization 

of the quarantine. 

The divergence between the miasmatic and the contagious belief is difficult to discern since 

the two often were interconnected. For example, the provincial physician Montén in 

Gothenburg indicated that cholera was communicable between people as well as by the 

miasmatic nature. In Montén’s district, cholera broke out on the island Hisingen in the north 

part of Gothenburg where 14 deaths took place. The households on Hisingen were organised 

in small villages and Montén emphasised that cholera was communicated between villages, 

however, that not all of the villages in touch with the disease were affected. An example 

Montén raised in his report was from the village of Skändla where Peter Andersson 

communicated cholera to his family where several of the members quickly fell ill and died 

within days. The nurse who treated the family and the man who buried their bodies also fell ill 

and perished soon thereafter. After the deaths, the cholera outbreak in these villages ceased. 

                                                
151 Hygiea, 1892, pp. 135, 137. 
152 Hygiea, 1884, pp. 121–123 
153 Hygiea, 1884, pp. 265–267, 270, 277. 
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Montén argued that the family who died were a typical example of insanitary and poor living 

conditions while the rest of the villagers were better-off and therefore less susceptible to 

disease. In Montén’s opinion this was evidence of choleras both miasmatic and contagious 

nature, the family had communicated the contagion to each other and the reason was their 

insanitary and poor living conditions. Montén furthermore argued that the quarantine only 

protected against one way of transmission, against the contagiousness, and was therefore not 

defence enough.154  

On the same note, the provincial physician Varenius in Alingsås also proclaimed cholera’s 

miasmatic contagiousness. The notion that cholera spread through Europe without contagion 

is according to Varenius impossible. He meant that cholera nourished from unhygienic 

circumstances, bad foods and habits and meant that either you improve the air, where the 

contagious particles are and or quarantine. Varenius advocated that the two opinions were 

polarized enough and hence one can acknowledge the positive aspects of both sides and that 

one side cannot function without the other. The quarantine aimed to shut out contagion until it 

had lost its contagiousness while the other, miasmatic side, proclaimed to travel from the site 

of contagion until the air had lost its contagiousness. The reason why Varenius proclaimed his 

views on the aetiological behaviour of the cholera disease was in reaction to another publication 

in Hygiea, authored by the city physician Grähs. Varenius wrote that 

If as presented on page 696 in the 11th edition of Hygiea, is universally assumed, 

which presently is not the case, that epidemic atmosphere requires, for the 

infections to be able to cause an epidemic, the infection also need, that is, the 

spark, which ignites the combustible matter. Exclude the spark and no fire 

occurs.155 

According to Grähs diseases only spread by miasma, but Varenius claimed that the miasmatic 

belief was not universally assumed and argued that miasma needs a spark, something which 

ignited the epidemic. By this Varenius possibly referenced to the need of a patient zero, a 

starting point from who the diseases’ transmission initiated. Varenius also criticized the 

physician Grähs for not doing his duty and writes that to “acclaim or not to acclaim the 

quarantine institutions, one must presume that every government official is obligated to obey 

                                                
154 Montén, A., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Göteborgs distrikt, 1853.  
155 Author’s translation from original: ” Om äfven såsom på 696 sid. i 11 Bandet af Hygiea uppges, 
allmänt antagas, hvilket väl ej för närvarande låter sig göra, att epidemisk atmosfer fordras, för att 
smitta skall kunna åstadkomma epidemi, så behöfves ju äfven smittan, det är, gnistan, som antänder 
det brännbara ämnet. Utestäng denna gnista och någon brand inträffar icke. ”; Varenius, G., 
Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Alingsås, 1853. 
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the constitutions of this country, in whose service he is”.156 According to this, Varenius saw 

the regulatory documents as obligatory even if a government official did not support the theory 

behind the strategy. This also indicate a cleft between historic agencies and the institution in 

which the professional group belonged to. These agencies, with their opinions and tendencies, 

were not tools of the institution but active subjects within it.  

Summary: the ideological institutionalized space  

The institutionalized quarantine was interpreted as a threshold space to process goods and 

people and to protect the collective against the potential threat of contagion. The 

institutionalized space of the quarantine was also interpreted as pragmatic and informative 

where the quarantine system enabled and synchronized the institutions’ strategies. The 

conclusion was derived from the regulatory documents which fixated the ideal procedure which 

outlined the quarantine’s spatial practice. In the perspective of the ideological 

conceptualization of the quarantine the focal point differentiates. 

First of all, the conceptualization of spaces changed over time. Even if the ideological 

conceptualization of the physicians in this essay was presented with a sense of continuity it is 

important to remember that four decades divide the first temporal analytical spectrum from the 

last. During that time society, the medical science and organisation underwent changes. For 

example, the addition of railways contributed with new difficulties of quarantining. In the 

institutional regulatory documents there were additional specific instructions to how a 

quarantine on a train should be conducted. Likewise, the medical organisation itself underwent 

changes. The responsibility of implementing quarantine went from being under centralized 

jurisdiction to local governance in 1859 and 1862. Further alterations of the legislation resulted 

in the public health law in 1874 where the preventive measures became a permanent 

employment. Nevertheless, what this analysis could conclude was that the ideological 

discussions concerning the quarantine, where the abstract ideological conceptualization of the 

quarantine was produced, and continuously connected to discussions of transmission, miasma 

versus contagion, and where the boundary went between the individual and enforced medical 

                                                
156 Author’s translation from original: “Man må hylla eller icke hylla quarantänsinrättningar, så måste 
man väl anta, att hvarje embetsman är skyldig efterlefva författningarna i det land, uti hvars tjenst han 
är”; Varenius, G., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Alingsås, 1853; Grähs text in: Hygiea 1849, pp. 
595–621. 
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care. Those two subjects were connected to the discussion of the quarantine as good and 

beneficial or bad and malevolent, however, not always in a dichotomized relationship.  

The quarantine was perceived as unnecessary which was at times connected to the aetiological 

theory that communicable diseases was caused by miasma. If communicable diseases were 

transmitted by atmospheric miasma the quarantine served no purpose. However, the source 

material showed how the aetiological concepts of miasma and contagion were not dichotomies. 

Instead the interpretation was, at times, interconnected. There were examples of miasmatic 

contagiousness, where the interpretation of the aetiological background of cholera was 

intertwined in both contagion and miasma beliefs. If diseases both stemmed from miasma and 

could become contagious the quarantine only protected from the contagiousness and was thus 

insufficient defence. These interpretations of aetiology seemed to be subjective and varied 

within the SPA. The source material indicated that tendencies and opinions within the SPA 

seem to have influenced the conceptualization.  

There were also ideas of the quarantine system being a practical defence where the quarantines 

functioned as a protective barrier on the Swedish borders. The quarantine was a part of the state 

apparatus and thus obligatory whether the physician believed in the theory behind the 

transmission of cholera. Theory was not everything, the Swedish Medical Council implied. The 

practicality of the quarantine also mattered, which connected the ideological conceptualization 

to the material space. Whether the ideological conceptualization influenced the institutional 

quarantine when shaping the regulatory documents is not possible to conclude from this source 

material. If diseases were communicable between humans to isolate them and limit sociability 

would be logical. However, if diseases were caused by atmospheric conditions the quarantine 

served no preventive purpose. If the scientific consensus, and ideological conceptualization, 

progressed from being pro-miasmatic to pro-contagionism from 1850 to 1894, the regulatory 

documents rather progressed from being pro-contagionism to pro-miasma during the same 

temporal spectrum.  

The material space 

The material space in the context of this essay was connected to the performative act of 

quarantining. The performative act of quarantining was in furtherance how the regulatory 

documents were interpreted and implemented in praxis. It is therefore where the 
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interconnection between the idea of the quarantine and the institution behind the practice and 

the quarantined subjects/objects.157  

The quarantine in praxis: 1850–1853 

The steam ship left Lübeck on the 26 July 1850 and discharged cargo in Copenhagen and 

arrived in Malmö on the 27 July. The ship left Lübeck with a cleared sanitary pass even though 

a two-year-old son of a worker on the ship had died an hour before departure. Since the ship 

had a cleared sanitary pass the passengers had free access to the mainland upon arrival. The 

first deaths began to be reported during the first week of August, however, it took another ten 

days before Malmö was declared infected. No terrestrial or civic quarantines had been 

established which meant that people had free spatiality and could leave Malmö to surrounding 

areas. Cholera hence had free leeway to spread to the rest of Sweden.158   

According to Lars Öberg cholera reached Känsö on the 24 August 1850 with an ill patient, the 

steersman on-board Julien arriving from Malmö. The ill steersman was immediately taken into 

the lazaretto and died two days later. The Känsö personnel were quarantined on the island for 

ten days, the ship was disinfected, and the steersman’s cholera did not affect anyone else. 

However, on land cholera had reached Gothenburg and spread along the west coast. The coast 

from Ystad in the south to Uddevalla, north of Gothenburg, was declared infected, except for 

Känsö. The personnel on the island had quarantined themselves off from surrounding areas in 

order to stay free of a declaration of infection connected to the mainland. This meant that Känsö 

functioned as a quarantine station even though the coastland was declared infected. In order to 

get the necessities and post the quarantined personnel needed, the goods were exchanged on a 

neighbouring island and the personnel on Känsö was never in direct contact with the shore. 

The same procedure was implemented during the outbreak in 1853.159 The function of the 

quarantine station was thus to be able to process incoming and outgoing traffic from Swedish 

harbours. Känsö functioned as a threshold point in and out of Sweden and was the final frontier 

in contact with foreign harbours. 

Känsö was the main maritime quarantine but there were others and all the Swedish maritime 

quarantines outlined a system with three main lines of maritime traffic and thus three groups 

of quarantine stations. One of the groups were on the route to Stockholm with quarantine 

                                                
157 Lefebvre, Henri, 1991, p 38; SFS 1831:30; SFS 1834:6. 
158 Hygiea, 1850, pp. 645–648; Arvidsson, Sven, 1972, pp. 38–41. 
159 Öberg, Lars, 1968, pp. 104–105. 
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stations located in the Baltic Sea. The stations were Furusund, Djurhamn and Sandhamn in the 

archipelago of Stockholm. Beten was another quarantine station located outside of Stockholm, 

in the southern archipelago, which relieved traffic from Stockholm to the southern cities of 

Sweden. In the south of Sweden, the quarantine stations were Arpö, outside of Karlskrona, and 

Slite on Gotland. The second main route were to and from Malmö, where Malmö, Helsingborg, 

Ystad and Landskrona shared the quarantine station at Gråen. The last route intercepted traffic 

from the North Sea and in and out of Gothenburg. The quarantine stations outside of 

Gothenburg were: Känsö which had been in use since 1804, a station outside of Marstrand in 

a bathhouse, one on Saltö outside of Lysekil where the lazaretto was facilitated on a ship 

anchored in the harbour, the station in Strömstad on Öddö. On the 3 September 1853 a 

quarantine in the inland waterway, Göta Älv, was established in order to hinder the cholera 

from spreading to the inland lakes. In early October 1853, a quarantine station in Rathan, in the 

archipelago north of Umeå, was established for the northernmost provinces.160 These maritime 

quarantine stations were spatial sites with the function to intercept and process the spatial flows. 

They were connecting nodes for both regional and international trade and travel during the 

threat of contagion.  

The outbreak of 1850 had a temporary decline in intensity during late 1850 to 1852. In 1852 

larger parts of Europe were once again affected in a cholera pandemic.161 For Sweden, the 

outbreak in 1853 began when cholera appeared in Copenhagen which was declared infected by 

the National Board of Trade on the 29 June 1853. On the 16 July all travel to and from Finland 

was banned since cholera had reached Finland via Russia. On the 4 August the Quarantine 

Commission in Stockholm was reinstated which indicated an increase of the threat-level.162 On 

the 4 August cholera first appeared within the country borders in Ystad. In Ystad, the first cases 

of cholera were detected and as a precaution all ships from Ystad were quarantined. However, 

cholera probably breached the Swedish preventive barriers simultaneously on both coasts.163  

The cholera outbreaks during 1850 and 1853 are well documented in official records where the 

physicians’ reports were gathered and re-distributed. The documents give insight to how the 

quarantines were maintained, controlled and implemented. Every city with a harbour, whether 

                                                
160Sundhets-Collegii, Sundhets-Collegii underdåniga berättelse om Kolerafarsoten i Sverge år 1853 
efter uppdrag af Collegium utarbetad av dess ledamot D:r A. Timoleon Wistrand, Stockholm: P.A. 
Norstedt & söner, 1853, pp. 12–15. 
161 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, p. 50. 
162 Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p.11 
163 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, pp. 51–53. 
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coastal or inland to one of the major lakes or rivers, could implement quarantine stations, 

maritime and terrestrial. The determining factor was whether the local Sanitary Commission 

decided to. In turn the local Sanitary Commission needed the support of the inhabitants in order 

to establish terrestrial quarantines.164 Maintaining and implementing the quarantines during 

1850–1853 were therefore a negotiation between the inhabitants and the commissions.  

A negotiation with spatial variety 

When examining the official documents from 1853 it was possible to follow the quarantine’s 

materialization from region to region. The report depicts how the quarantine’s material space 

was part of a negotiation between the commissions and the public. This means that the physical 

space, the external spatial location, where the daily practices took place, was produced by the 

commission and the public with a bilateral influence. The report also gave insight to a variety 

of ways the quarantine was implemented. The material space differentiated greatly depending 

on where, how and why the quarantine legislation was implemented.165 

From the northernmost provinces of Sweden, the report states that Piteå and Luleå established 

maritime quarantines and Haparanda stationed military surveillance along the coast. 

Preparation was made but no cases of cholera reached the northernmost regions of Sweden 

during the outbreak in 1853. The most north report of cholera was a case on-board a Dutch ship 

arriving to the harbour in Obbola, close to Umeå. As a response, a quarantine was established 

in Bredskär, on the outer coastal rim from Obbola.166 Following the coast further south, 

Härnösand and Sundsvall was under terrestrial quarantine from September to November. It 

meant that quarantine stations were placed on the borders to the cities and all travel to and from 

was under surveillance. No cases of cholera were intercepted in the stations but, despite the 

quarantine, cases of cholera appeared in the city of Sundsvall.167 The provincial physician in 

Sundsvall reported that  

in the beginning and before the disease was abating in the country, there were 

only a few here that were disputing the barriers; but as the colder season 

approached, and as the disease had not yet reached Sundsvall, and the threat was 

                                                
164 Examples: Rydberg, J. Gust, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Ronneby, 1853; Sundhets-Collegii, 
1853, p. 294. 
165 For example: in local inns, schools, ships. In Falun the quarantine was taken out of practice since 
the weather changed; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, pp.42-43; Beronius, B.M. Provinsialläkarnas 
årsberättelser, Falu gruva, 1853. 
166 Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, pp. 21–22, 25.  
167 Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, pp. 25–26. 
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regarded as dismissed, the barriers were seen as even more discredited after the 

irrefutable experience of the difficulty if not impossibility to successfully 

implement them, thus connected with too burdensome expenses for the 

community with scarce resources, and for the individual a noticeable loss.168 

The quarantine was, according to the provincial physician’s account in the report from 1853, 

unnecessary and objectionable. The physician stated that quarantine was impossible to 

efficiently maintain, and that empirical experience showed that even though quarantines were 

established, cholera still found its way into the city. The northern examples, from Haparanda 

to Umeå and Sundsvall, vary. In the northernmost parts, such as Haparanda, preventive 

measures were initiated before contagion was present. In Umeå the quarantine station in 

Bredskär was established after cholera had appeared on a ship in the harbour. Sundsvall had 

established the quarantine as a preventive measure, but the quarantine had seemingly failed its 

purpose: to catch the contagion before it spread to the city.  

In Gävle another alternative appeared. When cases of cholera broke out in Stockholm, Gävle 

was sealed off only for a few days. Despite preventive procedures on the city’s borders, cholera 

appeared in Gävle from August to November 1853. The terrestrial quarantine also caused an 

inconvenience since it hindered the import of necessary goods to sustain the inhabitants.169 The 

report stated that the city’s ”short isolation did not contribute to any other result than the 

conviction of its uselessness”.170 The quarantine in Gävle was perceived as useless and caused 

an inconvenience which threatened the import of essential goods. This had been an issue in 

parts of the region surrounding Motala and Åmål in 1834. Zacke indicated that Åmål did not 

support the quarantine since it had resulted in a stockout in 1834.171 In 1853 Motala and 

Jönköping the general fear was that famine would follow if the cities were quarantined. In 

Motala the experience from 1834 influenced the conceptualization of the quarantine’s material 

space. On another note, the inhabitants of Jönköping had a divided opinion of the quarantine’s 

credibility. There were those who supported the quarantine implementation, however, they 

                                                
168 Authors’ translation from original: “Till en början och innan ännu farsoten i allmänhet i riket var i 
aftagande, funnos här få som icke voro spärrningsförfäktare; men i mon som den kyliga årstiden 
närmade sig, då ännu icke sjukdomen besökt Sundsvall, och faran betraktades såsom aflägsnad, 
föreföll spärrningen mer och mer förkastlig efter obestridligt vunnen erfarenhet om svårigheten att ej 
säga omöjligheten af dess fullt ändamålsenliga genomförande, dermed förenade för ett samhälle med 
knappa tillgångar, alltför drygt betungade kostnader och för den enskilde känbart förlustbringande” 
Ibid., s. 27. 
169 Ibid., 27–28, 31, 38. 
170 Author’s translation from original: “korta spärrning uppgives ej hafva lemnat annat resultat än 
öfvertygelsen om dess onyttighet” Ibid., p. 39 
171 Zacke, Brita, 1972, p. 68. 
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acknowledged what would happen when hindering the importation of goods.172 The opinion to 

establish quarantines in Karlstad was also influenced by their experiences from 1834. 

Karlstad’s location on the coast of the largest lake Vänern, connected Karlstad with the coast 

via inland waterways. In the report it is written: 

Experience gathered from the epidemic in 1834 and 1850, the inhabitants of the 

city had established the belief that diseases could not appear without sociability 

with infected areas. As a consequence there were established barriers with 

military surveillance on the city borders and its harbor, Kanikenäset […] 

Several travelers who arrived from infected areas, that wished to stay in the city, 

underwent quarantine.173 

It was the in the local inns174 where the quarantine stations were facilitated to intercept 

travellers by land. Those travellers passing on route from an area free of cholera could enter 

and the rest had to undergo quarantine. The provincial physician from Karlstad furthermore 

reported that the ”isolation of Carlstad175 was conducted with all possible thoroughness and 

was supported by a plurality of the city’s inhabitants, at least as long as the disease failed to 

arrive”. 176 When cholera appeared in Karlstad in the beginning of October the quarantine was 

taken out of practice since cholera already had reached epidemic proportions. On the 10 

December Karlstad was proclaimed free of cholera which summed up to 48 days of 

contagion.177  

The example from Karlstad show that aetiological belief was used as an argument to why the 

quarantine was chosen to implement, thus influencing the production of the materialized 

quarantine space. Secondly, a plurality of the inhabitants had initially supported the quarantine 

in praxis as long as outbreaks did not appear. Despite the quarantines, outbreaks did appear in 

Karlstad and the quarantines were taken out of practice. It is noteworthy that efficiency, 

whether the quarantine’s materialization could contribute with defence enough, was presented 

as the central argument. In Karlstad’s surrounding communities’ opinion of the quarantine was 

                                                
172 Ekström, A., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Motala, 1853; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p. 294. 
173 Author’s translation from original: “erfarenhet man hemtat af 1834 års epidemi äfvensom 1850, 
hade hos stadens invånare stadgat den öfvertygelse att sjukdomen ej kunde uppkomma utan beröring 
med smittad ort. I följd häraf vidtogs spärrning med militärbevakning vid stadens båda tullar och dess 
hamn, Kanikenäset. […] Flere från smittad ort anlände resande, som önskade stanna i staden, 
undergingo karantän ”; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, pp. 49–50.  
174 In Swedish: “Gästgivaregård” 
175 Older spelling of Karlstad. 
176 Author’s translation from orginal: ”spärrningen av Carlstad genomfördes med all möjlig 
noggrannhet och hade förtroende hos pluraliteten af stadens invånare, åtminstone så länge farsoten 
uteblef”; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853., 1853, p. 57. 
177 Ibid., pp. 52–53. 
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presented with other variations, both in implementation and in the question of credibility. A 

few parishes were not as optimistic toward quarantining their villages as Karlstad. The 

quarantine was considered to lack efficiency. Another group of parishes shared this notion, that 

the quarantine was inefficient, but expressed acceptance towards household quarantines, the 

civic quarantines. A third variation is from Kila parish, south east from Karlstad, where three 

quarantine stations were established. The purpose was to inspect people who returned home 

after visiting cholera infected areas. People in Kila were working in another city and on the 

route home they had to undergo quarantine. Cholera did penetrate the defences to protect Kila 

from disease, however, the quarantine was still considered credible and useful, unlike the case 

in Karlstad.178 

The latter example show how regional mobility could affect the transmission of diseases. The 

larger cities naturally experienced a larger amount of daily mobility, to and from the cities. In 

the cities neighbouring Stockholm, such as Norrtälje and Uppsala, quarantines were 

implemented to surveillance traffic from Stockholm during the epidemic. In total Stockholm 

suffered 162 days of contagion from the 10 August to the 19 January. In Uppsala a sanitary 

pass was necessary to enter the city. If the traveller arrived from an area infected by cholera, 

they had to undergo 10 days of quarantine. However, not all surrounding cities implemented 

quarantines, such as Waxholm, Södertälje and Sigtuna. All mobility to and from these cities 

were unhindered. After cholera reached epidemic proportions in Stockholm, cholera also 

appeared in most of the surrounding parishes.179 In Strängnäs the commission was  

gathered after news that the disease had outbreaks in Stockholm, [Strängnäs’] 

inhabitants decided with minor voting plurality that the city was to be isolated 

for a shorter time. The time of the isolation was prolonged one time after 

another. Fierce debates with different-minded townspeople caused the 

commission to vacate their post when a new commission was elected who 

reversed the isolation. 180 

This meant that in Strängnäs the Sanitary Commission tried to enforce quarantine without the 

support of the inhabitants which ended in them being replaced by another commission. Similar 

                                                
178 Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, pp. 59–60, 65–66.  
179 Ibid., pp. 111, 121–122.  
180 Author’s translation from original: “sammankallades efter det underrättelse anländt om farsotens 
utbrott i Stockholm, stadens invånare och beslöto med ringa röstpluralitet att staden skulle spärras för 
en kortare tid. Spärrningen förlängdes tid efter annan. Häftiga debatter med annorlunda tänkande 
stadsbor föranledde slutligen sundhetsnämnden att frånträda sin befattning då en ny nämnd blef vald 
hvilken upphäfde spärrningen”; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p. 179 
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account was reported during the outbreak in 1850 by Gustaf Lundquist, the provincial 

physician in Nyköping, who stated that the Sanitary Commission implemented terrestrial 

quarantines without public support. 181 Lundquist did not depict any specifics and more to the 

situation in 1850 was not included in the source material. Though, the fact that the commission 

implemented the quarantine without support was presented as something out of the ordinary 

and rare. In the report from the Sanitary Council in 1853, the commission said that when “the 

disease broke out [in Nyköping], despite the thorough isolation and without any reason to 

believe the disease was transported here it cannot be said that the isolation have protected the 

community”.182 The report also cited the physician Landgren who added that he believed the 

quarantine of Nyköping successful since cholera was not imported from another city.183 The 

commission and the provincial physician did not seem to interpret the quarantine measure in a 

likewise manner. The commission was under the impression that diseases did not transmit 

between people and areas. The physician on the other hand meant that the quarantine had 

protected against transmission of cholera since imported cholera was not how the epidemic in 

Nyköping began. The statement indicated that Landgren believed that cholera appeared 

spontaneously, by miasma, but meanwhile could be communicated through contagion. This 

furthermore means that the same geographical region had two different conceptualizations of 

the same quarantine implementation. 

Criticism towards the commissions 

Occasionally, physicians from the SPA expressed concern or discontent with the commissions’ 

ability to be the institution responsible of the local public health measures. In Scania, Lund was 

quarantined by establishing voluntary guards on the south and the north entry to the city. 

Without a sanitary pass the visitors could travel through the city in half an hour, which left the 

country roads with free mobility in accordance to the regulatory documents. In August, cholera 

had appeared in Malmö where the Sanitary Commission had established lazarettos and closed 

schools and cancelled public events.184 On 12 August the rumours of the disease had reached 

Landskrona and the provincial physician Segerstedt. In Segerstedt’s yearly report depicting the 

year 1850 he states that the rumours began in the newspapers from Lund while no official 

                                                
181 Lundquist, Gustaf, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Nyköping, 1851. 
182 Author’s translation from original: “sjukdomen [i Nyköping] utbröt, trotts den möjligast noggranna 
spärrning och utan ringaste anledning finnes att den genom smitta blifvid hitförd kan väl ej sägas att 
spärrningen skyddat samhället”; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p. 181. 
183 Ibid. 
184 Malmö Allehanda 1850-09-01; Malmö Allehanda 1850-08-18; Lunds Weckoblad 1850-08-22. 
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reports had arrived from Malmö. It was not enough information to implement the quarantine 

yet and together with other physicians Segerstedt travelled to Malmö on 15 August. In Malmö 

the physicians witnessed the disease and another physician called Lagerstedt stated: 

the council’s chairman and officials are often all farmers, who serve without 

compensation, lack both time and ability to be police in any regard, and are 

naturally more inclined to care for their own concerns, rather than be involved 

in the affairs of the public, which sometimes gives more ingratitude than 

satisfaction.185 

The remark give insight to a lack of credibility of the Sanitary Commission’s proficiency. The 

members of the commission were described as farmers which lack both time and ability to 

carry out the responsibilities of the commission. Still, the commissions were the representatives 

from the parish and had the jurisdiction to carry out the preventive measures. 

In Gothenburg 1853, the maritime quarantines were established, and all terrestrial mobility was 

left free. On the coast north of Gothenburg the neighbouring cities placed quarantines on the 

borders to the cities which lasted from 19 august to 12 November.186 The provincial physician 

in Gothenburg did not think the quarantine would be feasible in Gothenburg in relation to the 

high mobility within the city. In addition, the provincial physician reported: 

The sanitary commission’s good will in regard of health care sometimes failed 

helplessly against the terror which here and there took place. The public’s 

reluctance to handle an ill or dead was sometimes that great, that he could not 

by the nicest or gravest reasoning be over-won187 

The physician furthermore added that one of the people being afraid was a member of the 

Sanitary Commission who he had to force to enter a room to remove a corpse of a woman lying 

dead for 36 hours in the same room as her sick husband and two children.188 The commission 

consisted of ordinary men, not physicians who had education and legitimacy. The commission 

                                                
185 Author’s translation from original: "densamma är i sjelfva verket ingen, derest icke påstötning 
gifves nämnderna af presterkapet och blifver ändå ringa. Annorlunda kan det ej vara eller begäras, då 
nämndernas Ordförande och ledamöter oftast samtlige äro bönder, hvilka tjena utan lön, sakna både 
tid och förmåga att vara polismästare i något hänseende, samt helt naturligt heldre sköta sina egna 
angelägenheter, än ingå uti en verksamhet för det allmänna, som gifver mer besvär stundom otack än 
tillfredsställelse."; Lagerstedt, J.W., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Carlstad distrikt, 1851. 
186 Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p. 184. 
187 Author’s translation from original: Sundhetsnämndernas goda vilja i afseende på sjukvården 
strandade stundom ohjepligen emot den förskräckelse som der och hvar egde rum. Allmogens 
motvilja att handtera en sjuk eller död var ofta så stor, att den icke af de vänligaste och alfvarligaste 
föreställningarna kunde öfvervinnas”; Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p. 185.  
188 Sundhets-Collegii, 1853, p. 185. 
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were not professional medical workers and was described to fear contagion. In a time when 

communicable diseases too often meant death, it was a rational response but undermined the 

commission’s proficiency. The local governance during the outbreaks of the 1850s still meant 

that it was these men, who in negotiation with the public, maintained and controlled the 

ideological institutionalized space put into praxis. The material space in turn was 

conceptualized differently. It specifically meant that various commissions and inhabitants, 

depending on their geographical location, experiences and other variables, produced the space 

by adding the spatial practice in the spatial sites the quarantine consisted of.  

Outbreaks continued to appear during the rest of the 1850s. The largest and most lethal outbreak 

was in 1853 and it was also the most well documented outbreak. From 1859 cholera ceased to 

appear and had for years lost its intensity. In 1859 the legislation changed, and the quarantine 

was therefore much rarer seen in the source material. However, cholera returns to an epidemic 

scale in 1866.189 

The calm period: 1860–1883 

Lars Öberg calls the period between 1860 and 1883 the calm period. The new quarantine 

regulation of 1859 meant that the traffic passing through Känsö decreased when the only 

quarantine disease was the plague. Both yellow fever, which had not yet appeared in Sweden, 

and cholera was deemed as unnecessary to keep in the quarantine regulation. Since plague had 

not been seen on Swedish soil since 1712, the organization began to be scaled down in 1859 

and there is no documentation from Känsö between 1860 and 1878.190  

Even though the quarantine was removed in the regulatory documents of how to prevent 

cholera, the quarantine still appeared in the material space during the outbreak of 1866. There 

were a few cases of cholera recorded from 1865, but not the extent which the Sanitary 

Collegium classified as an epidemic. Cholera appeared again to an epidemic scale in 1866 when 

the disease foremost appeared in the areas of Stockholm, Kalmar and Jönköping. The outbreak 

of 1866 reached the most north of all the cholera epidemics of the 19th century and was reported 

from Nederkalix191, close to the northern Finnish border. Cholera reached Sweden in several 

                                                
189 Medicinalstyrelsen/Sundhetskollegii, BiSOS 1861–1910 viewed 04-01-2019. 
190 Öberg, Lars, 1968, p. 111.  
191 Nederkalix is the parish where Kalix is the municipal and residential town.  
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places simultaneously, from Gothenburg in the west and meanwhile reaching Stockholm and 

Gävle in the east.192 

The reports from Gävle stated that the city’s harbour was in direct contact to Dutch and Prussian 

harbours. As a part of the preventive practice, a quarantine and a lazaretto had been established 

on Kullerholmen, outside of Gävle. Cholera had in the regulatory documents been removed as 

a quarantine disease in 1859. Still, at the quarantine station on Kullerholmen ships were 

intercepted and inspected. The vessels which had cholera on-board were to be quarantined. 

However, the quarantine failed to intercept the first cases of cholera and they began to appear 

in the beginning of July 1866. According to the provincial physicians in Gävle the cholera cases 

in the city had a correlation to the harbour even though no reports from the maritime quarantine 

about any epidemic had arrived.193  

From Gävle and Stockholm steamships brought cholera north. The provincial physician in 

Sundsvall reported that the public were terrified of cholera and were seeking medical treatment 

for nausea, stomach ache and other symptoms which were associated with cholera. Between 

July and October Sundsvall had continuous appearances of the disease. One steamship brought 

cholera to both Skellefteå and Piteå. Another steamship brought the disease as far north as to 

Haparanda in the beginning of August 1866. In Nederkalix lazarettos were opened and, in the 

villages, specific rooms for isolation were prepared.194  

The cholera epidemic of 1866 came and went during the subsequent years but declined in 

frequency during 1869–1870. In 1873 cholera returned to Sweden in a minor outbreak in 

Scania.195 After 1874 the public health law shifted the focal point to isolating patients, the 

general sanitation and a thorough reporting of all cases of communicable diseases. In praxis 

the isolation of individuals was difficult to successfully implement. Provincial physicians in 

from the SPA reported that the overcrowded households made it impossible to isolate one sick 

patient from the rest of the family. In 1878 the scarlet fever and the measles affected primarily 

                                                
192 Sundhetskollegii, Bidrag till Sveriges officiella statistik. K, Hälso- och sjukvården. 1, 
Sundhetskollegii underdåniga berättelse för år 1866-Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt & söner, 1866, p. 45.  
193 V. Sydow, Fe., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Gävle, 1866; Sandberg, O.R., Provinsialläkarnas 
årsberättelser, Gävle, 1866; Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, p. 93.  
194 Westerberg, JJ., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Sundsvall, 1866; Tyselius, Edw., 
Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Nederkalix, 1866; Rutberg, Nils, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, 
Övre Luleå, 1866; Almquist, Axel Fr., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Piteå, 1866.  
195 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, p. 93. 
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the poor who generally lived together in one room.196 The ideal procedure was still to isolate, 

disinfect and keep under observation. It is seen during the case from 1878 and during an 

epidemic of measles on the west coast in 1883. However, the procedure was not always 

followed in villages which the provincial physician reported to the Medical Council197. Either 

the isolation met the problem of the lack of physical space or the people did not believe in the 

contagiousness of the diseases.198 

The same year in Avesta, the provincial physician proclaimed that he managed to hinder the 

spread of scarlet fever by implementing harsh isolation. The physician meant that the fee which 

the health law from 1874 proscribed to those who did not follow health care regulations, helped 

to keep the people in order. Additionally, the lack of physical space was also an issue in 

Avesta.199 In order to successfully secluding the ill from the non-ill, having space or being able 

to create space, in form of a lazaretto, were essential. In the cities permanent lazarettos were 

established while the rural areas of Sweden either established temporary ones or tried to isolate 

patients in their own homes. On several occasions the lack of space due to the cramped living 

conditions, made it impossible.200 

The return of cholera: 1892–1894 

C.E Waller described the year 1894 at Fejan with the latin phrase “si vis pacem, para bellum”201  

which means that if you want peace, prepare for war.202 Waller was possibly referring to the 

lawsuit where the newspaper Nya Dagligt Allehanda (NDA) was sued on the basis of a letter 

published which portrayed a passenger’s experience of the quarantine at Fejan. The letter was 

published in NDA on the 31 July and the editor where charged with crimes against the freedom 

of the press. The passenger had in the letter made accusations and claimed that the Swedish 

                                                
196 Drake, K., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Sigtuna, 1878; Sillén, Otto, Provinsialläkarnas 
årsberättelser, Öland Södra, 1878.  
197 Sanitary Council until 1878; Medicinalstyrelsen BiSOS 1861–1910 viewed 04-01-2019. 
198 Rehnberg, E.A., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Jörlanda, 1883; Medicinalstyrelsen, Bidrag till 
Sveriges officiella statistik. K, Hälso- och sjukvården. 1, Sundhetskollegii underdåniga berättelse för år 
1864 – Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt & söner, 1864–1912., 1864, p. inledning. 
199 Winbladh, Th., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Avesta, 1883.  
200 Westerberg, Em., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Nederkalix, 1883; Tjernberg, N.A., 
Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Torp, 1883. 
201 Hygiea, 1895 I, p. 296. 
202 "Si Vis Pacem, Para Bellum." https://www.merriam-webster.com. Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
Viewed 25-05-2018. 
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Medical Council endangered the lives of the quarantined subjects.203 The experiences which 

influenced the lawsuit was elaborated in the imaginary affective space chapter.  

The station at Fejan had been established in 1892 instead of Furusund, which was located 

nearby. Fejan was a temporary station, together with the other mentioned observation stations 

on the east coast. Only Känsö was the permanent establishment but both Känsö and Fejan were 

the two designated main quarantine islands. If a ship was infected, had a crew that showed 

symptoms or posed any other contagious risks and arrived to any of the observation points the 

ship would be advised either to Känsö and Fejan to undergo the quarantine procedure.204 In 

Hygiea Waller evaluated Fejan’s praxis in 1894 and claimed that the Swedish inspection 

system, observation, quarantine and final examination, incapacitated all of choleras 

appearances on the border to the country. Waller claimed the quarantine to be a successful 

defence against cholera. In Fejan 28 out of approximately 30 cases of cholera were isolated in 

the lazaretto and four of them died on the island. In all, Waller writes, it was a successful 

year.205  

During 1892–1894 cholera never reached the epidemic extent as the previous outbreaks did but 

the threat of the pandemic was an impetus to the new quarantine system which was used in 

praxis.206 When cholera reached Russia in 1892 it led to an implementation of six observational 

points on the east coast of Sweden. The northernmost point was located outside of Umeå in 

Bredvik, and the southern was Inlängan outside of Karlskrona, which was only in use in 1892. 

If vessels passed by the observation stations and were thought to be a risk of spreading cholera, 

the vessel had to pass by a quarantine station, which on the east coast was Fejan. On Fejan 

there were special facilities for disinfection, and a lazaretto where patients could be isolated. 

On the island the personnel lived during the months when the station was active. Totally 2794 

vessels were inspected during 1892 and 11 of them were further quarantined.207  

                                                
203 NDA 1894-07-31. 
204 Medicinalstyrelsen, Bidrag till Sveriges officiella statistik. K, Hälso- och sjukvården. 1, 
Sundhetskollegii underdåniga berättelse för år 1894 – Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt & söner, 1864–1912., 
1894, pp. 23–24; Hygiea 1894 II 
205 Hygiea, 1895, pp. 296–297. 
206 Arvidsson, Sven-Ove, 1972, p. 96.  
207 The number of inspected vessels during 1892 differentiate from Lars Öberg’s rendition. Why this 
was is not possible to conclude; Medicinalstyrelsen, Bidrag till Sveriges officiella statistik. K, Hälso- 
och sjukvården. 1, Sundhetskollegii underdåniga berättelse för år 1892, Stockholm: P.A. Norstedt & 
söner, 1864–1912, 1892, pp. 28–29; Medicinalstyrelsen, Bidrag till Sveriges officiella statistik. K, 
Hälso- och sjukvården. 1, Sundhetskollegii underdåniga berättelse för år 1893, Stockholm: P.A. 
Norstedt & söner, 1864–1912, 1893, pp, 27–29.  
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During 1893 a few cases of cholera were detected in the quarantines. Still, the new 

observational stations stood ready to intercept potential cases of cholera. The new observational 

system meant an inspection after three days after arrival to a Swedish harbour. When cholera 

was present in St Petersburg on 2 September 1893 physicians immediately left to be ready at 

the eastern observation and quarantine stations. On the west coast the observation and 

quarantine stations were alerted when the German harbours were declared infected. Lübeck 

was declared infected on 20 September and the station on Ven was taken into practice. On Ven, 

the island outside of Helsingborg, a naval ship was placed which would function as a quarantine 

facility. Out of 522 inspected vessels 4 of them were quarantined. The alertness of the stations 

was revoked 6 months later when Russian and German harbours around the Baltic were 

declared free from infection. 208 Similarly, in 1894 cholera had appeared in Russia and St 

Petersburg already on 9 June after which the observation and quarantine stations stood ready 

to intercept vessels. During 1894 the stations were also active for 6 months before taken out of 

practice again and during the 6 months 669 vessels were inspected and 7 were quarantined.209  

The Medical Council reported that not enough staff could be hired to conduct the post-arrival 

inspections. As a part of the new inspection and observation system implemented in 1892, 

people who underwent observation were required to return for a final examination after three 

days. In the harbour of Gothenburg there were approximately 2000 of final examinations where 

257 of them failed to appear and were reported to the police. 92 of them were ultimately 

cancelled and 165 managed to avoid final examination completely. In Stockholm the number 

of failures to appear was 2 from infected areas and 41 from non-infected areas.210 Besides from 

the quarantine station Känsö, the harbour in Gothenburg hired a night guard to hinder vessel 

from entering the harbour without first being inspected. As a precaution, a room was prepared 

in the harbour in case there would be an acute cholera outbreak and isolation had to be 

implemented. The harbour additionally established a bureau to oversee the traffic which had 

90 cases of vessels subdued for inspection during the first 5 days in practice. The size of the 

general crew was approximately 100 per day and 50 travellers. The practice was hence 

extensive.211  

                                                
208 Medicinalstyrelsen, 1893, p. 28 
209 Medicinalstyrelsen, 1894, pp. 23–24 
210 Medicinalstyrelsen, 1893, pp. 29–30; Benckert, Henric, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, 
Göteborgs stad, 1893. 
211 Benckert, Henric, 1893.  
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The lack of space to conduct the civic quarantine was still an issue during the 1890s. Even the 

lazarettos were stated to be in such poor conditions that they posed a threat to the health of the 

patients. The physician’s still indicated that isolation was the main focal point.212 During a 

smallpox epidemic in Gothenburg in 1893 which originated from two lodging English sailors 

who stayed in a poor area of Gothenburg. During the epidemic the smallpox, patients were 

treated in the lazarettos while their families were taken to observation facilities where both the 

medicine and the food were financed by the authorities. The time spent under observation 

varied between 12 to 14 days and while the families left their homes to stay in the designated 

facilities their homes were isolated and disinfected while their belongings were taken to 

disinfection facilities. The provincial physician reported that complaints were commonly aimed 

at the disinfection of the belongings. Not all garments sustained the disinfection and the 

provincial physician claimed that even though a few of the complaints were exaggerated they 

were legitimate. the disinfection facility was frequently used. In accordance to the legislation 

any damaged belongings could be reimbursed, and the local Health Council in Gothenburg 

paid 13 311 kronor in compensation. In total 1862 homes were disinfected by the authorities 

during 1892. 213  

Summary: the material space 

The material conceptualization of the quarantine can be understood as the performative act in 

the physical space, for example the daily routines, and what links the different spatiality of the 

quarantines together. This analysis investigated the quarantine’s material space in how the 

quarantines were instigated, where they were located and what procedures the performative act 

consisted of. How can we interpret the material space of the quarantine during the years the 

analysis depicted? The results give insights to the wide range of ways the quarantine was 

implemented. In short, the analysis show that the performative act of the quarantine was highly 

flexible depending on where it was implemented, by who and with what means. The 

performative act had the similar essential procedure of isolation, disinfection and observation, 

in compliance with the ideological institutionalized quarantine. The physical space of the 

quarantine also differentiated depending on the quarantine’s location: terrestrial, maritime or 

                                                
212 Nordstedt, Ossian, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Tibble, 1894; Gyllencreutz. Rich., 
Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Tjällmo, 1893; Nyström, John, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, 
Eksjö, 1893; Lind, Gustaf, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Vimmerby, 1893; Bolin, K., 
Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Klintehamn, 1893; Nilsson, Jöns, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, 
Göteborg, 1893; Medicinalstyrelsen, 1893, p. 26. 
213 Benckert, Henric, 1893; Nilsson, Jöns, 1893.  
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civic. There were different variations of quarantine stations, while some quarantine stations 

were in specific buildings with the purpose of quarantining, others were facilitated in the local 

inns, bath houses, onboard ships, schools or in private households. The variety of spatiality 

made the quarantine implementation dependent on local factors. During the outbreaks of 1850 

and 1853 the local commissions enabled the quarantine legislation if it was supported by the 

local inhabitants. It was according to the legislation that the physicians would participate in the 

commission’s assemblies but not contribute with decisions. Whether their opinion mattered 

was impossible to deduce from the source material. The varied spatiality was also detected 

during later decades when the official quarantine stations were centrally governed institutions 

and the local observation points were more locally maintained. During the 1890s the quarantine 

still materialized with a varied praxis. Except from the quarantine stations, islands and in 

harbours, the quarantine on Ven was during 1893–1894 materialized onboard a ship. The varied 

praxis had the common variable of the procedure. The procedure consisted of isolation, where 

the patients’ sociability was removed, disinfection, where belongings, bedsheets, households, 

rooms in the lazaretto and cargos were sanitized, and observation, where the patients were kept 

under surveillance during the imagined incubation period.   

To return to the quarantine in praxis during 1850–1853, the quarantine was one of the focal 

points of the Swedish medical administration’s reports from 1853. The quarantine’s credibility 

was amongst one of the points of interest raised which a provincial physician was to report 

from every Swedish parish in their jurisdiction. The answers to whether the quarantine was 

considered credible by the inhabitants differentiate greatly. In some parishes the experiences 

from the 1830s and the outbreak in 1850 made the inhabitants to see the quarantine as a defence. 

Other parishes thought it to be unnecessary against the spread of cholera since the disease still 

found its way into the cities. If we investigate the question of which institution decided if the 

quarantines were to be implemented or not there are elements which suggests that the 

inhabitants, the public, had to coincide with the decision. However, credibility was not the 

isolating factor determining whether the quarantine was implemented or not. The quarantine 

did, in some parishes, have the support of the inhabitants but the materialization was deemed 

impossible. There were exceptions where the commission implemented the quarantine without 

the public’s consent. This event was presented as something negative and out of the ordinary. 

It ultimately meant that the construction of the quarantine space, where, when and how the 

procedure was instigated, was dependent on an agreement. The public’s opinion seemed to 

have mattered in the process of enabling the quarantine legislation during 1853. Which 
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provided a noticeably different view on the implementation of the quarantine from earlier 

research where the state was perceived as the ultimate instigating power.  

After 1859, when the regulatory documents changed, the quarantine in praxis decrease in the 

source material. After the 1850s, fewer terrestrial quarantines were implemented and civic 

quarantines were the primary implementation. However, maritime quarantines were still 

implemented during the outbreak in 1866 even though cholera had been removed as a 

quarantinable disease. The civic quarantines were the new focal point where the isolation, 

disinfection and observation occurred in lazarettos and in private households. In urban areas 

private households were sanitized and disinfected if there were any suspicion of contagion. In 

the rural areas the lack of physical space resulted in an obstacle for the physicians.  

Ultimately, the material space of the quarantine indicated a socially produced space, appearing 

in varied spatiality but unified in a common procedure of isolation, disinfection and 

observation. The space of the quarantine materialized once a representative institution 

instigated the three variables of the procedure in reference to the regulatory documents. The 

actual physical spaces could vary from schools, to local inns to ships and lazarettos. The 

construction of the material space of the quarantine needed: jurisdiction, a mobility to hinder, 

physical space to isolate individuals and cargo and a lazaretto. Moreover, the first years the 

analysis depict indicated a negotiation between the Sanitary Commissions, elected by the parish 

but acted as a representative of the authority and the inhabitants in the area. An agreement 

between the two parties seem to have influenced the decision whether terrestrial quarantines 

were implemented.  

The imaginary affective space 

The imaginary affective space was in this essay connected to the perspective of how the 

quarantine was experienced by the public and especially those who were directly, or indirectly 

affected by the quarantine procedure. The people who were a part of the quarantine procedure, 

their memories and verbal and non-verbal opinions were the focal point of the imaginary 

affective perspective. This part of the study was an examination on how the quarantine 

legislation, in its various spatial practices and material spaces, was passively experienced by 

the consumers of the space: the quarantined and their fates. 
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From earlier studies, such as Zacke and Baldwin’s, there are renditions of public response 

motivated by strong discontent with the quarantines. The dislike for the quarantine institutions 

in Russia, Finland, Paris and in Prussia led to violent actions. Swedish newspapers reported 

these violent uproars to the Swedish population.214 Similar events are not evident in the source 

material of this essay; however, rumours and antagonising reports probably influenced the 

general depiction of the quarantine system in Sweden. 

Civic isolation and a fear of contagion 

The provincial physician from Gothenburg reported that the ”[the provincial physician] often 

meets the greatest challenges in regard of an exaggerated fear of contagion which at times 

makes in an appalling manner the country people emotionless for their equals suffering”.215 

The physician emphasized that the exaggerated fear of contagion made the country people 

indifferent. Another account was from the provincial physician A.G Virgin in Uddevalla, a city 

which was quarantined off while cholera appeared along the west coast. Virgin wrote in the 

report that during the outbreak of 1850, women and children fled the cholera infected 

Gothenburg to seek aid in neighbouring cities. At the border to Uddevalla, where the quarantine 

was established the women and children were turned away to return to Gothenburg. Virgin 

described them as poor, cold and destitute and that it was a sad consequence of enforcing the 

quarantine legislation.216  

There is a similar account from the provincial physician in Karlskrona. The physician, A.F 

Hellman described the quarantine measures with strong dislike and reported that the Sanitary 

Commission’s preventive measures were illegal and inhumane. Hellman depicted the events 

which followed when a wanderer was traveling on the main road leading to the city of 

Karlskrona in 1850. Hellman wrote that  

if he was sick of cholera or another disease no one knows, but during the so 

called cholera-time the Parish Council decided that no one has the right to be 

sick of any other, the man who otherwise was nicely dressed and offered 

payment in exchange of shelter, searched in vain to be accepted anywhere, but 

was firmly rejected and was detested in the word’s inherent meaning like the 

                                                
214 Zacke, Brita, 1972, pp. 56–59, 66–68. 
215 Author’s translation from original: “Landspraktikern möter ofta de största svårigheter till följd af en 

rådande överdrifven fruktan för smitta hvilken stundom gör allmogen på ett ohyggligt sätt känslolös för 
sina likars lidanden”; Sundhetskollegii, 1853, p. 205.  
216 Virgin, A.G, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Uddevalla, 1851. 

https://sv.wiktionary.org/wiki/%C3%96vriga_tecken#inledande_rak_parentes
https://sv.wiktionary.org/wiki/%C3%96vriga_tecken#avslutande_rak_parentes
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plague, and was after some time after found dead in a grove close to the country 

road.217 

When Hellman inquired to why the wanderer was denied accommodation despite his 

acceptable appearance the people responded they could not afford to be quarantined the 10 

days required if receiving guests from infected areas. Hellman concluded that a quarantine in 

the rural areas led to people withdrawing themselves to not endanger being segregated. 218   

In Gävle Anna Fredriksdotter fell to the ground with spontaneous symptoms of cholera, 

diarrhoea, cramp and vomiting. Fredriksdotter wailed for help but the by-standing people were 

too scared to approach. Fredriksdotter was left in the street for hours before carried inside and 

she died the following day. The provincial physician C.A. Baeckström claimed the fear in the 

village was enough restraining and quarantining further was not necessary. Baeckström 

opposed quarantines with the motivation that the consequence of it only scared the public. 219   

These two examples are gathered from two provincial physician from an array of reports which 

usually are not as descriptive. To give thorough renditions of the circumstances of each case 

was not the conventional way to report. This indicated that either that the examples are 

something out of the ordinary or the provincial physicians had other underlying tendencies. 

The underlying tendencies could for example be a disdain in the quarantine system which they 

communicated by exemplifying how it affected the general public. The fate of the wanderer in 

Karlskrona and Anna Fredriksdotter was, nevertheless, included in the analysis since they 

portray another perspective of the material space and indicated what effect the system had on 

the population. The earlier chapter depicted how and where the quarantines were established 

but not what happened to those the mandatory quarantine regulation was forced upon. In order 

to be able to examine closer testimonies from the quarantine this essay included empirics from 

newspapers. In the newspapers the focal point of the quarantine leaves the SPA and the 

institutions behind the quarantine.  

                                                
217 Author’s translation from original: “om han nu var sjuk af Cholera eller någon annan sjukdom vet 
ingen, men under den så kallade Cholera tiden ansåg socken-Nämden ingen äga rätt att vara sjuk af 
någon annan, Mannen som eljest var snyggt klädd och bjöd betalning för sitt herbergande, sökte 
förgäfves att blifva emottagen någonstädes, utan afvisades bestämt och afskyddes i ordets egenteliga 
bemärkelse såsom pesten, samt fans någon tid derefter liggande död i en skogs dunge nära 
landsvägen”. Hellman, A.F, Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Karlskrona, 1853. 
218 Hellman, A.F, 1853. 
219 The physician in Jönköping depicted similar scenario; Baeckström, C.A., Provinsialläkarnas 
årsberättelser, Gävle, 1853; Sköldberg, S.E., Provinsialläkarnas årsberättelser, Jönköping, 1850. 
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In 1850 the author of an article in Snällposten220 described his arrival at Ronneby traveling 

from Malmö. The traveler had a clean sanitary pass which meant that he should have been 

granted free entry to Ronneby, without having to spend ten days in the terrestrial quarantine. 

Upon arrival the quarantine personnel reacted to the fact that Malmö was the point of origin. 

Malmö was at the time declared infected and suffered continuous cholera outbreaks. The article 

described how the guard in panic exclaimed that they were from Malmö and called to the 

guardhouse and an armed quarantine garrison appeared. The quarantine personnel did, after 

much contemplation, allow them to enter Ronneby. The author of the article described how the 

entourage of the Malmö-travelers walked the streets of Ronneby while the inhabitants sealed 

the windows and feared the new-comers. The author believed the spectacle to be exaggerated. 

Later the quarantine commander corrected the matter and the travelers were freed from the 

suspicion of contagion. The author sympathized with Ronneby, where the enemy, cholera, had 

spread its sorrow and misery. The author wrote: 

You feel all the horrors, the sorrows and suffering this disease brings, the 

stagnation of all mobility, the economic loss and concerns that follows its path, 

and its durability where it settles down […] it is considered around here that 

barriers and quarantines are useful against the transmission of the disease, and 

although it is not always possible to execute it sufficiently, it still has large 

influence and an undivided popularity with great warmth and credit.221 

Even though the limits of the materialization of the quarantine was known, the quarantine still 

had the undivided support in the area of Ronneby. The opinion of the quarantine differentiated 

in different newspapers. In the newspaper Skånska Correspondenten222 (Sk. Corr) it was stated 

that the public opinion was that protective boundaries, such as quarantines, hindered cholera 

from spreading. The newspaper furthermore claimed that the opinion cannot be derived to a 

trading-interest from the political sphere since the opinion was based on experience. Sk. Corr 

also claimed that their opinion was opposed to the newspaper Aftonpost’s opinion and in 

                                                
220 A liberal newspaper from Lund founded in 1848 by Cronholm, Bernhard. Later became 
Sydsvenskan; Nationalencyklopedin, https://www.ne.se  Search-words: “Cronholm, Bernhard”, 
“Snällposten” and “Sydsvenskan” viewed 19-12-2018. 
221 Author’s translation from original: ”Man känner alla de fasor, de sorger och lidanden som denna 
farsot medför, den stagnation i all rörelse, de ekonomiska förluster och bekymmer som följa i dess 
spår, och hur dess långwarighet, der den slår sig ner, (…) Man antager öfwerallt häromkring spärrning 
och karantäner som gagneliga emot farsotens spridande, och ehuru de icke alltid kunna uträtta 
tillfylleskt, så wisa de sig ändå wara af stort inflytande samt hafwa en odelad popularitet för sig och 
omfattas med största wärma och tillförsigt”; Snällposten 1850-10-07 
222 Skånska correspondenten 1850-10-19 Viewed 19-12-2018. 

https://www.ne.se/
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convergence to the opinion of Stockholmstidningen.223 This indicated that opinions varied 

depending on which newspaper reported. However, the political tendency behind the 

newspaper was seemingly not the determining factor behind the differences since both 

Stockholmstidningen and Snällposten stemmed from a liberal background. 

In the maritime quarantines 

The steamship Nordstjernan travelled on the route from Germany to Gothenburg, stopping by 

Fredrikshamn in Denmark on the way. When entering the archipelago by Gothenburg the ship 

got hailed, probably by the patrolling naval ships which made sure the quarantine legislation 

was followed. When the ship had disembarked from the German coast cholera had 

simultaneously appeared in Hamburg and in Sweden the quarantine legislation had been 

implemented in praxis. On Nordstjernan two Hanoverian passengers, who had spent time in 

Hamburg before the departure, had left the ship in Fredrikshamn. Nevertheless, their previous 

sociability with the remaining crew made Nordstjernan a cholera threat. The passengers on 

route to Gothenburg had to stay 10 days on the quarantine island of Känsö. According to the 

description in the news, the displeased group of 42 people found themselves in the dismal and 

unhygienic facility of the quarantine station. The quarantined passengers sent a formal 

complaint to the Quarantine Commission in Gothenburg on the Saturday and received the reply 

that the Quarantine Commission would discuss the crew’s release at the earliest convenient 

time which was the coming Monday.224 

The article which depict the fate of the steam boat Nordstjernan ridicule the Quarantine 

Commission who fail to acknowledge the passengers’ release but allow inland traffic to enter 

the city freely. The quarantine system was subsequently described as hypocritical and unjust. 

The newspaper who had published the story, Göteborgs Handels- och Sjöfartstidning (GHT), 

also stated that the innocent should not unnecessarily be bereaved of their freedom.225 GHT 

was a liberal newspaper and proclaimed the citizen’s right. As a response to the criticism the 

Quarantine Commission’s secretary Hofström answered that the reason to quarantine 

Nordstjernan was based on the sociability between the remaining crew and the Hanoverian 

                                                
223 Sk. Corr 1850-10-19; Stockholmstidningen was initially liberal and later became social-democratic; 
Stockholms-Tidningen, Nationalencyklopedin, https://www.ne.se, viewed 06-01-2019. 
224 GHT, 1850-07-17. 
225 Ibid.  

https://www.ne.se/
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passengers. On account on the ridiculing Hofström reference to the legislation on several 

occasion, using the law to justify the procedure.226  

A too harsh system met discontent, however, likewise did a slack system. In 1892 the 

newspaper in Malmö posted a letter to the editor where a Danish bourgeois claimed he met a 

man from Hamburg on the street of Copenhagen. Hamburg was at the time haunted by the 

largest cholera outbreak in Europe during the 1890s. Before the man had arrived in Denmark 

he had lived in the same building as people who had died of cholera. When travelling to 

Denmark, the Danish bourgeois stated, the man from Hamburg took the land route via Kiel 

where Danish and German territory met instead of passing by St Petersburg where he would 

have had to spend 10 days in quarantine. The Danish bourgeois furthermore exclaimed that 

[Copenhagen] swarms of people from Hamburg. For how long will our lives be 

toyed with? […] have not the Asiatic cholera in Hamburg been able to scare our 

authorities the Swedish press’s threats will not scare them either. We will have 

the plague in the city before the Danish ministers will awake from their minister 

sleep.227  

According to letter to the editor, it was the Danish state’s responsibility to protect the 

inhabitants from the threat of contagion. A too slack system was a failure of the state’s 

responsibility to protect the inhabitants from incoming contagion. Since the letter to the editor 

from the Danish bourgeois was published in Swedish newspaper, it indicates that these feelings 

and opinions has validity in a Swedish context as well. The quarantine system contributed with 

a sense of protection and the balance between a system being harsh enough to successfully 

protect, but not too harsh to cause inconvenience to the quarantined, was of importance. 

One of the more distinctive conflicts concerning the maritime quarantines was the event on 

Fejan in 1894 which led to a lawsuit and a trial, “Fejamålet”. During the month of July 1894, 

the Swedish press published several reports on the situation which emerged at Fejan quarantine 

station when the Finnish steamship von Döbeln arrived.228 The “imprisoned on Fejan”, as 

captioned by one newspaper from Karlskrona, were the passengers on-board von Döbeln who 

                                                
226 Ibid. 
227 Author’s translation from original: “ Det vimlar av hamburgare i staden. Hur länge skall det lekas 
med vårt lif? […] Har den asiatiska koleran I Hamburg icke kunnat skrämma våra myndigheter, bli de 
nog knappast skrämda af den svenska pressens hotelser. Vi skola hafva sjelvfa pesten in i staden, 
innan de danska ministerielle embetsmännen vakna upp ur sin ministeriella sömn.”, Malmö Allehanda 
1892-09-01. 
228 Nya Dagligt Allehanda (NDA), 1894-02-02. 
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were quarantined upon arrival.229 On the 3 July von Döbeln arrived in the quarantine station at 

five o’clock in the morning, Bleiber, the industry manufacturer from Birmingham, died early 

in the morning of the third. Before arriving at Fejan, Bleiber had suffered from vomiting, 

diarrhoea and cramps and was treated by two physicians on-board the ship.230 When they 

arrived at Fejan, Bleiber was immediately taken ashore to the lazaretto and treated. It had 

happened the same day as the National Board of Trade had decided to treat Finland as an 

infected area even though cholera had not yet been seen in the Finnish territory. C.E Waller, 

the quarantine physician, had arrived at Fejan two hours before von Döbeln arrived at the 

island. To Waller’s assistance there was only two other people: his wife and a maid.231  

The steamship von Döbeln had approximately 100 passengers on-board and the lazaretto at 

Fejan had 40 to 50 beds and a warehouse, meant to store cargo or the deceased bodies, was 

able to accommodate circa 22 people. This meant that the healthy passengers had to stay on-

board the ship for the days they had to stay under observation. The newspaper NDA reported 

that the passengers were of good health and that there were enough provisions to their disposal, 

however, the spatial area of the quarantine was small, and the passengers felt overcrowded.232 

In the press, the initial days are depicted with great weather and satisfactory company. Thirty 

of the passengers had returned to Finland and the rest had stayed and became close as a 

family.233  

On 5 July 1894, the bacteriological results from Bleiber’s excrement came back positive of 

Asiatic cholera. Wavrinsky from the Medical Council travelled to Fejan to inspect the 

quarantine station. The ship had already been disinfected once when new cases of cholera 

began to appear on the ship. The disinfection, along with a prolonging of the quarantine time, 

had to be made after each new appearance of cholera. The first cases were reported in the press 

already on 6 July 1894. Another 19 patients had been taken to the lazaretto due to diarrhoea 

and four bacteriological results came back positive. News of the next cases of cholera was 

published in the press on 9 July. The shopkeeper Fröberg died on the 9 July 1894 of suspected 

cholera. By now Waller was expecting reinforcements from Stockholm. Physician B. Buhre 

                                                
229 Karlskrona Weckoblad, 1894-07-19. 
230 Medicinalstyrelsen, 1894, p. 24; NDA 1894-07-05. 
231 NDA 1894-07-04. 
232 Hygiea, 1894, pp. 301, 310; NDA 1894-07-05. 
233 NDA 1894-07-07. 
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arrived from town to oversee and shorten the observational process, accompanied by Lunell 

who oversaw the bacteriologic examinations and Nordin who were there to care for the ill.234 

In the newspapers the passengers were the focal point from the events at Fejan. Either their 

letters to the editor were published or the articles depicts their experiences. One group of 

passengers were the Orphei Drängar (O.D.), a traditional student choir from Uppsala who were 

on their way home from Finland.235 On the 11 July a letter was sent from one of the choir 

members of the O.D. to the NDA. The letter from the choir described the events leading up to 

Bleiber’s death, where the choir member had been on deck, on his way to his cabin when he 

heard the news of Bleiber’s condition. A Russian physician accompanied by another physician 

in the choir immediately went to Bleiber’s cabin. According to the article the author of the 

letter accompanied them. The author also volunteered to look after Bleiber during the night and 

was presumably able to witness the symptoms first hand. The letter described Bleiber as 

apathetic, wailing slowly, with a tone of blue on his skin and with dark rings circling his eyes. 

236 At first the O.D. members did not grasp the severity of Bleiber’s condition. A few of the 

choir members had suffered from diarrhoea but thought it to be the result of a bad diet. When 

a few of the members were taken ashore to the lazaretto the other members received the news 

that the bacteriological results affirmed that it was cholera. Even though the physician said it 

was a mild case of cholera fear, began to spread among the members and they wondered “who 

was next”.237 

In the letter the author described the daily routine and how the choir members sang for as long 

as they could to keep the quarantined group’s mood light. Even from the lazaretto they could 

hear the other members sing. Otherwise, people woke up at ten in the morning for a cup of tea. 

A good tea, the member stated, served in a glass without any cream but with lemon, served 

with biscuits and bread. Breakfast was served between eleven and twelve-thirty and afterwards 

the captain Hedman kept the smaller boats to the passenger’s disposition. Some rowed to the 

uninhabited islets nearby or fished bass in the archipelago. At six the passengers gathered on 

deck to hear the dinner bell and the choir sang with it. Dinner began with smorgasbord, without 

butter but with Baltic herring followed by soup, fish, meat and dessert. Afterwards the 

                                                
234 NDA 1894-07-06; NDA 1894-07-09. 
235 NDA 1894-07-04; NDA 1894-07-05.  
236 NDA 1894-07-11.  
237 NDA 1894-07-11.  
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passengers drank coffee and smoked pipes, cigars and cigarettes. Never, the author stated, had 

the O.D.s smoked as they did during quarantine, as if the tobacco kept danger astray.238  

On 31 July NDA published a letter with the signature “passenger” and the caption “about the 

quarantine treatment of von Döbeln”.239 To begin with the passenger wrote that the Medical 

Council’s obligation was to protect the country from contagion and by doing so using the 

radical method of exterminating the crews who could be infected with cholera. This, the 

passenger stated, went against the fundamental humanitarian rights. The passenger claimed it 

was a mere coincidence that the crew of von Döbeln was still alive. The emphasis of the letter 

was on the neglect of the healthy on-board von Döbeln and criticism against the fact that the 

passengers were not evacuated when new cases of cholera arose on the ship. Once the 

passengers were evacuated, the sick patients were taken to the lazaretto. 20 of the remaining 

passengers were taken to the warehouse, where Bleiber’s body previously had been stored, and 

the rest were to live in tents. The described experience was “as if we were cargo in the hold of 

the ship and not humans”. 240 The Medical Council’s neglect of the well-being of the passengers 

of von Döbeln was described as: 

To what seems to be common sense and the love for humanity’s simplest 

doctrine […] branded as a hygienic wrongdoing without comparison, that 

healthy people were confined for a week on a cholera-infected ship […] It 

cannot be of economic reason since it regards human life. If the state has 

implemented the quarantine, it also must bear the system’s consequences. […] 

It has proven evident to protect human lives against our highest health care 

institution […] over the Medical Council is the government, with the right and 

duty to ensure, that on the state’s responsible offices are men with a sense of 

duty and ability to carry it. Here if ever it is against official wrong doings it 

comes to protect the citizen’s rights – the pure primary right, the right to live.241 

                                                
238 NDA 1894-07-11. 
239 NDA 1894-07-31. 
240 Author’s translation from original: ”som om vi varit gods i skeppets lastrum ock icke menniskor.”; 
NDA 1894-07-31. 
241 Author’s translation from original: “för hvad synes vara sunda förståndets och människokärlekens 
enklaste lära [--] stämpladt som ett hygieniskt fel utan like, att man hållit friska personer fängslade en 
hel vecka på en kolerasmittad båt. […] Det kan ej varit av ekonomiska skäl eftersom det gäller 
människoliv. Har staten infört karantän, så har den ock att bära systemets konseqvenser. […] Det har 
visat sig nödvändigt att skydda människolif gent emot vår högsta helsovådlande myndighet [--] öfver 
medicinalstyrelsen står regering, med rätt och pligt att tillse, att på rikets ansvarfullaste poster sitta 
män med känsla af sitt ansvar och förmåga att det samma bära. Här om någonsin gäller det att gent 
emot embetsmannafel värna om medborgerliga rättigheter – den oförvitliges preliminära rättighet, 
rättigheten att lefva.”; NDA 1894-07-31. 
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The conflict between the individual’s integrity and state intervention was a focal point of the 

criticism pointed toward the Medical Council. Topics such as civil rights, citizens and 

protection against the state indicate liberal views. If the state enforce quarantine, there were 

consequences. The described responsibilities of the state were the protection against contagion 

and when the state subjected people to diseases and confined in quarters where infected remains 

had been stored, the state was at fault. This was another indication that neither a slack system 

nor a harsh system was optimal.  

The Medical Council also received criticism from Finnish press since von Döbeln was a Finnish 

vessel. Finnish officials claimed the Swedish authority acted without regard of the passengers 

in a way which went against hygiene, public opinion, the simplest of principles and was a 

terrible crime against health care.242  From the Medical Council Wavrinsky responded to the 

criticism on the 2 August. Wavrinsky called the criticism an “evil assault” on the council.243 

Wavrinsky claimed that the events at Fejan followed the jurisdiction. He stated that the 

passengers had been calm and those who had wished to return to Finland had done so. 

Furthermore, Wavrinsky stated that there were never an epidemic on-board von Döbeln. The 

patients had been infected by the cholera bacillus already in St Petersburg and once they 

reached a symptomatic state, they had been taken off the vessel to the lazaretto.244  

The dispute led to a lawsuit where the editor of NDA was believed to have overstepped the 

freedom of the press. The trial began on the 9 October 1894 and the NDA published key points 

in their defence.245 In the original article, which caused the lawsuit, it said that the article was 

published with the intention to wake the Medical Council from their apathetic state in relation 

to the publics increasing worry. This is said to have succeeded since it resulted in a lawsuit. In 

addition, when the next vessel which arrived at Fejan after von Döbeln, the passengers were 

brought to the island, and not quarantined on the ship. According to the editor of NDA, 

Björklund, it showed that the original article had an effect.246   

The published passenger lists make it possible to examine who and what occupation the people 

in the quarantine had. The lists enables further research to get a closer view on the quarantined, 

                                                
242 NDA 1894-08-02; Karlskronas Weckoblad 1894-07-19. 
243 NDA 1894-08-02. 
244 Ibid. 
245 NDA 1894-08-04; NDA 1894-10-09. 
246 NDA 1894-10-09.  
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their experience of the lived and perceived space.247 The source material in this analysis showed 

that while all social groups were quarantined, their experiences during the quarantine could 

vary. For example, a few of the passengers on von Döbeln had already after two days asked to 

leave the quarantine island. The count P. De la Gardie accompanied by the wholesaler Edlund, 

the opera singer Max Strandberg and Miss Tamelin, Strandberg’s companion, decided to leave 

Fejan and return to Finland as soon as they could. The pit-stop was in Mariehamn, Åland to 

spend their time in observation. After having spent time in Fejan in the presence of cholera, it 

was obligatory to be kept under observation. The physician in Mariehamn told the inhabitants 

of the visitors and the people in Mariehamn feared the risk of contagion and kept away from 

the passengers. They were, according to the newspapers, detested as plague.248 Nevertheless, 

the passengers from von Döbeln who had left the quarantine could afford to travel another 

route. Onboard von Döbeln there was also a Finnish straw-braider249 who did not have the same 

resources and thus the opportunity. The straw-braider travelled onboard von Döbeln from 

Finland to Sweden on a yearlong scholarship. Spending time in the quarantine cost a daily fee 

which each passenger was obligated to pay. The straw-braider helped with the washing in order 

to alleviate the economic burden. By the end of the quarantine the woman had spent 25% of 

the scholarship which was supposed to sustain her for the year in Sweden. After having spent 

the mandatory observation time at Fejan, she had to go back to Finland and work to repay the 

25% already spent. The remaining money she had received for the scholarship was no longer 

enough to spend the entire year in Sweden.250  

Conclusively, these examples from the passengers of von Döbeln indicate that the material 

space did not alter for people from different social groups. They experienced the same spatial 

sites with the same procedures regardless of income, social status or occupation. On the other 

hand, the imaginary affective space varied since economic resource influenced the 

consequences of the stay. People with enough resources were free to leave the quarantine, but 

not to enter Sweden before spending enough time in observation without further infectious 

contamination. The quarantine fee, which all quarantined had to pay, was regardless of income. 

For some of the more resourceful social groups it is possible to assume that the fee did not 

strain their private economy as it could for other social groups with lesser income. The burden 

                                                
247 Lists of ships and passengers example: GHT 1853-05-06; Post- Och Inrikes Tidningar 1853-08-13; 
NDA 1894-07-16 
248 Stockholms Dagblad 1894-07-16.  
249 In Swedish: ”Halmfläterska”; Söderhamns Tidning 1894-08-13. 
250 Söderhamns Tidning 1894-08-13. 
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the quarantine caused, may for some be a nuisance and a bore, while for others it could possibly 

have been devastating.  

Summary: the imaginary affective space 

The imaginary affective space was in this analysis depicted from the information given by the 

provincial physicians and testimonies re-told by newspapers. By determining how people 

experienced the quarantine procedures it could be concluded how the abstract imaginary 

affective space was produced by those affected by the quarantines. There are as many answers 

to the question of how the imaginary affective space was produced as there were individuals in 

the quarantine system. However, there are general points which are representative from several 

testimonies. 

During the outbreaks in the 1850s one of the main focal points were that people feared 

contagion and exclusion. The fear was described as exaggerated and people in need of aid was 

turned away due to the fear of disease. The perspective from the provincial physicians place 

the perspective close to the ideological conceptualization of the quarantine. As earlier stated, 

there were possible tendencies and opinions within the SPA which could obstruct the imaginary 

affective space. It is still possible to identify an indication of how the people in the re-told 

events experienced the quarantine system. The system caused fear and passiveness since the 

people in the examples did not want to be isolated in their households.  

On the same note, a too harsh quarantine system was criticised but likewise was a too slack 

system. The criticism evident in the empirics indicated a form of indirect negotiation between 

the population and the responsible quarantine institution. First of all, when the system was 

rendered too slack it was stated that it was the state’s responsibility to protect the population 

against contagion. On the other hand, when the system was too harsh it also led to discontent 

and criticism as well. However, the analysis of this essay showed that a focal point of the 

criticism was not at the isolation and quarantining itself, but the treatment of the quarantined. 

When the quarantined experienced a maltreatment it led to reactions in the press. The press 

claimed that the state had the responsibility to protect and provide health care. In the example 

from Ronneby the experience focalised on the feeling of exclusion and being perceived as 

contaminated. Still the example also mentioned quarantine and barriers had an undivided 

popularity among the population in that area. It indicated a cleft in opinion between those who 
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were subjected to the quarantine procedure and those who were “protected” by it, on the “right” 

side of the barriers.   

The empirics based on various newspapers where the newspaper’s political opinion might had 

played a part in the interpretation of the articles. However, when examining the articles and the 

opinions they portrayed, it does not alter in NDA and GHT. These examples stemmed from 

two varied political views where the NDA was a conservative newspaper and the GHT was 

liberal. Both newspapers published articles with similar points and aligning criticism towards 

the quarantine institution and system. This indicates that the newspapers’ political views did 

not alter in regard of the quarantine.  

By 1892 to 1894 there were a wider plethora of articles from the newspapers rendering the 

experiences of quarantined people. The articles in the newspapers indicated a liberal view 

where the freedom of the people, their rights and integrity were promulgated regardless of the 

newspapers’ political tendency. One of the main focal points visible in the criticism pointed 

towards the quarantine institutions was the conflict between the state intervention and the 

individual integrity. The focal point was on the just treatment of the quarantined. In the analysis 

this stemmed from a situational example, centering the lawsuit concerning the passengers of 

von Döbeln. There were also relational examples, between the passengers and the Quarantine 

Commission and the Medical Council of Sweden. In the articles the events in 1894 at Fejan 

were thoroughly depicted which gave insight to how the people on-board von Döbeln 

experienced their stay at the quarantine station. When the passengers of von Döbeln were kept 

on-board the ship while new cases of cholera appeared, it was a crime against the humanity 

and a negligence of the passengers’ lives. The criticism was not against the containment of 

people, but how it was done. The state is described, on several occasions, to be the institution 

responsible for the health care with the responsibility to protect against – not expose them of –

contagion.  

The social aspect of the quarantined was also possible to interpret from the source material. 

People from different social groups were subjected to the same quarantine procedure. However, 

there was an obligatory daily fee to pay, regardless of private income. For some of the 

quarantined it was possible to leave the quarantine station without entering Swedish soil. For 

others without enough resources to re-direct their route, they had to stay under observation 

until they could leave the quarantine. The experience and thus also the impact of the quarantine 

differentiated. It is probably that the impact the quarantine fee had on the private economy and 
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the opportunities to affect the quarantine stay influenced the imaginary affective 

conceptualization of its space. 

Discussion 
The purpose of this essay was to try a spatial theoretical framework applied to the context of 

the Swedish quarantine. This was to examine whether a spatial theoretical framework could be 

used to answer the empirical question and to interpret the results. The empirical research 

question was how the conflict between the personal integrity and the collective’s welfare was 

externalized in the different spatial dimensions. There were several questions which kindled 

the analysis within the theoretical framework, such as what spaces are, how to understand and 

interpret space, how ideas and the materialized space are linked and how different human 

practices create and use different conceptualizations of space. The analysis of this essay 

depicted the years from 1850 to 1894 and was divided into the spatial theoretical framework: 

the ideological institutionalized, material, and imaginary affective space. The following 

discussion aimed to answer and discuss the research questions in relation to each other and in 

relation to the research field. The main focal points of earlier research were tried in comparison 

to this essay’s analysis to examine whether the main points diverged or aligned. To begin with 

the discussion aimed attention at the question of spatiality and how the concept of spaces 

influenced this essay.   

Spatiality 

The spatial dimensions were used as the theoretical framework of this essay and thus these 

spatial dimensions functioned as methodological perspectives. By using the spatial dimensions 

as analytical tools this essay could produce a contrasting depiction of the “same” space. The 

varying analytical perspectives meant a change of context from which the quarantine was 

examined. The quarantine was, for example, viewed in its institutionalized context as a 

legislated procedure, where the ideal and planned quarantine were in focal point. The 

quarantine was also examined in its material form as a spatial site where there was a physical 

space to isolate, keep under observation and disinfection. Subsequently, the third perspective 

focalised on the experience of those who were quarantined or affected by the quarantine 

system. Each of these spatial dimensions contributed with another angle and meanwhile gave 

insight to the connectedness of spaces. There was a linkage between the planned to its 
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implementation in praxis and furthermore to the experience of the quarantined. These spatial 

dimensions influenced each other, existed simultaneously and each contributed with 

information of how the quarantine space was produced, maintained and interpreted. 

When one of the spatial dimensions was viewed in isolation one set of interpretations was 

established. The ideological institutionalized space was the planned and ideal quarantine which 

was centrally controlled and maintained. The regulatory documents determined what diseases 

were quarantinable and what the focal point of the quarantining was. Hence, there was a direct 

linkage between the ideological institutionalized quarantine and its material space. Ultimately, 

the quarantine system outlined nodes of spatial sites which processed incoming travellers, 

traders and merchandize and enabled transnational interaction. The quarantines were, as 

Bashford implied, spatial sites which curbed spatial flows. However, Bashford drew the 

conclusion that quarantines therefore were counterforces of globalization. This essay’s analysis 

indicated rather that the Swedish quarantines were mechanisms which enabled globalization. 

The quarantine system connected one bureaucracy to another with a standardized process 

which allowed transnational exchanges and mobility. The quarantine system was dependent on 

regional, national and international communication allowing information to be shared and 

maintaining control over spatial flows.  

The quarantine was in this essay interpreted as a liminal space, a threshold. Travelers, traders 

and cargo had to transition in and out of specific entry points through a system of inspection, 

observation and disinfection. The system provided a synchronized strategy of information-

sharing, medical organization and permitted a sense of control over the threat of contagion. 

The interpretation of the liminal space coincided with Longhurst and Norton who both 

emphasized spaces as tools to process rather than points of exclusion and segregation. This 

conceptualization of the quarantine was an institutional perspective where the provided context 

was from above. On a contrary note, the imaginary affective space provided the perspective of 

the quarantine system from below. In that perspective the quarantine system triggered fear of 

exclusion and contagion which contrasts the interpretation of the quarantine being a transitional 

space to process and not exclude. However, both perspectives were empirically supported and 

contributed to the conceptualization of the quarantine’s space. This is because the spatial 

dimensions existed simultaneously and the context in which the quarantine was examined, 

influenced the conceptualization.  
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The ideological context to the quarantine system is a central topic in the Swedish research field. 

When the quarantine has been viewed from the perspective of history of ideas it has been 

argued that the quarantine was supported by contagionists and sanitation by miasmatics. This 

goes hand in hand with the Ackerknechtian view which means that political agendas were 

visible in how the authorities shaped the prophylactic measures. The perspective from history 

of ideas and political history has provided the main representation of the quarantine in the 

Swedish and Norwegian research field. When gathering the main points of several studies there 

seem to be another consensus on the matter. Firstly, Ottosson argued that the miasma-contagion 

debate was merely an emphasis in Swedish context. This means that the dichotomized 

aetiological conceptions were, in fact, not dichotomies. This essay’s analysis also found 

indications in the empirical material which coincided with Ottosson’s conclusion. There is also 

the fact that Axelsson meant there was a cleft between theory and the ideological believes in 

the SPA with the medical praxis during the late 19th century. Furthermore, when examining the 

conclusions of Baldwin, Bjørkås Straume and Nielsen Ohman who all test the Ackerknechtian 

theory, there is a consensus. Namely that liberal ideas were not the determining influence on 

the quarantine system. This means that the quarantine’s representation in the research field in 

comparison to the scholarly consensus requires a re-evaluation. 

Furthermore, when examining the progression of the quarantine in the context of ideology this 

essay’s analysis showed diverging points which also did not coincide with the existing research 

field. Drakman study was in the field of history of ideas where she examined how the SPA 

viewed diseases and the body during the 19th century. Hence, the focal point of her study and 

this essay’s focal point diverge. Nevertheless, Drakman concluded in her study that flow-

centred medicine was prominent from 1820 to 1860 and thereafter the focal point progressed 

to protective boundaries. Yet, from the context of the quarantine the period 1820–1860 was 

prominently centred around the quarantine hindering the spread of contagion. After 1860 the 

quarantine practice decreased only to resurface in 1892 with an increase of maritime 

quarantines. This means that the period 1820–1860 was pro-contagion and pro-protective 

boundaries while 1860–1894 was pro-miasma and pro-sanitation. The differentiating 

conclusion between Drakman and this essay furthermore indicates a distance between the 

quarantine in praxis with medical ideology and how the SPA perceived diseases.  

When the analysis of this essay examined the material space of the quarantine, the focal point 

left the ideological institutionalized space. The ideological institutionalized space has been, as 
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earlier explained, the representative depiction of the quarantine in the research field. When the 

essay analysed the quarantine’s material space it showed that a Swedish quarantine was 

implemented with a wide range of spatial variety. The quarantine was a spatially contained 

space, since it always had a delineated physical spatiality, but the physical spatiality varied. 

The quarantine was also socially produced. It means that the physical space became a 

quarantine once someone with jurisdiction, backed by official regulation, initiated a set of 

procedures. The central practice of the quarantine was to isolate the ill or the risk of contagion, 

keep under observation during the incubation period and disinfecting the clothes, belongings 

and/or lodgings. It was the context in which the spatial site existed which influenced the 

materialization and thus the conceptualization of the material space.  

Baldwin concluded in his study that local variables, such as topography, geoepidemiology, 

local pre-requisites, outweighed political influence. This essay’s analysis depicted a similar 

scenario. The spatial variety of the material quarantine can be explained by local factors 

determining whether, where or how the quarantine was established. The regulatory documents 

provided a framework but gave little information on the material side of the implementation. 

The only permanent quarantine facilities, built specifically to maintain the central procedure, 

were the quarantine islands and the lazarettos. Both of which were centrally maintained and 

controlled. The temporary quarantines were more locally dependent and varied based on social, 

economic, geographical and material preconditions. During the 1850s the local quarantines 

were locally negotiated and implemented if the quarantine was deemed credible and feasible. 

The new legislative context to the quarantine during the late 1850s and the municipal reform 

in 1862 ratified the local governance. In 1892 when the praxis of quarantines increased again 

there were the centrally governed quarantine stations and the locally controlled observation 

points. It was still a bilateral control over the quarantine system. Then, is Bashford’s claim of 

the quarantine’s geographical and temporal universality valid? The claim has a point; however, 

empirical analysis of the Swedish quarantine showed a more multifaceted representation. Who 

controlled and maintained the spaces differentiated greatly as well as the spaces themselves.  

The local governance meant a social influence where the quarantine was negotiated by different 

agencies and this gave insights to the spatial dimensions’ trialectic relationship. The ideological 

institutionalized space directly influenced the material space and therefore also indirectly 

influenced the imaginary affective experience of the quarantine. In turn, the imaginary affective 

affected the ideological institutionalized quarantine with a negotiation. Both the direct 
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negotiation visible in the implementations of quarantine during the 1850s but also in the 

criticism visible during the 1830s, 1850s and 1890s. The quarantine system had to be harsh 

enough to protect, but not too harsh to cause maltreatment of the quarantined. Already in 1831, 

the negotiation of the regulatory documents was evident in the change of the legislation which 

was perceived as too harsh. This is an example of the trialectic relationship where the public 

agencies affected the regulatory documents which in turn affected the material space where the 

triangle of influence began again.   

The main contribution the spatial theoretical framework had to this essay was to provide the 

tool to structure the different quarantine contexts comprehensibly and cohesively. The 

theoretical framework provided concepts and explanations how to understand spaces 

interconnected to the different spatial dimensions. The connectedness of spaces furthermore 

gave insights to the connectedness between mind and matter. How the institutional quarantine 

and the ideological context was connected to its practice and onward how this, in turn, 

influenced the human experience. On a more critical note, Lefebvre’s unitary theory provided 

a descriptive framework which meant methodological limitations. While the theoretical 

framework provided necessary clarity and entry-ways to the analysis, there were limitations in 

connecting the theory to a comprehensible causation. The analysis depicted how the quarantine 

externalized in different spatial dimensions but was limited in the explanations of why. This 

did, however, not affect the purpose of the analysis since this essay’s aimed to examine a spatial 

theoretical framework in combination with the empirical materials. 

The empiric research question 

The omnipresent public health related conflict between the individual integrity and the welfare 

of the public was the central point of the empirical question. Specifically, the question was how 

the conflict materialized in the different spatial dimensions. The purpose was to try the spatial 

theoretical framework in correspondence to the empirical material and test a research question 

based on the material. When the analysis examined the conflict in the spatial dimensions one 

central focal point of the conflict was the balance between a harsh system and a system which 

was not too harsh. This balance interlinked the material space with the experiences of the 

system where a negotiation through criticism kept the scale in balance. The imaginary affective 

perspective hence influenced the regulatory documents once the balance between the individual 

integrity and the welfare of the collective was experienced as unbalanced. This was for example 
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visible during 1831 when the legislation was updated within a year after the public expressed 

discontent. In 1853 it was again visible in the inquiry of the medical administration whether 

the quarantine was deemed credible and accepted by the population. When implementing the 

quarantine, it was further shown that the praxis had to be supported by the area’s population 

since the decision to quarantine was directly and locally negotiated. During the outbreak in 

1892–1894, the press communicated criticism from experiences of the quarantine system. The 

criticism in the press was not directed against the isolation itself but on the maltreatment of the 

symptom-free individuals in the quarantine. The fact that the ill was isolated was not through 

the criticism communicated as being out of the ordinary. It was the fact that the symptom-free, 

out of precaution, was contained. Furthermore, the SPA communicated spatial difficulties and 

impossibilities with the quarantine system interlinked with the material space. The relationship 

between feasibility and credibility, two subjects relevant to the institutional quarantine and its 

legislated procedure, indicated the relationship between the spatial dimensions. The conflict, 

the unbalanced scale, was an incentive of change. The question of practicability also motivated 

alterations to be made. The changes were enabled by criticism from either the agencies of the 

material space such as the SPA or the agencies of the imaginary affective space, the 

quarantined. 

Björkman studied the quarantine from the perspective of control and power, both topics central 

in a discussion of the conflict between the individual and the state. The conclusion of the study 

was that the quarantine was part of an exercise of power influenced by changes in society: 

liberalism and capitalism. New industrial economical spheres were an impetus to individual 

isolation politics. This essay’s analysis showed indications of another scenario where politics 

did not outweigh local variables. Furthermore, to describe the quarantine system as an exercise 

of power or as a tool of social control is to ascribe a hidden motive behind the implementation. 

Power relationships are inevitable in almost all topics, especially in the topic of health care. 

However, to declare the impetus behind the system with an agenda of power in relation to 

Foucault and his theories of social control are in correspondence to this essay problematic. 

There are indications both in the empirics of this essay and in other studies that the quarantine 

was in praxis conditioned to local prerequisites. The quarantine was less centrally governed in 

praxis than in the regulatory documents. This essay’s analysis indicated that even though the 

quarantine was a part of the state apparatus, it was not directly operated by the state. As earlier 

discussed, the quarantine was part of direct and indirect negotiations. Even if power hierarchies 

and structures can be difficult to detect, sophisticated and indirect, the focal point of the 
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quarantine’s function diverge from this type of discourse once the perspective leave the 

ideological institutionalized dimension.  

In the perspective of the imaginary affective space this essay was able to discern conditions in 

the quarantine station Fejan and how it differentiated depending on the social status of the 

quarantined. The procedure and material side of the quarantine was not influenced by social 

variables. However, the social status of the quarantined indirectly affected the experienced and 

lived space of the quarantine. The tumult following von Döbelns arrival to the quarantine 

station at Fejan gave insight to the conflict in praxis where the perspective between the 

imaginary affective and the ideological institutionalized spaces clashed. The representatives of 

the quarantine system followed the procedure according to the regulatory documents. It was 

the representatives’ duty to follow regulations and try to implement the planned and ideal 

quarantine as it has been decided from above. Once the passengers got confronted with the 

quarantine procedure, a few passengers expressed their experiences, feelings and thoughts in 

the press. When the scale tipped to the opinion of maltreatment criticism arose which indicated 

the negotiation as earlier mentioned. The lawsuit showed that the criticism had limits, but the 

quarantine procedure did change and the next ship bearing passengers to the quarantine was 

immediately brought off the ship. This furthermore indicated the spatial dimension’s trialectic 

concurrence and reciprocal influence on each other.  

There are studies agreeing with Björkman’s perspective of state control. Markel stated that the 

quarantine station in Ellis Island was under medical jurisdiction and hence was not an official 

immigration detention but that it was an important purpose of the station. Markel also 

mentioned the four-step progression of epidemics where the fourth step was when a social 

group was pointed out as a scapegoat. The topic raised by Markel is furthermore visible in 

studies of the North Head station in Sydney where colonial segregation has been studied. This 

essay cannot confirm a similar progression of the Swedish quarantine system during the 19th 

century or any social biases in the empirical material. Montesino and Thor hence raised a 

similar topic when they study Swedish quarantine camps during and in the aftermaths of the 

Second World War. Montesino and Thor viewed the quarantines and the regulatory documents 

as means of power and not as transitional sites as this essay proclaimed. There are important 

differences between Montesino and Thor, Markel and studies with topic of segregation and this 

essay. In order to make a correlation the analytical variables should preferably conform. Their 

studies include immigration flows, colonial contexts and the Swedish example depict a much 
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later temporal spectrum than this essay. The Swedish quarantine cannot be connected to a 

context of a colonial segregation agenda or larger incoming immigration flows before the 

Second World War. This essay still included the international and global research field centring 

colonial and immigration bias discourses in order to show a contrasting depiction. This essay’s 

analysis could with the aid of the spatial theoretical framework show indications that the 

quarantines context differentiated greatly depending on which analytical framework was 

applied.  

Subsequently, Barnes deferred the aetiological and colonial discourses, and claimed the 

perspectives had distorted the quarantine’s context in the research field. The quarantine 

legislation was, according to Barnes, a bureaucratic matter to supervise the influx of trade. In 

this sense the quarantine centred material goods and not people. In Swedish context, goods and 

material belongings were present and an elaborated subject in the regulatory documents since 

material things were believed to be able to communicate diseases. Barnes promulgated a 

perspective of the material space in correspondence to the regulatory documents, dismissing 

the imaginary affective and ideological context. This essay’s analysis indicated that while the 

institutional context of the quarantine was interrelated with potentially infectious cargo and 

disinfection of materials, it was not the entire picture. This essay furthermore differentiated the 

various quarantine spatial sites as maritime, terrestrial and civic quarantine. It provided the 

perspective that the quarantine procedure could be implemented differently. For example, the 

civic quarantine was not as relevant to trade and processing merchandize as the maritime 

quarantine was. This essay nevertheless argues that both spatial quarantines were maintained, 

controlled and implemented within the same framework, influenced by the same regulatory 

documents and are thus the “same” space, conceptualized differently. On the other hand, this 

essay agrees with Barnes on the fact that aetiology, state control and politics has had a 

precedence in the existing research field of the quarantine. Preferably, the traditional 

representation of the quarantine requires further evaluation with new focal points.  

Further research 

Since this essay’s theoretical framework meant a limited methodological scope a natural 

elaboration would be to expand the theoretical and methodological grasp. This would enable a 

connection to causations on a larger scale than what was possible in this essay. There is also a 

potential to expand the empirical materials. This essay mainly used printed source material or 
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available digitalized online. There are a rich plethora of empirics concerning the quarantines 

in various archives in various parts of Sweden.  

Another elaboration on this essay would be to expand the geographical scope. The Baltic and 

North Sea harbours were interconnected by the quarantine systems. When the quarantine 

legislation was established in the 18th century and permanent maritime quarantines were 

implemented, Finland was an integrated part of the Sweden and Denmark and Norway were 

one political entity. This means that Swedish quarantine history predating 1809 is a part of the 

Finnish quarantine history. Likewise, the Norwegian and Danish quarantine history are also 

interrelated. An elaborated geographical scope would enable another angle to examine what 

spatial flows the quarantines intercepted and how the transnational interactions and exchanges 

were facilitated. On the other hand, instead of venturing on a larger scope, another elaboration 

could be with a minor focal point. Studies of one or two stations or regional or transnational 

areas could provide insights on the depth. The passenger lists of the ships which were 

quarantined at the quarantine islands could enable further analysis on the depth of the imaginary 

affective perspective.  

Subsequently, another possible angle could be amplified or use a different temporal spectrum. 

To adapt the temporal spectrum to view before the 1800s would enable a more thorough 

examination of the Nordic early modern quarantine in the context of plague prevention. In such 

a temporal spectrum, the geographical grasp could additionally be broadened in order to 

examine the exchanges and spatial flows in the Nordic political territories of the early modern 

period. Examining the early modern period in medical history has not been common in historic 

studies. Roger Qvarsell examined the research field of medical history between 1970 and 2004 

and found that only 3 out of a total of 90 dissertations had the temporal spectrum before the 

1800s.251 This, together with the fact that the quarantine still has empiric material which have 

not yet been incorporated in modern scholarly analysis, has an intriguing potential for further 

research. On the other hand, the temporal spectrum could also examine the quarantine’s 

transition from the 19th century to the 20th and onward to the 21th century. In a more modern 

temporal spectrum the theory of the quarantine’s liminal space could the examined in the 

context of modern border controls. What happened to disease prevention when seaborne travel 

decreased, and aerial travel increased?  

                                                
251 21 of them were unclassified and the rest were centred on 1800–1960-. The most dissertations 
were within the spectrum 1870–1920; Qvarsell, Roger, 2007, p. 30. 
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The research field of quarantine history has the potential to be elaborated and contribute further 

with perspectives which differentiates from the current Swedish research field. This essay 

encourages historic analysis of spaces since it invites a broader focal point which otherwise 

could go missed. Spatial analysis also give insight to the connectedness of spaces and 

cohesively connect ideas, ideologies and other similar contexts to the materialized space. This 

essay’s focal point was on disease prevention in the form of the quarantine: isolation, 

observation and disinfection in a spatially contained space. In connection to disease prevention, 

the topic of isolation and quarantining has incited criticism, dislike and fear. When the state or 

agencies of the state apparatus has the jurisdiction of compulsory confinement and to prevent 

sociability and mobility, an inevitable conflict between the collective and individual integrity 

appear. Still today the Swedish authorities have the jurisdiction to isolate and keep patients 

under observation up to three months’ time if the patient has one a disease classified as 

dangerous to society and therefore pose a threat to the collective.252 The conflict was also 

evident after the establishment of the terrestrial quarantine in West Africa in 2014. Even if the 

quarantine has been perceived as inhumane and archaic, the individual integrity will be 

undermined if there is threat to the collective’s welfare. The scale which balances the 

authorities’ interventions and the public opinion keeps the tension between the two, which in 

turn incites changes, updates to the legislations and social responses. Ultimately, the question 

is whether quarantine history and knowledge of historic disease-related conflicts can help us 

understand the contemporary conflicts which stem from a historically established practice.  

 

  

                                                
252 For example: Plague, cholera, typhoid, methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and 
severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) among others; SFS 2004:168; SFS 2004:877; 
Betänkande 2004/05:SOU5 
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